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TV AUTOMATION:
Ind( AvAilAbiliTiEs
WiTh ACOMpUTER.

Presto! Change-o!
Before your very eyes, the flick of a
switch converts the output of any
3- or 4- channel camera, no matter what
its price, into an encoded signal that
meets all applicable EIA and NTSC specs!
The switch is on the 3M color video
encoder, and it's loaded with features and
performance like nothing you've ever
seen before:
Its all- digital color bar generator,
accurate to within ± 1
/%, requires no
2
adjustments and has already earned a

And maybe best of all, its price is
lower than you'd expect.
As we said, like nothing you've ever
seen before, so why not let us show you?
Ask for ademonstration. There'll be no
hocus-pocus, no mumbo jumbo — we
let the 3M color video ercoder speak
for itself.
We've made more believers that way.
Mincom Division, 3M Company,
300 South Lewis Road, Camarillo, California 93010. Telephone (805) 482-1911.

reputation for being rock solid with temperature variations.
Its video input clamping circuits eliminate low frequency hum and noise, and
prevent APL changes and ground loops
from causing color errors.
Its amplitude- dependent aperture
equalizer provides noise- free picture
crispening.
Its luminance- enhancement circuits
increase the resolution of 3channel
cameras, improve the color fidelity of
4- channel cameras, and provide automatic green channel luminance when
switching to monochrome.
VIDEO PRODUCTS

Mincom Division
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If you are planning a
broadband communications
switching and distribution system
you should talk to DYNAIR.
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That's right. DYNAIR specializes in the
switching and distribution of broadband
signals to 100 MHz. Our 70-MHz computercontrolled microwave IF switching system
distributes television and other information
to all major universities in Indiana . . . and
several other installations are now being
completed with similar equipment.
Large DYNAIR video switchers, some
with bandwidths to 50 MHz, are being used
to route information from orbiting satellites,
Mars and Moon probes and avariety of other
aerospace functions. Our standard video and
audio switchers have been used for years in
commercial, industrial and educational television. And most of our installations are
based upon off-the-shelf equipment.
Standard logic cards are available from
stock for ease of assembling most computerinterface and machine-control subsystems.
These cards mount in a universal frame
which utilizes wire-wrap connections to establish the required interface functions. Numerous manual control options are also
available.
DYNAIR switching equipment is also
based upon a building-block philosophy,
with the various types of switch, amplifier
and power supply circuit cards all being
stocked items which can easily be assembled in standard mounting frames. Practically
any input-output configuration or capacity
is possible with this planned approach and,
with the numerous crosspoints required in
many systems, the economics of using standard modules can offer substantial savings.
Shouldn't you talk to DYNAIR? Give us
acall today. Or if you prefer, drop us anote
and we'll send literature.
DYNAIR ELECTRONICS, INC.
6360 FEDERAL BLVD., SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92114
PHONE: ( 7141 582-9211
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A computer will pay
for itself in finding
free screen time.
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MODEL 1400-12 VIDEO SVVITCHER
PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE IN A SMALLER FORMAT
•

8 inputs - composite ( loop through) • 4 buses - Mix A

and

B,

EFF

A and

B • True re-entry system - allows

dissolves to wipes and inserts •

Complete color special

effects system - 8 wipe patterns, internal keying, external
keying, and matte •

Bordered wipe patterns •

3 input

mixer - allows split fades to black • Vertical interval sWtching e 2 program outputs • Effects monitor output • Meets
NTSC color specifications • Compact - Control panel 101/2" x
19" ( rack

mount), electronics 83
4 " x 19" ( rack mount)
/

• OPTIONS: Color black/color matte generator • Automatic
sync- add crosspoints for non- composite inputs • Chroma
key • Non- synchronous inhibit for MIX buses • Video pro-

•

cessing system • AFV system
Price 87,000.00

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP,INC
SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY GRAVCO SALES, INC
6515 Sunset Blvd.

Station Plaza East

125 South Wilke Road

Redbird Airport

1644 Tullie Circle, N.E.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

GREAT NECK, N.Y.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

DALLAS, TEXAS

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

(213) 462-6612

1516/ 487-1311

( 3121 394-1344

1214) 330-1245 ( 4041 634-0521

OVERSEAS - GRASS VALLEY INTERNATIONAL - BOX 1114, GRASS VALLEY, CA 95945 - USA
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NAB Asks Anti- Siphon Rule
For All Non- Broadcasters
The National Association of Broadcasters has urged the Federal Communications Commission to apply a
single anti-siphoning rule against all
non-broadcast systems that deliver
programs to the home for afee. The
objective, said the NAB, is to prevent the charging of home subscribers for programs they now see
free on broadcast TV, not only
through cable systems (already covered by an antisiphoning rule), but
also by other delivery methods now
in development: microwave, telephone line, etc. NAB did not ask
restriction on pay-programs for hotels and other "transient" areas.

Supreme Court Will Rule On
FCC Cable Fee Authority

-e

•"
San Francisco's new eight- station TV broadcasting tower, as viewed
from a helicopter, is 977 feet high and rises 1811 feet above sea level
on its Mt. Sutro site. The antenna system, which was designed by
RCA, is configured in three 210foot stacks rising above the triangular
platform. The tower and its antennas, electronic equipment, and
transmitter buildings, cost more than $ 12 million.

In response to aplea by the National Cable Television Association, the
U.S. Supreme Court has agreed to
rule on the authority of the FCC to
impose annual fees on cable television operators. The decision will
come in a review of a Court of
Appeals ruling that the FCC could
impose an annual fee of $. 30 per
subscriber on all cable systems, as a
means of recovering FCC operating
costs.

TheatreVisioN Pay Cable
Will Expand To Six States
Chairman Joseph Freidman, of
Chromalloy American, said that the
affiliate TheatreVisioN, pay-cable
system, had signed with cable opefators in six states—Florida, Michr
gan, Missouri, New Mexico, Penr'sylvania and Texas—with atotal of
170,000 subscribers. Dore Scharb
president of TheatreVisioN, °pees
marketing efforts in the six states
in August, and first installations afe
expected in November.
continued on page
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Eight years ago, the Plumbicon TV color
amera revolutionized the broadcast industry
with its clean, sharp, noise-free images, and
i
_
scolor rendition so obviously superior to that
of the TK42/43 cameras it superseded.
But not all of the TK42/43's in use in 1965
have been replaced. There are still many
studios where TK42/43's are the workhorses

instead of vidicons and enjoy performance at
wholly new levels, including:
• 9to 12 dB noise reduction in chroma channels
• Easier, more accurate, registration
• No more chroma channel lag
11 Clean color keying
mi Shorter black- balance time
• Faster, easier, gamma tracking
• No more need for faceplate temperature control

color TV.
If yours is one of those studios, and you're
lot considering a new camera, we offer you

But the big difference will be the difference
you see on your monitor screens... a difference immediately obvious to your viewers and

the opportunity to convert your TK42/43 to
use Plumbicon tubes in its chroma channels

to your advertisers.
We make the conversion with a kit devel-

)f

After

Before

Unretouched photo taken
through the viewfinder of a
a TK42 camera. With vidicons
still installed in the blue channel, the operator has difficulty
registering the color and B/W
images because vidicon
signals are inherently noisy.

Unretouched photo taken
through the viewfinder after
conversion to Plumbicon camera tubes. With conversion
completed, accurate stable
registration is easy since
chroma channel noise is reduced by 9 to 12 db.

oped for us by the Electro Optical Devices
Division of Amperex Electronic Corporation,
manufacturer of the Plumbicon color TV camera pickup tubes. We remove the three chroma
channel vidicons from your camera and replace them with three new Amperex Plumbicon tubes and yoke assemblies; we add anew
Amperex interconnect board and we modify
the deflection modules and the preamplifier to
match the characteristics of the Plumbicons.
The conversion takes about one working
day... at your studio. The complete cost, in
continental U.S.A., is only $7,860.
For further details, write: Rank Precision Industries, Inc., 260 N. Route 303, West Nyack,
New York 10994. Attention: Nick Glade, Service Manager. Telephone: 914-358-4450.

*Registered trademark of N. V. Philips of Holland

RANK PRECISION INDUSTRIES, INC.
New York
Illinois

260 N. Route 303, West Nyack, New York 10994 ( 914) 358-4450

411 Jarvis Ave., Des Plaines, Ill. 60018 ( 312) 297-7720

California

5437 E. Sheila St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90040 ( 213) 722-3221
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Replace
Mercury
Vapor
Tubes
Directly
with

marketing efforts in the six states
in August, and first installations are
expected in November.

American Satellite Signs For
Channels on Canadian " Bird"
The American Satellite Corporation
announced agreement with Telesat
Canada for use of up to three fulltime and one part-time transponder
circuits on the Canadian Anik-2
satellite, for ASC's commercial
communications channels. Voice,
TV and data service to American
customers is slated to begin in fall,
with earth stations ready in New
York, Chicago, Dallas and Los Angeles, and additional earth stations
projected.

Public Radio Operators
Form National Association

•
=8
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Fortunately RUSSCO engineering is more than
skin-deep. RUSSCO's STUDIO- PRO and
CUE- MASTER turntables offer the ultimate in
long-wearing dependability and ease of operation
... only 3 moving parts! No- slip starting and
reliable Bodine synchronous motors ( optional).
3 beautiful models starting at only $ 1521

Representatives of the nation's public radio stations voted at a May
meeting to form a national body,
the first all-radio organization in
public
broadcasting.
A
ninemember interim board, with Hugh
Cordier of National Educational
Radio as chairman, will develop the
organization's structure and name.

Xtrra-Vision Pay TV Starts
on Carrolltown, Penna., Cable
Another pay-cable system, XtrraVision, was slated at press time for
a July 9 turn-on date on the Cambria TV Distribution Co. cable system in Carrolltown, Penna. The
multi-channel service will be available to the 5100 subscribers of
Cambria„ with both movies and
regularly scheduled non-movie entertainment.

Hughes TV Network Has $ 12
Million Sales, Last Half ' 73
You get the mos' " headroom" for the money
(+18 DBM) with RUSSCO's New " FIDELITY.PRO" and " FIDELITY- MASTER" phono pre.
amps. 8 models stereo or mono to fit your
needs, self- powered and featuring a unique
"easy- service" case. Years ahead in engineering with ecoromical prices starting at $92,00

-41,1155Z-11
ELECTRONICS INCORPORATED
1070 BROOKHAVEN, CLOVIS, CALIF.
PHONE ( 209)

Silicon Rectifier
Stacks!
Because
Only non- encapsulated

SON

WILKIN-

Silicon Rectifiers can be re-

paired

in seconds with

low-cost

replacement diodes!

D

Exclusive " GO, NO GO" indicator
automatically warns when the reverse leakage of any diode is in
excess of 50 microamps.

•

Only WILKINSON Silicon Rectifiers are available in a complete
tube replacement
866 to 857B.

•

WILKINSON

range of from

Silicon

Rectifiers

function in ambient temperatures
of from — 85 F to + 158 F.
•

No more filament heat and consequent filament

burnout .. . lower

power cost and reduced hum, too.
•

No warm up time is necessary...
instantaneous operation!

D Just

plug

in WILKINSON Silicon

Rectifiers..,
necessary.
•

Only

no

WILKINSON

re- wiring

is

Silicon Rectifi-

ers are fully guaranteed and have
a safety margin well in excess of
tube rating.

For complete details write today to:

WILKINSON

ELECTRONICS, INC.

1937 MAC DADE BLVD. WOODLYN, PA. 19094

299-2167
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The Hughes Television Network,
enlarging its programming to include prime- time entertainment and
documentaries as well as sports, announced sales in excess of $ 12 million for the last half of 1973, a
record. Hughes, which operates by
"borrowing" stations for specific
broadcasts, has benefitted from the
FCC prime-time access rule and
also by release of a number of
documentaries and specials. Strong

7

continued on page 10
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Our rigorous system test routine
is one of the reasons you should

talk to Farinon
before you buy Microwave.

The equipment shown here in system test is part of a microwave network which extends CPB
programming from Sprague, Washington to ETV stations in Pullman, Washington and Moscow, Idaho.

Every Farinon Microwave System goes through a complete operational test before our Vice President in charge of Quality and Customer Service will let it ship. Everything possible is done at the actory
to assure that each system will
work as intended when the user
turns it on.
Farinon has learned how to
test solid-state microwave by repeating the process on thousands
of terminals since the first solidstate equipment was produced in
1965. You'll find Farinon equipment furnishing reliabie video,
voice and data circuits throughout
the United States and Canada, and
in more than 50 other countries.
Any user will tell you about the in4

herent reliability of Farinon equipment, and about our fast response
when help is needed to keep asystem operating.
You can use Farinon Type
SS12000 Microwave for video in
the 12.7 to 13.25 GHz CARS, STL
and intercity relay bands. This system is similar to those used for
video by common carriers in the 4
GHz, 6 GHz and 11 GHz bands.
If you need microwave for importing distant signals, for studio
to head- end links, or for any other
purpose, you should see what
Farinon can do for you before you
buy. Call John Bartelme at ( 415)
593-8491 to get equipment details
or engineering help.

Farinon Electric,
935 Washington St.,
San Carlos, California 94070
(415) 593-8491

Fannon
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emphasis on production of national
sports telecasts continues.

FCC Emphasizes Rule On
Source of Material
The Federal Communications Commission has issued astrong reminder to broadcast stations that prerecorded material furnished to a
station by government agencies or
officials,
candidates,
businesses,

trade associations, non-profit groups,
etc., must be identified as to
source when it is put on the air.
Stating or implying that such material originated with the station's
own news staff, or any other misrepresentation as to source, will
raise questions as to the qualifications of the licensee, said the FCC
statement.

Anixter To Distribute Sony
Cassettes To CATV
Anixter Brothers, Inc. has anationwide franchise to sell Sony video-

MOUliraitea....
you can hear the difference!

cassette equipment for use by
CATV systems. Sales will be
through Anixter-Pruzan, affiliate
giving national service to the cable
industry.

FCC Sees Problems With
Profits Tax, Other Proposals
The FCC has expressed strong
doubts as to the desirability, even
the legality, of proposals advanced
in Congress for a tax on broadcast
profits, for the auctioning of licenses
to the highest bidder, and for the
abolishment of the Fairness Doctrine. Chairman Burch, in aletter to
Senator William Proxmire, said that
fixing a profits baseline would be
difficult or impossible, and that any
tax was aCongressional and not an
FCC responsibility. He pointed out
that auctioning licenses to the
highest bidder would, in effect, take
spectrum management away from
the FCC, ending "reasoned decision
making by an expert body accountable for its actions to Congress.
Commissioner Wiley said that the
Fairness Doctrine carried out an express mandate of Congress, and
that broadcasting could not be on
the same first amendment basis as
print media as long as there is a
scarcity of channels which restricts
access to the public.

Three Station Groups To
Produce Children's Programs

The Urei Model BL-40 Broadcast Limiter is more than
a compression limiter...Modulimiter provides independent adjustment of RMS gain and peak limiting,
without clipping! The result allows continuously variable, asynunetrical limiting to maximize effective
power for your particular program format.
Modulimiter features low noise, low distortion integrated circuitry and has full function metering.
Output meter can be calibrated to match any transmitter input. All critical adjustments are located
behind a security panel and a test switch for proofof-performance is provided.
Modulimiter is another product for the Broadcast
Industry, distributed by Pacific Recorders.., the Total
Equipment Supplier.

e

PACIFIC RECORDERS AND ENGINEERING CORPORATION
11760 SORRENTO VALLEY RD, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92121
TELEPHONE 453-3255

TELEX 695008
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A consortium including Capital Cities Communications, Inc., Metromedia Television, and Storer
Broadcasting Company, all multistation operators, will create, finance and produce aseries of television programs for children, initially aimed at the 6-11 year-old viewer. The programs will be available
to stations both inside and outside
the three groups, according to the
announcement from wxtx, Metromedia station in Cincinnati.

Hotel Pay-Movies No Drain on
Theatres, Says Wometco
Wometco Enterprises, which has
joined with TransWorld Communications in aMiami trial of hotel paymovies, and also operates more than
100 movie theatres, has concluded
that the hotel service is not stealing
people from the theatres. Mitchell
Wolfson, president of Wometco,
said: " If these early results are a
valid barometer, we will be adding
an entire new market for motion
pictures rather than draining the
continued on page 12
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MocJulor found control center 3.*

CoorcJinote round reinforcement & live TV for 5455.40

Problem: An in-studio musical event with input signals from various sources — and
you have to make sure that the combined output meets both the special requirements of the house sound reinforcement system and a live TV station feed. Sounds
tough, but Shure cuts it down to size with a pair of M67 Mixers, stacked with our
new M610 Feedback Controller. The M67's provide up to eight microphone inputs,
each individually balanced, adjusted for signal level, and ready to run " flat" into the
broadcast line. The combined output also runs into the M610 Feedback Controller
before it reaches the PA system, where the M610's eight slide- switch filters plus
high and low frequency roll- off controls provide the house system with a " roomtailored" signal, shaped for optimum feedback control and maximum system gain!
Result: good sound in the room ... and on the air.
'More to come ... other ingenious sound control centers will be discussed in future issues.

Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, III. 60204

EE;

l..J

EEEE

in Canada, A. C. Si mmonds & Sons Ltd.
Circle
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NEWS
current one." He pointed out that
the typical hotel guest is around 42
years old and has upper-middle income, aclass conspicuously missing
from present movie theatre audiences.

Code For Children's Ads
Is Adopted by NAB Board
The Television Code Review Board
of the NAB adopted in June a
statement of principles covering ad-

vertisements directed to children.
Among the principles are: material
to be non-exploitative in manner,
style and tone; information on the
characteristics and functional aspects of a product/service to be
disclosed; edibles to be presented in
accord with commonly accepted
principles of good eating; promised
benefits in strength, growth, prowess
must reflect documented evidence;
no appeals that state or imply a
child will fail with peers without a
product, or succeed with it; no
frightening material; no appeals to
violent or dangerous behavior.

KPMC Joins CBS
Radio Network
Sherril W. Taylor, vice president of
CBS Radio Division for Affiliate
Relations, announced that KPMC,
Bakersfield, California, has joined
the CBS radio network. KPMC is
the eighth station to sign on as an
affiliate in the past two months,
raising the number of network stations to 250. Other new affiliates
are WEMP, Milwaukee; wwsw,
Pittsburgh; wstx, Nashville; lam,
Seattle; WEST, Easton, Pa.; KGNc,
Amarillo, Tex., and WMEL, Melbourne, Fla.

RCA Supplies Transmitting
Systems for Canadian
Network

Space
Setter
I
S
469

Three/70" Cartridge Playback Deck
Meet our midget. And don't be fooled by its modest exterior. The new
Spotmaster® Three/70 packs the performance of its big brother—the
incomparable Ten/70—into a pint-sized package at a pint-sized price.
Standard features include the Ten/70's direct drive synchronous
motor, all silicon solid state circuitry, high output (+ 8 dbm) and plug-in
modular construction. Deck operation is pushbutton-quick, with
instantaneous response.
Now look what happens when you
put atrio of Three/70s together.
They fit side by side in a single
rack mount. The whole thing takes
up just 7" of rack space.
Three/70s accept all Type A
cartridges, playing up to 10 1
/
2 minutes
at 71
/ ips. Options include 33/
2
4 ips operation, as well as 150 Hz and
8 kHz secondary and tertiary cue tones ( to augment the 1,000 Hz
primary stop/re-cue tone).
Good things do come in small packages. Learn more about the
Three/70—contact us today.

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
A Filmways Company
8810 Brookville Road, Silver Spring. Maryland 20910 • ( 301) 588-4983
TVVX 710-825-0432

F

Broadcast transmitting systems for
the first phase of Canada's new
Global Television network will be
supplied by RCA. Three VHF
transmitters and six antenna systems valued at $ 780,000 are included in the order received by
RCA Limited, Canada.
Global Television is establishing
a grid of TV transmitter facilities
strategically located for overlapping
coverage of most major Southern
Ontario urban centers, as well as
broadcast service to less dense
areas. The transmitters and Globars
new studio complex in Toronto will
be interconnected by two-way microwave. The transmitters will be
automated and remotely controlled.
Testing of the transmission system
is scheduled for the end of November, with January 1, 1974 planned
as the on- air date.

WDHO-TV First to Install
New ABTO Color TV System

The first broadcast quality projector equipped with the optical components of the ABTO System has
been installed at wDHO-Tv, Toledo,
Ohio, an affiliate of the ABC Television Network.
The ABTO System is based on
the principle of Abtography which
codes color information onto conventional 16mm black-and-white
film through use of a glass microfilter in the taking cameras. The information is optically decoded by
ABTO-converted projectors. The
result is color projection.
WDHO-Tv has completed over
four months of daily news operation using prototype equipment.
Arthur M. Donner, president of
wpHo-Tv, expects significant cost
s
avings to allow broader color coverage of local news.
continued on page 17
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The automatic TK-45 Color Camera.
Why we made the best even better.
Probably the question we're asked
most often about our new TK-45
Color Camera in relation to the
TK-44 is "Why tamper with a good
thing?"
This usually comes from people
who have worked with one or more
of the approximately 700 44's over
the years and have come to rely on
their proven performance and stability.
Our answer is "To make it better."
Since the TK-44A was introduced in
1969, it has undergone a continuing
evolution, with new features and design improvements incorporated
each year.
So, in coming up with the TK-45,
we had our work cut out for us:
Add more automatic features without compromising the well-known
stability and performance capability
of the TK-44.
What happened is that the new
features actually contribute to the
operational simplicity of the camera
while enhancing the quality of the
pictures produced.
In effect, we designed in the new
features, while designing out complexity—by utilizing new techniques,
more solid state devices, improved
modular packaging concepts.
Take a look inside the TK-45's
camera control unit and you'll see a
big difference: fewer interconnecting
cables; far fewer set-up controls, and
not nearly as many modules. But, in
AUGUST, 1973-3M/E

this case, much less adds up to much
more ... in convenience, operational
simplicity, and performance.
In essence, the TK-45's stability
results from basic design simplicity,
like our use of the RGB system. Simple to understand, operate and maintain.
As an example of what this new
configuration can do, imagine aball

The TK-45 made its first public
appearance at the 1973 NAB
Convention.
game that runs from the afternoon
into the evening. And the wide variety of lighting conditions and color
temperatures encountered.
Now suppose the sun is setting
and the lights come on. Instantly,
the color temperature of the scene
is radically changed.
And instantly is how the TK-45
responds. The cameraman zeroes in
on any white portion of the scene,
presses a button, and white balance

is automatically restored. Picture
quality remains excellent. And true
to life.
Black balance is set even more
easily—just cap the lens.
All the while, the automatic iris is
responding to the changing light
levels— such as when a cloud obscures the sun or in panning from the
field to the dugout.
And, thanks to automatic centering, the picture comes into precise
registration at the touch of abutton.
So you're ready for instant action,
even during the normal camera
warm-up time, when the pickup
tubes are varying.
And of course, the 45 has all the
advanced features the TK-44 has, including Scene Contrast Compression
to bring out shadow details in highcontrast scenes ( another natural for
baseball, by the way). And all of the
44's low-light capability.
In sports or commercial or program production, both camera stability and operational simplicity can
now almost be taken for granted, so
production people can pay attention
to the more creative aspects of their
work: shooting angles, precise focus,
composition, intercutting, etc.
And when less time has to be devoted to the camera, more time can
be devoted to turning out a quality
product.
It's that simple. To see for yourself, see your RCA representative.
13

Broadcasters discover
extra values with a
TCR-100/TR-60 package.
When purchasing a TCR-100 Cart
Machine, many broadcasters take
advantage of our extra-value package. Instead of the separate, selfcontained Signal Processing Unit,
they order a TR-60 reel-to-reel recorder. With the TR-60 as "master"
and the Cart Machine as "slave",
they get acombination that can do a
lot more than the two machines can
do separately.
The TCR-100 can time-share the
signal processing circuitry of the
TR-60, and the station gets an additional reel-to-reel VTR for its work
force.
In addition to a " station-break
machine", stations are using the
Combo as a side-by-side, miniature
tape-processing center for production and delayed broadcast purposes.
Automatic cueing and switching
are possible between the two machines without adding switching
equipment, resulting in a clean vertical interval switch from one ma-

chine to the other. Separate, individual operation is possible too, of
course.
So for astation that programs alot
of syndicated material, automatic
on-air playback is easy. Properly
cued program material goes on the
TR-60, commercials on the Cart.
From then on, everything happens
automatically.
The TR-60 is placed in the "Auto
Start" mode, and the machines are
then able to cue one another for playback. For example, ten seconds before the end of the last event of acart
sequence, awarning signal is sent to
the TR-60, which puts it in the
"Play" mode. It automatically goes
on air at the end of the cart sequence,
provided it has been cued up at ten
seconds prior to the switch and
placed in "Standby".
The master TR-60 cues the Cart
Machine in asimilar manner. A cue
mark prerecorded at two seconds before the end of play on the reel ma-

chine cues the Cart to go on air two
seconds later. The master recorder
may then stop or continue to play, at
the option of the user.
The Combo also permits A-to-B
dubs on the Cart Machine with external editing of the signal. Start and
end timing of the dubbed tape are
the same as the cartridge being
copied.
The Cart Machine has built a
reputation on releasing reel-to-reel
recorders for production work, but
in combination with the TR-60, it
really hits new heights.
In delayed broadcast, production,
or news segment dubbing—from network, from the studio, from film, from
reel-to-reel to Cart or vice versa—the
"Combo" is totally flexible.
Ask your RCA representative to
explain the details of this extraflexible, extra-value package ... the
TCR-100 and the TR-60.

Agallery of
TCR-100/TR-60
owners.
Making events flow smoothly
at the station break and during
dubbing sessions are TCR100/TR-60 VTR systems at
these stations (clockwise from
upper left): KIRO-TV,
Seattle, Wash.; KVRL-TV,
Houston, Tex.; KTSM-TV,
El Paso, Tex.; and WUTV,
Buffalo, N. Y.
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TCR-100 Box Score
Number delivered
Number of commercials broadcast
Present rate (commercials/day)
Man hours saved
*Estimate

121
3,749,000*
15,750*
155,167

Recent Deliveries
ABC, Network, New York, N.Y.
KATC-TV, Lafayette, La.
KOAA-TV, Pueblo, Colo.
WBOC-TV, Salisbury, Md.
NBC, Network, Burbank, Calif.
NBC, Network, New York, N.Y.

VVECT-TV, Wilmington. N. C.
VVJAC-TV, Johnstown, Pa.
WKYC-TV, Cleveland, O.
VVLS-TV, Chicago, Ill.
WMAR-TV, Baltimore, Md.
VVTEV-TV, New Bedford, Mass.
WTOG-TV, St. Petersburg, Fla. ( 2)

Our Pressurized Traveling Wave Antenna.
The pollution/corrosion solution.
if you're in an area where natural or
industrial corrosion is aproblem and
you're considering a new antenna,
you might like to know about one
station's experience.
San Diego's salty air and nightly
fogs gave KFMB-TV's Superturnstile Antenna adaily corrosive bath
for 18 years. The antenna performed
well, but the hostile environment
took its toll. The moist salt air had
an electrolytic effect on the antenna's
bronze and aluminum fittings.
To make preventive maintenance
3asier, the antenna was split so that
six of its twelve bays would be operational at all times. And to fight off
corrosion, KFMB-TV engineers had
settled on a pliable vinyl plastic
compound and taping.
But after 18 years of continuous
operation, antenna components were
deteriorating and anew antenna was
needed.
The antenna choice was narrowed
to either aradome-covered antenna,
or the new RCA Pressurized Traveling Wave Antenna.
A radome antenna with increased
windloading would have required a
new tower. So KFMB Manager of
Engineering Charlie Abel took a
closer look at the Traveling Wave. In
addition to a proven, high performance antenna, he saw some obvious
design and construction advantages
to solve his environmental problems:
A corrosion-resistant hot-dip galvanized outer tube surrounding a
copper inner conductor with irridited
AUGUST, 1973—BM/E

aluminum coupling probes and stainless steel hardware.
The antenna is fitted with eight
"slot covers", four on the upper half
and four on the lower half, that extend over the radiating slots of the
antenna. The slot covers are fabricated from a heavy-duty polyethylene material that is resistant to the
ultraviolet rays of the sun. The antenna is kept internally pressurized
with dehydrated air at 3-4 PSI. So
there's no moisture to promote electrolytic action.
Along with the pressurized TW
Antenna, KFMB updated their entire transmitting facility, adding a
TT-50FH parallel 50 kW Transmitter and an Opto-Switcher. With system optimization, a lower VSWR is
achieved and with it, better color
transmission.
Mr. Abel notes that although no
specific measurements have been
made, the new transmitter/antenna
plant has resulted in anoticeably
improved signal, with outlying areas
reporting astronger, sharper picture.
KFMB-TV has the first pressurized Traveling Wave antenna in the
U.S. Since this antenna is well prepared to resist the attack of both natural and industrial corrodents, we
expect that other broadcasters will
be utilizing pressurized antennas
soon.
If you have a similar problem,
your RCA representative will be
happy to consult with you.

15

Sprucing up for adate with Emmy.
Technicians help ready Pacific
Video Industries' new van for duty
at the Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences' Emmy Awards telecast—one of the many assignments
being handled by this fully equipped
mobile unit.
The 40-foot van carries three RCA
TK-44B color cameras, two TR-70C
highband video tape recorders, a
complete video tape editing system,
and a I6-track mastering quad mixdown audio system.
It is designed and equipped for
electronic production of feature films.
A major advantage of this technique
is the ability to play back a scene
immediately so it can be re-shot if
necessary. This results in a significant saving in time and expense over
conventional film-making methods.
Still in its early stages, electronic
moviemaking is expected to mushroom in the next few years.
When not in use for producing
video/film features, the Pacific Video
van keeps busy with on-location taping of sports events, commercials
and broadcast programming.

WTVS Mark X
Headwheel
joins RCA
1000 hour club.
After registering 1,150 hours, an
RCA reworked Ampex Mark X
headwheel panel at WTVS, Detroit
has recently joined the 1,000 hour
club. It was installed June, 1972.
Director of Engineering Ed
Hendry notes that two of his three
Ampex VTR's are now equipped
with RCA rebuilt headwheel panels
with Alfecon II material. The second
headwheel is also approaching the
1,000 hour mark and will be joining
the "club" soon. Ch. 56 also operates
two TR-70C tape machines and has
previously qualified for the 1,000
hour club with an RCA headwheel
panel.

Products in the news.
RCA space research has resulted in
the new Type TPR-10 Portable
Video Recorder. It records color,
studio-quality two-inch quad video
tapes using two units—transport and
electronics—which together fit into a
space only about 11" high by 24"
wide by 13" deep. This and the recorder's ruggedness make it ideal for
almost any location assignment.

The TPR-10 can play back its 20minute tapes in monochrome for immediate verification. Retakes are
possible because full erase facilities
are included. 'Papes are also playable
in full NTSC color on any quad recorder/reproducer meeting SMPTE
standards.
16

Announcing the TG-6 Color Sync
Generator. This self-contained, modular unit is designed primarily as a
signal source sync generator, but also
has the stability to operate as the
primary timing standard for complex video installations.
The generator produces sync,
blanking, H&V drive, burst flag and
color subcarrier. Options include a
line amplifier that duplicates each of
these functions; a grating dot generator module; and a black burst
module.

Control track phasing is the process
of moving the relative position of the
tape with respect to the video head
to assure the passage of the head precisely over the prerecorded track.
This function has now been automated by the Automatic Control
Track Phasing Accessory ( MI591713) which can be added to any
TR-70C. The key feature of this accessory is the incorporation of a
memory which stores the correct
playback phase for the particular
tape loaded on the machine.
The "cued" tape memory provides
for complete lockup within the normal time specified, and additionally
permits a "Time Lapse" check/reset
capability which eliminates the degradation in system performance
which would occur in acontinuously
operating mode.
For complete specifications and
product details, check your RCA
representative.
AUGUST,
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NEWS

CCBA Plans Annual
Convention

The Central Canada Broadcasters
Association will hold its annual
convention from October 21-23 at
the Skyline Hotel, Toronto, Ontario.
For information, write to: Bert Verwey, CCBA Engineering Section,
C/0 CKVR-TV, P.O. Box 519, Barrie,
Ontario.

TelePrompTer Listed On
New York Stock Exchange

TelePrompTer Corporation, the nation's largest cable television company, was recently listed on the
New York Stock Exchange. The
stock was assigned "TP" as its
ticker symbol.
TPT President William J. Bresnan purchased the first 100 shares
—the first trade of the day on the
stock ticker tape. TelePrompTer
has more than 14,000 shareholders
owning 16,800,000 shares. The
company operates 140 systems in
33 states and two Canadian provinces serving more than 818,000
subscribers.

Time- Life Films Available
On Norelco VCR
Video Cassettes

All titles in the Time-Life Films
Inc. library are being made available in the Norelco VCR video
cassette format.
Selections cover a vast range of
topics such as "Time-Life Video
Speed Reading System," narrated
by Dick Cavett; the five-part "Effective Executive" series by Peter
Drucker; an extensive list of sports
titles on nearly every major individual and team sport; "Bernstein
on Beethoven;" and a number of
widely-acclaimed BBC productions
including Alistair Cook's "America"
TV series and "Civilisation" narrated by Lord Kenneth Clark.
New productions will be continually added to the list. Titles and
price information may be obtained
from Anthony J. Palms, Time-Life
Multimedia, Time & Life Building,
New York 10020.

Briefs
RCA has sold aTCR-100 videotape
cartridge system to Westward Television, independent program producer in England . . . Canon

U.S.A. Inc. appointed Eclair Corporation exclusive U.S. distributor
of Canon 16mm lenses in the Eclair
CA- 1 mount . . . Marconi sold
three Mark VIII automatic color video cameras to the government of

Qatar.

International Video Corporation
has completed three new buildings
for headquarters, engineering, and
systems facilities, totalling 90,000
square feet, in Sunnyvale, California . . . PolyTek Enterprises, publicity firm, moved to larger quarters
at 16661 Ventura Ave., Encino,
Cal. . . Microband Corporation of
America has received FCC authorization for MDS private TV service
in New York City.
Goldmark Communications Corp.
has given a non-exclusive license
to Avtel Corp. of Glen Head,
N.Y., to manufacture and market
the Goldmark "Star-Pak" cable programming system, which uses video
cassette players, plus askew corrector developed by GCC . . . Ampex
Corp. announced afive-year leasing
agreement for about $900,000 for
supplying the Pennsylvania Public
Television Network with ten VR1200C VTRs and other items.
Oak Cable Communications, Ltd.
is a new subsidiary formed by
continued from page 18

versatile and compact
easy-to- use,
consider the reverberating
things you can do.

RV-1
0
asmall number for a
big system.
Quad/emcee elWICIÍCIIIICS
11929 Vose Streel
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15 day free
trial shows
you why
ITC tape
cartridge
equipment
is an industry
leader.

SP SERIES REPRODUCER
A two week test in your own broadcast facilities is the only fair way
for you to evaluate the performance
of ITC's premium line cartridge
equipment. Advertising statements
are no longer simply claims, but become actual facts proven first hand
Find out for yourself how ITC has
built in all the features demanded
by broadcasters since tape cartridge equipment was invented. If
ITC equipment fails to measure up,
you're under no obligation. You'll
find that ITC dependability is something on which you can rely
completely.
RP SERIES RECORDER/REPRODUCER

Call us collect
to arrange a
15 day free trial
309-828-1381

Ili

InTERIIATIOnAL
TA PETRŒKS
(OR PORI:IN:XI

2425 South Main Street,
Bloomington, Illinois 61701

NEWS
Oak Industries to market Oak cable
products in Canada . . . FCC data
showed more than six million cable
subscribers as of January 1, 1972
. . . "In Search of The Sun,"
28 1
/2
minute travel film, is available
free from the Tucson, Arizona,
Chamber of Commerce.
Sony won an "Emmy" from the
National Association of TV Arts
and Sciences for the Trinitron tube.
. . Certron Corp. has an agreement
with Autotape of Rome, European
tape product distributor, for marketing of Certron cassettes in most
of Europe . . . CBS Radio Network's all-night news has brought in
more than 40,000 letters of approval in a five-week span, a network
announcement says.
CCor Electronics will supply
Cypress Valley Cable TV with
equipment, and the necessary services, to build about 117 miles of a
cable system in Marshall, Texas . . .
"The Stuntmen" is an Australianproduced documentary on movie
stuntmen, showing how stunts are
prepared and carried out: info from
the Australian Overseas Trade
Dept., 636 Fifth Avenue, New
York City.
Warner Cable Corp. won the cable franchise for St. Louis Park,
Minn., asuburb of the Twin Cities.
. . Corning International has
reached a tentative agreement with
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. for
manufacture of TV picture tube
bulbs in Korea . . . VidExpo 73,
Billboard-sponsored video equipment convention, has invited producers of industrial educational video programs to submit them for
showing: address VidExpo, Billboard, 1 Astor Plaza, New York
City.
Rupert Neve, Inc. will build a
custom control console, with 40 inputs and quad, stereo, and mono
output capability, for the new "Opry
House" in Nashville . . . Gates has
sold about $ 1 million worth of
broadcast transmitting equipment to
the Wisconsin Educational Television and Educational Radio networks . . . Motion Picture Laboratories of Memphis has opened a
new laboratory at 2517 South
Blvd., Charlotte, N.C.
TelePrompTer of San Bernardino
began tests in June of the pay-cable
system developed by Magnavox . . .
The Practicing Law Institute will
run aWorkshop at La Costa Hotel,
Rancho La Costa, California, Au-

Authorized
AKAI
video dealers
sales & service
N.Y. Metro Area
FOR IMMEDIATE
DEMONSTRATION CALL:
NEW YORK CITY
FALCON CAMERA SHOP*
1 New York Plaza

944-3815

FERCO
419 West 54th St.

581-5474

MPCS COMMUNICATIONS IND.
424 W. 49th St.
586-3690
RIPLEY DISC.*
97 East 42nd St.

689-6444

TECHNISPHERE CORP.
141 Lexington Ave.

684-3136

WILLOUGHBY-PEERLESS •
415 Lexington Ave.
687-1000
110 W. 32nd St.
66 W. 48th St.

564-1600
490-2411

12 Warren St.

227-5800

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
456 West 55th St.
757-6977
Patchogue
PHOTOCRAFT*
39 E. Main St.

(516) 475-1118

NEW JERSEY
Clifton
TELE -MEASUREMENT
145 Main Ave.

473-8822

Englishtown
COMTEC
Stillhouse Rd. RD-t
-2
-

446-9008

Paterson
PROFESSIONAL A/V INC.
344 Main St.
523-3333
Trenton
EWING INDUSTRIAL INC.
173 No, Olden Ave.
882-2043
Union City
HOLTHAUSEN INT'L.
A/V CENTER
3501 Bergenline Ave.

863-6000

For other areas, contact your local
dealer.
•Monochrome

only

Coming attraction:
AKAI Portable Color Recorder
Preliminary spec:
• weight — 16 1
4
/
lbs.
• automatic editing
• sound dubbing
• 240 line resolution
• 12V battery or A.C.

AKA.'

TM

Distributed by IMCOM Div. of TM

145 Main Avenue, Clifton, N.J.
continued on page 59
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It's only a broadcast quality, portable
COLOR camera that's priced under $4000
and weighs less than 6 lbs.!
AKAI'S new CCS-150S Portable Color Camera weighs only
5.8 lbs. yet offers professional studio quality costing thousands
more in any other camera.

AKAI1
The Innovators

AKAI America, Ltd./P.O. Box 55055,
Los Angeles, California 90055

The specifications tel: the story:
•Completely compatible with any U.S. TV system.
•Two vidicon system with separate Luminance and
Chrominance channels.
•S/N ratio: Luminance— Better than 4CdB
Chrominance —Better than 30dB
•525 line scanning, 2 to 1 interlaced, locked chroma.
•Better than 300 line resolution.
•Built-in 6 to 1 zoom lens.
•Viewfinder- 1.5" picture tube.
•Built-in directional microphone
•Servo controlled Iris.
•Sensitivity control: 60 to 2,000 ft. candles ( without filters)
•AC or battery operated.
•Dimensions: 31
/ "(W) x 10"(H) x 12"(D) including lens
2
and grip.
The performance of AKAI's new CCS-150S color camera
will amaze you! Whether you use it as the perfect tool for onlocation shooting or as an alternate studio camera....
But
Circle IIIon Reader Service Card

INTERPRETING THE
IFICICRULES
REGULATIONS

New Call Sign Rules
By Frederick W. Ford and Lee G. Lovett
Pittman, Lovett, Ford and Hennessey
Washington, D.C.

A broadcaster's call sign is his basic source of identification to the public. Often it is the key to his
promotional efforts, exactly as atrademark or brand
name is to other businessmen. Since the Federal
Communications Commission has recently adopted
new rules relating to the assignment of call letters
(Section 1.550 of the Commission's Rules), it is
appropriate to go over the call sign Rules in some
detail.
The new Rules, adopted June 21, 1973, stem
from a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking issued in
1967. The new Rules formalize and clarify previously existing Commission policies on call signs,
while adding a major change in procedure to deal
with the abuse of "trafficking" in call signs.
Call signs are intended to provide identification of
the source of a signal. Their assignment arises from
international agreements dividing the alphabet
among nations, whence the familiar "W" and "K" of
American broadcasting. The FCC has jurisdiction
over call letter assignments to United States stations
under the Communications Act.
Call signs are required by many types of stations
and transmitters other than broadcast. The Commission allocated signs among avariety of users, assigning combinations of letters and numerals in varying
order. These combinations generally identify the
type of station, sometimes its geographic location as
well. Non-broadcast signs usually include numerals,
while broadcasters use only letters.
Originally both three- and four-letter calls were
assigned to broadcasting, but the possible number of
20

three-letter calls, being much smaller, could not accommodate the growing industry. Three-letter calls
are therefore no longer available, although existing
calls have not been revoked. One instance in which
calls have had to be changed was in compliance with
the Commission's former policy limiting identical
calls of commonly-owned stations to the same
community.
The regulatory history of call letters has centered
around clever attempts to exploit other broadcasters'
calls, attempts which the Commission has tried to
discourage. Two forms of this practice have existed:
requests for identical signs recently relinquished by
another broadcaster in the service area, and requests
for confusingly similar signs. For example ( hypothetically), powerful station WGDG is sold and
changes its call; another station in the same area
immediately requests the WGDG call. Or, while WGDG
is in operation, a nearby station requests WGGD.
The Commission has had to deal with such proposals one-by-one as they arose, usually expressing
its disapproval. Thus call letter policies have developed through the regulatory process in reaction to
new abuses as they were recognized.
Many long-standing policies achieved the formal
status of Rules only this June.
Available signs
For broadcasters, currently available signs are
four-letter combinations beginning with " K" and
continued on page 22
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Manual video correction
is no longer necessary...

...so why do it?
The TEKTRONIX 1440 Automatic
Video Corrector takes the work

corrected, your engineering people
will be freed from the task of

and the worry out of video signal

continuously readjusting controls.

quality control ... with FULLY
AUTOMATIC CORRECTION of overall
video gain, black level, color
saturation, burst phase and gain,
and sync level.
The quality of your program signal
Nill be stubbornly maintained by
:he TEKTRONIX 1440 Automatic Video
corrector. And, since signal
iistortions are automatically

circle 112 on Reader Service Card;
For demonstration, Circle 113.

Attempting to keep up with
continuously varying conditions
with manual correction is no
longer necessary .... so why do it?
The assurance of signal quality
that comes from using the 1440
is something that can't be priced,
but the 1440 costs just $2450.

Your local Tektronix Field Enginee,
can demonstrate how the 1440 and
other VIRsatile products will work
for you at incoming network feed,
remote feeds, master switcher
output, transmitter input and at
other key points.
To receive a VIR Signal application
note, use the reader service card
or write:

The VIA Signal is the reference

TEKTRONIX TELEVISION PRODUCTS
Box 500-A, Beaverton, Oregon

used to assure signal quality.

97005.

TENTRO1111/1
TELEUIGIOn
PRODUCTS

TEKTRONIX®
committed to
technical excellence

FCC Rules & Regs

Send us
your
photos.

We'll send
you ours.
Video Image Processing
from CVI
Colorado Video offers acomplete high quality line
of video image processing instruments. Capabilities
of these precision instruments span the video field:
•synthetic color
•image subtraction
•contrast expansion
•computer input
•differentiation
•outlining
•computer- processed image display
•shading correction
•edge enhancement
To obtain your free CVI synthetic color photo and
avideo image processing brochure, simply mail us a
black and white photo with your letterhead.

cvi

Colorado Video, Incorporated
P.O. Box 928
Boulder, Colorado 80302
(303) 444-3972

"W"—a theoretical 35,152 possible call signs. But
several restrictions come into play.
First, Commission policy has long assigned "W"
calls only east of the Mississippi River, " K" calls
west of the Mississippi. This policy is written into the
new Rules. Second, signs whose last three letters
correspond with the initials of the President, a living
former President, the United States or any of its
departments or agencies, may not be used unless
"suitable clearance" is obtained. Third, call signs
which would not be in good taste may not be used.
Fourth, and this is the requirement most likely to
cause problems, possible confusion with other stations must be avoided.
The most obvious source of possible confusion is
identity of call signs, which is forbidden except for
certain stations under common control as noted below. Four-letter signs may already be in use by other
broadcasters, by vessels in documentation, and by
other nonbroadcast radio stations. A common source
of woe is the checking of other broadcasters' signs
only. Since no complete, up-to-date listing of all
signs is readily available to the broadcaster, you
should have your Washington counsel check with the
Commission for an immediate ascertainment of the
availability of a specific call sign.
Further problems of possible confusion arise with
call signs which, while not identical; are substantially
similar to those in use by another station in the
service area. ( Often, of course, the similarity may
be deliberate.) Such signs are most likely to be
objected to by other licensees in the area. The Commission considers both phonetic and rhythmic similarities unacceptable. It decides the permissibility of
proposed signs on the basis of "significant likelihood
of public confusion" between stations.
Thus, numerous constraints limit the choice of a
call sign for anew station, astation changing hands,
or a station which merely wishes to change its
"name."
Obtaining a call sign
Once the proposed new call sign is chosen, Commission procedures are straightforward and reasonable. The same procedures apply to new permittees
(who must request or be assigned call letters by the
Commission on its own motion), to transfer applicants, and to those simply wishing to change. Application is made by letter to the Secretary of the
Commission. As many as five proposed calls may be
listed in order of preference. Notice must be given to
all licensees or holders of construction permits for
AM. FM, or TV stations whose communities are
wholly or partially within a 35-mile radius of the
main post office of the applicant's community of
license. ( These are the most likely sources of objections.) A public notice of receipt of the application
is given by the Commission. Thirty days are allowed
for filing objections. The validity of objections received is weighed, and (he application is granted or
denied. The Rules caution, rightly so, against reliance ( particularly in the form of promotional expenditure) on securing adesired sign before notification
that the request has been granted.
continued on page 24
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PICTURE ROLLS

COLOR STREAK ,NG

SKEW ERROR

HUE SHIFT

How do you like them apples?

Jke ' em or nor, them apples show compos te
errors in video signals which accumulate
every time you use VTR equipment. Errors
caused by changing tape geometries, varying
tape speeds, fluctuating head velocities.

Dear Sir,
Iwant to know more about time base error correction and Delta
Series TBCs.
D Please send me your new brochure: Meet The Compatibles.

But how do you get rid of the bad apples?

E Iwould like to see your tape demonstration.

With astandalone Delta Series TBC from
Television Microtime.
Delta TBCs give you broadcast quality from
every VTR — 2-inch " quads," 1- inch helicals,
/4
3
inch cassettes, 1
2 /
inch EIAJ — in monochrome, or direct or heterodyne NTSC color.
And you can get them with standalone or
built-in velocity error correction.
Delta accessories convert V- lock VTRs to
H- lock operation and add automatic skew
tension correction to low cost cassette and
EAJ VTRs. Our new full ' me brochure, Meet
The Compatibles, describes over 20 different
models ... covers time base errors, the
causes and the solutions. Use the coupon to
send for your free copy. Or send for our
special tape demonstration. We're available e
anytime to tell you how we can help solve
time base problems.

D Iwant to talk with one of your representatives. My application 15:

Name
T:tle
Company
Address
C ty,,State, Zip
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TELEVISION
12B0 Blue Hills Ave.,

MICROTIME, INC.
Bloomfield, Conn. 06002

THE

FCC Rules & Regs

BEST

CLAMPING
AMPLIFIER
FROM

RICHMOND HILL
LABORATORIES
— THE MODEL VGA- 2-5,
VIDEO CLAMPING AMPLIFIER

• LONG TERM STABILITY
• DUAL WHITE CLIP
• DISTORTION FREE CLAMPING
• SYNC AMPLIFIER AND WHITE CLIP
LEVEL STABILIZER
• COMMON MODE HUM REJECTION
• INDEPENDENT VIDEO AND SYNC
LEVEL ADJUSTMENTS

RICHMOND HILL
LABORATORIES
INC.
142 Central Avenue,
Clark, New Jersey - 07066
EASTERN U.S.
142 Central Avenue
Clark, N.J. 07066
(201) 381-5955
Telex: 138245

MIDWEST U.S.
370 Nottingham Lane
Hoffman Estates
Ill. 60172
(312) 882-4622

CANADA
1240 Ellesmere Rd.
Scarborough, Ont.
MIP 2X4
(416) 291-7921
Telex: 02-29803

ENGLAND
Pinewood Studios
Pinewood Rd..
Iver. Bucks.
SLO ONH
Telex: 847505

U.S.A. DISTRIBUTORS
Telemation Inc.
P.O. Box 15068
Salt Lake City
Utah 8419
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Normally, receipt by the Commission of the first
application for particular call letters blocks all later
ones. (A modification of this basic "first-come-firstserved" rule to deal with relinquished calls is described below). Call letters may not be reserved.
New stations may not request calls until aconstruction permit is granted. Applicants for transfer or
assignment may file for new calls concurrently with
their transfer or assignment applications, although
the new call will not become effective until completion of the transaction unless the transferor's written consent is obtained.
Addition or deletion of "-FM" or "-TV" suffixes
to calls requires only a letter to the Secretary; no
notice to other licensees is necessary to effect
changes in the basic call.
These are the basic provisions; however, a number of special situations must also be discussed.
Commonly- controlled stations
An exception to the prohibition against identical
calls is made for stations in different services under
common control and licensed to the same or adjoining communities. In these cases, identical calls may
be applied for and granted, as: wxxx, wxxx-Fm,
and wxxx-Tv. Newly-acquired stations may be conformed to the calls of "sister" stations, while stations
with conforming calls which are sold must give up
the conforming call or be assigned new calls by the
Commission on its own motion.
The common control requirement is prima facie
met by 50% or greater common ownership. The
requirement of location in the same or adjoining
communities is meant literally. The Commission has
considered and rejected suggestions to broaden the
Rule's scope to embody an urbanized area or Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area concept.
The situation of common control also provides
exceptions to two other Rules. Three-letter call signs
are still available only to conform with those already
held by "sister" stations. Similarly, "K" and "W"
may cross the Mississippi for conforming purposes
only.
Identical calls with other stations are available
only when the conditions of geographic and ownership identity stated above are met.
Relinquishment and deletion of call signs
The principal change embodied in the new call
sign Rules is the modification of the "first-come-firstserved" rule in the case of relinquished or deleted
call signs. The practice of "trafficking" in call signs
was common because private arrangements with stations relinquishing their calls were the logical way
for stations desiring the calls to be first in line.
Often, the Commission notes, both the relinquishment and the new application were filed by the same
attorney.
To prevent "trafficking," the Commission has instituted anew procedure for relinquishing or deleted
calls, modifying the "first-come-first-served" rule.
Now, when a call is relinquished or deleted, the
Commission will issue a public notice. If two or
continued on page 63
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When you take Cohu's
Model 1500 Color Film Camera
and combine it with Eastman
Kodak's CT-500, it's quite a
system, especially when these
two units together are priced
nearly the same as the base
price of other color film
cameras alone. It's like getting
two for one.
In addition to its moderate
price, the 1500 gives you a
proven and superior method
of correcting for film base and
dye transfer errors utilizing
instant black and white paint,
auto sensitivity and black level
control. For gross film errors,
continuously variable gamma
correction is available in
all three channels.
The Model 1500 was
designed with a simple and
efficient optical system which
transmits better than 65 percent
in any one channel through
the sealed dichroic
beamsplitter.

eot
s

This permits the camera's
vidicons to be operated at
relatively low target voltages
and very low dark current
resulting in low lag, long life,
and better black level stability.
This sensitivity precludes the
need for expensive lead-oxide
tubes.
Featuring a rear- loading
parallel yoke system that can
be retubed in seconds, the
Model 1500 is virtually free of
registration problems encountered in other co/or film
cameras and can be totally
retubed and set up from
scratch in 20 minutes by an
experienced operator. Cohu's
Yoke system is not removed

during tube changes and you
are not subjected to alignment
problems inherent in systems
requiring yoke removal.
A passive remote control
station is included and does no
contain video circuitry which
would be subjected to
interference and signal degradation. Throughout, this film
camera features simple
circuitry, unencumbered by the
requirement for '
extras' such
as complex test equipment for
sophisticated circuitry.
It all adds up to the reason
why broadcasters are turning
to Cohu's Model 1500 Color
Film Camera — it's the choice,
not an alternative.
You expect more from
Cohu, and you get it.
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Contact your local COHU
Sales Engineer or COI-ill, Inc.,
P.O. Box 623, San Diego, Ca.
92112. Phone 714-277-6700,
TWX 910-335-1244.
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From the June 16th
issue of Business Week*:

"Helical icon promises the
same results as quadruplex
but at alot less owe'
To uoñicfi the attendees at the
recent KU convention might
reasonably odd.. :`Ilmen?

What happened was.., we demonstrated
our newest "funny little box;' the
(VI 502 digital video signal corrector.
What this means to you is that,
regardless of the helical VTR you're
using, you can now produce fully
corrected and stabilized color.
Thot's ofact.

At the NCTA we corrected color
signals from aSony 3/
4"cassette, an
IVC 870 and at various times
managed to sneak in the new
AKAI 1/
4 "low-cost VTR. The results
were not to.be believed—unless you
were there and witnessed the
demonstration.
Let's face it! For many years the only
VTRs that "met FCC specs for
broadcastable color were quads.
That limitation no longer exists.

Today, at least twelve helical VTRs
from five different manufacturers
(that we know of) meet these same
specifications with the help of our
digital video signal correctors.

of benefits from digital video.

Contolidoted Video fyiternt

Meanwhile, we're shipping production
CVS 500s. We'll soon be shipping
production CVS 502s. And we'll soon
announce our newest funny little box.

All this is made possible by CVS's
digitized processing of helical VTR
signals. Where all these new found
advances will ultimately lead is
anybody's guess— but you may be
certain we are hard at work perfecting
new products to broaden the scope

In the heart of Helical Valley
3300 Edward Avenue
Santa Clara, California 95050
(408) 247-2050
Circle I18 on Reader Service Card

In TV Automation, Most
Of The Action Right Now
Is At The "Business" End
Automated program switching is moving in, but much more
slowly. With business- end computer systems automatically assembling and storing complete program instructions, the goal of TV automation is clearer than ever
—total integration, with the computer- assembled program
instructions fed directly to the switching equipment.
FOR QUITE A WHILE, the broadcast industry has
been watching television automation come in from
two directions: from the data-processing, financialreport, traffic-handling end, and, independently,
from the automatic program-switching end. Putting
the two together has been an obvious long-range
goal, but so far very few installations to do that
have been made.
What is happening right now is arapid spread of
business-end computer use, plus solid but much
slower progress by the handful of firms making automatic program switching equipment.
The growing popularity with broadcasters of computer handling of business, traffic, etc., rests in general on maturity and flexibility of the available sys-

Introduction to the APC-610
The APC-610 performs real-time tasks, such as:
• The operation of on- air, video and audio production equipment, including selection of sources,
operation transitions and effects, and remote operation of reproduction equipment such as film
islands.
• Capture and
storage of significant events
(whether automatically or manually initiated) and
their times for logging and analysis.
• Updating displays to the current system status.
Several on-line tasks include:
• Building, maintenance, and retrieval of daily
program schedules and log files.
• Generation of variance reports to account for
deviation from the schedule and to highlight problem areas.
• Maintaining reference files of information such
as repetitive program formats and other operational aids.
• Printing of schedules, summaries, VTR and Film/
Slide run sheets and other data systems.
• Communications with larger data processing
units.
Other interesting programs that will be used at
WNEW are:
• Calculating FCC percentages for such things as
commercials, PSAs, local news, etc.
• Automatic calculation and insertion of true
times for each event as derived from event duration time.
• Event duration time summing to make sure that
all the individual pieces are equal to the whole.
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terns, with emphasis on two services that broadcasters find most valuable: the supplying of instant
availability data, in any form desired, as an almost
essential sales and scheduling tool for busy stations;
and the service already noted, the automatic assembly and storage of complete, error-free program instructions, with the instructions amendable in any
detail, at any instant, usually by asimple keyboard
entry.
A number of stories in this issue ( and the July
issue which stressed radio automation) cover in detail the services supplied by various specific computer systems for broadcasting. Suppliers in this field
note the current thinking of broadcasters is to dig in
for a period of consolidation with a new businessend computer service before moving on to automated switching. However, the increasing availability of electronically-stored program instructions is
building up the long-range pressure on integration.
The logic of feeding those instructions to automatic
switching equipment is too strong to be ignored indefinitely.
Two completely integrated systems that have been
in development for some time, and have been described before, are the Sarkes Tarzian "Starcom,"
with Sarkes Tarzian's automatic switching equipment
added; and the General Electric total automation
system, now in the hands of Gates. Manufacturers
of automated switching equipment for video who are
now most active in supplying the field include, in
addition to Sarkes Tarzian and Gates, Grass Valley,
Central Dynamics, and Vital Industries.
The Sarkes Tarzian total system has been in use
in the maker's own station, WTTV in Indianapolis,
for a two-year shakedown with the APT-2000
switcher attached. Biagio Presti, general manager,
told BMIE that operation is now smooth and effective and that active marketing of the system should
start in " acouple of months."
An early model of the General Electric system
(now Gates) similarly underwent refinement and
trial at Taft station WNEP, in Scranton, Pennsylvania, in acollaboration between GE and the station's
engineers. Chief engineer Chester Sawicki says it is
doing an excellent job. Gates had made no anAUGUST.
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nouncement of marketing plans at press time, but it
seems likely that this system will also eventually
play an important role on the automation scene.
Central Dynamics has been offering for some time
not only automated switching but a modular approach to integrated automation, with a number of
units designed to interface with large data processing
systems. BAI/E reported, in the September 1972
story on television automation, several stations that
were using, or planning to use, Central Dynamics'
switchers—as well as those of the other makers discussed here.
Since then, Kvw in Philadelphia ( a Group W
Westinghouse station) has gone on line with acompletely integrated system involving the Central Dynamics switcher, a company-owned computer, and
other elements. BMIE was unable to do a story on
this operation because of an IATSE strike underway
during June. Hopefully, we can provide details at a
later date. ( Parenthetically, we might mention KYW
has functioned smoothly throughout the strike with
more people on the sidewalks than in the studio.)

Two of the most recent Grass Valley installations
paint aquite similar picture of step-by-step progress
toward total automation. Wm in Pittsburgh has had
the Grass Valley 1400-24 switcher in use for about
ayear, with manual push-button operation. However, the station is now well advanced toward service

Metromedia planning integrated system
Central Dynamics' switching equipment with minicomputer control is akey element in another current
story that illustrates well the step-by-step approach
to automation. Metromedia, with TV stations in
New York, Los Angeles, Washington, Cincinnati and
Minneapolis, is working toward integrated automation of each station with the chain tied together, with
completion a couple of years off. There is an IBM
computer at KTTV, the Los Angeles station, slated
to do large volume data processing for the chain—
financial, sales, and demographic—and is already
doing much of this work.
W NEW, the New York station, was one of the first
stations to use automatic switching in any form: for
about a decade, an early system using punched
cards, Nixie tube indicators, a Visual Electronics'
video switcher and Grass Valley audio switcher, has
been in use there. According to Bill Kelly, chief
engineer, within the next several months a Central
Dynamics' switcher with mini-computer control (Digital Electronics PAP 11/15) will go in. For awhile
the punched-card system will still be used for entry
of data, since production of the cards is all set up.
The mini-computer will share the automation load
with the IBM unit in Los Angeles; just how this will
be divided will be decided later, based on operating
experience. But the mini-computer will, of course,
handle program switching ( it can store up to 15
days of programs), and the large computer will do
the larger data processing jobs that are beyond the
capacity of the mini.
Another key element in the plan is the Ampex
ACR-25 cassette player, which will be used for airing of spots, IDs, and other short segments. Bill
Kelly reports excellent cooperation from both Central Dynamics and Ampex in modifications to help
him interface the systems, with the station's special
needs in mind. The interface problem can be a
serious hang-up for integrated automation; more on
that in a moment. Some of the capabilities of the
Central Dynamics APC-610 are described in the
accompanying box.
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Inserting a " cart" into the TCR-100 for nakirg
KOB-TV.

2

dub at

Ampex's simulated " on- air" newscast during the last NAB
Convention demonstrated how news, sports, commercials.
and promos can be incorporated into a fast-moving news
show using the ACR-25 and AVR-1. The ACR-25 provides
random access to up to 24 programs ranging in length from
ten seconds to six minutes.
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from a completely computerized traffic and billing
system, as part of the Cox chain ( see box). The
switcher will eventually be connected in for automated operation—this shows movement in the opposite " direction" from some stations, which, as al-

ready noted, have moved from traffic control to
switching. The switcher at wuc was designed with
relatively small capacity ( 230 events) because close
support from the traffic-system computer will supply
frequent data updating.

Master— Minicomputer
Combo for Flexible Automation

Kaman Science Corporation's Broadcast Computer
Services ( BCS) made its first installations at
KVOR Radio, Colorado Springs, in 1968, and at
KOOL-TV, Phoenix, in 1969. ' We are continuing to
develop increasingly sophisticated software and to
broaden the capabilities of available hardware to
meet stations' growing needs," says Jack Finlayson, manager of BCS.
BCS was the first system to adopt the ultrahigh- speed mini- master concept with brief daily
connection
between
in- station
minicomputers
around the country and large master memory
banks located at Kaman Science's Computer Center in Colorado Springs. Although the in- station
mini units provide about 99% of the data needed
for several days' operations, all stations in the BCS
system have the option of connecting with the
central computer whenever they so choose. To
date, no stations have found it necessary to use
that option.
Wide flexibility results from the on-line real time
access, speed, large system economy and in-house
minicomputer. The mini- master concept provides
built-in insurance against breakdown through the
dual location of data. Even if the in-house mini
goes down, an alternate- site feed can be arranged
and, should the master go down, the essential
data for several days' operations is available in the
mini.
Experience at stations in the BCS system shows
that, depending on the scope of the operation, four
to six persons are required for smooth functioning.

Because the BCS system dialogues in broadcaster
language, stations find that, after a brief training
period, the existing staff can man the operation
and it's not necessary to add personnel with dataprocessing expertise.
The in- station minicomputer is a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP 8/E, which has a discstored memory of 3.2 million characters. Up to
three entry- display terminals, functioning at 300
characters per second, may be used throughout
the station to handle all availability and demographic searching and manipulation of logs and
data entry. Any portion of the logs and/or avails
can be found and displayed within one second.
All data entry is made via a simple questionand- answer technique with the mini continuously
editing incoming data for errors. In case of an
error, the entry- display terminal immediately questions the information and forces the operator to
make a correction before proceeding.
Avails can be displayed in two forms. They can
be shown with just the total time remaining to be
sold or with the total time as well as a complete
listing of all sponsors in a time period ( with spot
length, rate section, last air date, and product
code) to provide station personnel with needed
information if preemptions become
necessary.
Each new contract entered throughout the day is
processed by the mini and avails are immediately
updated with the new information.
One of the system's special features is a selective search mask which allows the mini to seek out
specific items on the log for display and editing. A
late film change on one commercial flight, for
instance, can be entered in the mini and, one by
one, all spots involved in that flight can be altered
as required—at the touch of one key.
Printouts at 400 lines per minute, are produced
on an in- station CDC printer. Any portion of the
logs or avails can be printed at any time and as
often as needed. A 24- hour log, for instance, is
turned out in four minutes.
The
high-speed,
high- volume capability
and
round-the-clock availability at the stations provide
managements with many advantages. The versatility of the mini permits a broad range of uses from
film inventory maintenance to - engineering programming. Of major interest to station operators is
the ease with which the POP 8/E can be expanded
economically and used for automatic control room
operation, as it is now used by several automated
control room equipment companies. Research into
interfaces currently is underway at BCS.

Searching the availability file on the in- station
minicomputer disc used by BCS. Information for
a vertical/horizontal rotation is retrieved in less
than a second and displayed at the rate of 300
characters per second.
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In evaluating the versatility and economy of this
system, monthly costs are an important factor.
Average fixed costs for a television station range
from $3300 to $3800 per month. Each month,
more and more station managements agree that it
is a bargain.
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Bias Service To Stations Booming
A comparative Johnny- come- lately in the broadcast automation field, the BIAS ( Broadcast Industry
Automation System) Division of Data Communications Corp.,
a Memphis- based company,
has
emerged as the largest station communications
service firm in the broadcast industry.
Launched a short three- and- a- half years ago by
Norfleet Turner, who is president of the firm, BIAS
has out- distanced competitors in the sale of its
service to TV stations. As of June 1973, the young,
aggressive, and creative staff of BIAS had a contract list of 42 stations.
The success of the BIAS service ( see KSTP's
use elsewhere in this report) has come largely
through
word-of-mouth
recommendations,
with
client stations pointing cut the cost savings they've
enjoyed— particularly in the area of elimination of
"make- goods" and in the streamlining and increased
efficiency of their traffic and sales departments—
to other station operators. The client list includes
stations from the major markets ( San Francisco,
New York,
Seattle),
to
medium- size
markets
(Oklahoma City, Tampa- St. Pete), and small markets such as Albuquerque.
A typical example of station management approval of the BIAS operation was made by Herb
Mayes, comptroller for WOR•TV, New York, one
of the largest and busiest independents in the
country. " The BIAS operation," he said, " has increased our revenues about 10% without an
additional increase in our business." The business
manager for KPIX-TV, San Francisco, stated, " We
can sell substantially more time due to the lack
of make- goods, and also more time is available
due to the lack of over- runs on a contract."
The primary reasons for BIAS' success, according to Norfleet Turner, were 1) the decision not
to market its service until the system was completely free of bugs ( based on pilot operation at
WMC-TV, Memphis, Tenn.), 2) its claim that it is
the only communications service which offers " OnLine, Real- Time" availability of central computers,
and 3) the intensive conversion program it conducts for its new clients prior to the " on- air" date.
The conversion is effected in an eight- week indoc-

Cox Data Promotes
Marketing Service
A pioneer in efforts to properly exploit the computer, particularly as a marketing tool, is the Cox
Broadcasting Corp. Cox now has on stream a
sophisticated system serving three of its own
stations ( in Atlanta, Pittsburgh, and Dayton) and
three others: KSD-TV in St. Louis, WTVT in Tampa,
and shortly WSOC in Charlotte. Operations are
handled by a separate group, Cox Data Systems.
The system is on-line using a central Honeywell
Computer at Atlanta and mini- computer at each
station. Objective is to give a salesman current
timely information on availability—and cost based
on latest ratings and demographics. Inventory
control is central to the system— pricing can be
extremely timely depending on the latest ratings
which get cranked in immediately.
The system provides a host of other management reports and ties into a billing system. System
is relatively costly—more than that of BIAS—and,
as such, is probably of most interest only to stations in the top- 50 markets. Cox expects to use
it for all five of its own stations but, to help underwrite costs, will accommodate seven or eight outside stations.

trination and preparation period spearheaded by
a team of BIAS conversion specialists and includes
a visit to the Memphis headquarters for on-thescene orientation for station staffers.
Just recently BIAS signed a contract with a
British TV firm for a joint venture project. Jim
McKee, BIAS vice president, feels that BIAS' impact on the broadcast industry communications
field is only the beginning of what may be the
most comprehensive media communications network in history. " We have plans for the future
which we hope will embrace every facet of the
communications industry," said McKee. " They
are in the works and about the only clue we can
give as to the scope is that we have ordered a
Burroughs 6700 computer ( the largest model) to
supplement the 3700 and 4700 computers we now
have on hand." A special system for radio stations
is in the works now.

Terry Bate ( left), Beaverbrook Newspapers Ltd.,
London, was one of a group of British broadcasters in the United States recently for a tour of
broadcast operations and facilities' development,
such as BIAS's station automation communications
systems. To right is Norfleet Turner of BIAS.

TV station CHCI-1, Hamilton, Ontario, has also
been using a Grass Valley 1400-24 switcher for
about a year, with plans to integrate it with a computerized traffic system. Here the switcher has
greater capacity ( 1000 events) because the management wanted full-day stand-alone capability in the
switching system itself. A small disc unit supplies the
additional memory for the CHCFI switcher.
For both installations, data entry on an interim
basis is from a typewriter-style keyboard; eventually
both will take data directly from the traffic system,
and the keyboards will be used only for day-of-air
changes. Computer hardware will be the Digital
Equipment Corp. PDP8/E mainframe.
Vital Industries' automatic switcher, described in
detail in last September's automation round-up, is in
use at a number of stations. The story at wTvJ in
Miami illustrates, again, the process of moving into
automation step by step, with shakedown over an
extended period of use. The Vital Industries switcher was expected there at about press time for this
issue. It will be used for some time standing alone,
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with manual or magnetic tape input, for program
control.
But WTVJ is also "breaking in" an IBM 370
computer for data processing. At some future date,
according to Joe Klein, chief engineer, the two will
be hooked together. However, that integration is not
going to be hurried; the management wants to get
fully on top of the operation of the large computer
before taking on the interface job. ( Nubar Donoyan, president of Vital, points out that his switching
system is fully adaptable to the interface with the
computer system: it is designed to be so.) The large
computer is just about to produce the complete program log and program instructions.
W TVJ also has an Ampex ACR-25 for airing of
short material, which for some time will also operate
standing alone. Over the long haul it, too, will become part of the total system. By the end of this
year the station plans to have a second ACR-25:
this allows for convenient transfer of spot material to
cassettes, on one machine, while the other is on the
air—and is also good insurance against down
time.
The WTVJ story reinforces the picture of the current status of television automation emerging from
the other stories here. Hardware for all segments of
the job is ready. But many stations need aconsiderable period for shakedown and interfacing, getting
integrated software that meets specific needs. As
WNEW (above), for example, WTVJ is learning how
7-

Prelude To Automated Systems:
Automated Equipment
Automated performance of individual studio equipments—cameras, tape machines, film systems,
and other apparatus—is the forerunner of automated stations of the future, in the view of RCA
Broadcast Systems officials.
Neil Vander Dussen, division vice president, says
his company's TCR-100 " is hastening the trend
toward automatic devices in the TV studio and
their future integration into fully- automated systems."
He noted that the TCR-100 has removed virtually all of the uncertainty, confusion, and costly
errors that have plagued multi- machine station
breaks since TV broadcasting began. The extensive on- air experience gained from more than 100
operating TCR-100 systems proves that the station
break now can be delegated to a single machine.
Recently RCA introduced a new color studio
camera, the TK-45A, which has been designed for
a high degree of automated performance. White
level is accomplished automatically for instant correction of variations in scene-to- scene colorimetry.
Black level is automatic too, as is iris operat:on.
The iris responds to changes in subject lighting
faster than any human could.
Centering also has been automated. The operator presses a button and he has automatically
compensated for the centering limitations of the
camera's pickup tubes. Previously it was a tedious
procedure.
These and other automatic features of the newest
studio apparatus suggest that a first practical
step toward automation has been made, Mr. Vander Dussen says. Full studio automation will not
come overnight, he adds, but on an incremental
basis through integrating such devices into larger
and finally all-inclusive systems.
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to divide the load between the large computer and a
minicomputer for the program switching. Putting
the big one "on line" is not economical, points out
Joe Klein, because the computer is too lightly loaded
by "real time" operations.
Mention of the interface problem in the foregoing
leads to atentative general observation: the progress
of automation probably would be agreat deal more
rapid if the automation industry had a greater degree of intra-industry integration. Interface hangups
are obviously most likely when a station has longexisting equipment to which new equipment is to be
added. Cooperation from hardware manufacturers
in helping solve such problems can certainly be expected in most cases; nevertheless, the fact that the
problems are there is an impediment to automation
progress.
How much intra-industry integration is practical
is clearly amatter of contention. Steven Smith, chief
engineer of KCMO, Kansas City, has held in speeches
and papers that the industry badly needs a much
higher degree of integration than it now has. In an
accompanying box we summarize very briefly afew
of his main ideas.
Aiding and abetting the automation movement, as
well as supplying an initial semi-automated operation that can precede automation and later be integrated with it, is the rapid spread of video cart
systems.
The RCA TCR-100, with two years of use, is now
playing a key role in automation. At KOB-TV,
Albuquerque, front-office automation provided by a
time-shared computer is helping to streamline the
operation of on-air equipment. When a salesman
brings in an order for a commercial, it is entered
in the computer. A printout, identifying the order,
its scheduling, billing and so on, goes to all station
activities involved.
The printouts serve as guides in setting up the
day's schedule on the RCA TCR-100 videotape
cartridge machine. Any new spots needed in the
cartridge format can be quickly identified and dubs
made by the production crew after its 6 a.m arrival.
The machine holds up to 22 cartridges and is
loaded manually in quick order. The machine's
magazine is readily accessible to the operator so that
carts can be removed and replaced to accommodate
last-minute changes in scheduling or anewly-arrived
spot.
The Ampex ACR-25, already mentioned in a
couple of the station stories, came on the market
later, but during the past year went out to more than
40 stations. Like the TCR-100, the popularity of the
ACR-25 is based on the ease it brings to handling
the short video segments: the spread of the tensecond spot, for example, would be greatly impeded
without automatic cart handling, which allows such
spots to run smoothly back-to-back.
A final general observation: TV automation is
inevitable because 1) station operators badly need
it; 2) the basic technology is fully available to do it
at a feasible cost. Adapting automation to the specific needs of broadcasters has taken longer than
most observers expected five or more years ago, but
the main hurdles seem to have been passed. BM/E
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Step By Step To lull
Automation
Hubbard Group uses both an in-house computer
and on-line computer service to carry afivestation load, while working toward integration of all accounting and programming.

which operates stations xon/Tv/Am, Albuquerque, New
Mexico; WTOG-TV, Tampa-St. Pete, Fla.; WGTO-AM,
Silver Springs, Fla.; and KSTP-TV-AM, the Twin
Cities, is moving towards an all- automated station
status which it hopes to achieve within "the next
few years" according to Stanley S. Hubbard, president of the Hubbard Group.
"We installed our own IBM System 3, Model
10," said Mr. Hubbard, " as the nucleus of our
automation concept. Each step we take from here
will be toward the end result of a fully-automated
operation covering every aspect from production
through administration and accounting."
Gerry Deene, comptroller for the KSTP-TV stations, is highly enthusiastic about the eventual automation of the Hubbard Group's operation. He
points out that with the System 3 doing all the
billing, payrolls, general ledger, etc., for the radio
stations, including availabilities and logs, it is heavily loaded. The company, therefore, also subscribes
to the BIAS on-line computer service, which supplies availabilities, logs for the three TV stations,
and works on each TV station's own marketing and
sales administration too.
However, all information on each TV station's
financial status is forwarded to the headquarters
station, KSTP-TV, for correlation into reports for the
Hubbard management. This includes payrolls,
financial reports, and other pertinent financial material. Information from the radio station is similarly
correlated at the headquarters station into management reports.
Between the two systems," he says, "we have
already made great strides in the consolidation of
our accounting operations. As we get further into
automated production gear, we foresee that this also
will be tied into our central computer set-up and
we'll be as well on the way to complete automation
as one can get within the activities of agroup operation."
The combination of individual utilization of online automation for the local TV outlets of the
Hubbard Broadcasting Company and the IBM System 3 computer located at the KSTP-TV group headquarters has provided the Hubbard management
with a complete, centralized system of all accounting procedures.
continued on page 34

THE HUBBARD BROADCASTING COMPANY,
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Jerry Deene, KSTP-TV comptroller, checks out a
confirmation contract from the BIAS " on line real time"
computer terminal.

Jan Murphy, KSTP-TV, programs the station's spot
information via a BIAS terminal. All Hubbard Broadcasting
Group stations use BIAS and information from this service
is forwarded and stored in KSTP-TV's IBM computer for
consolidation purposes.
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Mary Leibfried, KSTP-TV programmer, inserts a new tape
into the station's IBM computer ...

... and sets the System 3, Model 5, for printout operaton.
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According to Mr. Deene, the tremendous increase
in efficiency has been accomplished with no increase in personnel. "Thanks to the computer, and
the BIAS systems used at all our stations," said
Deene, "we have been able to centralize all of our
accounting efforts. The instant communications that
have been established via the computerized "online, real time" service of BIAS keeps us posted
with an on-going, up-dated, and extremely accurate
series of reports of all kinds. For overall planning,
for future considerations of projects, costs analyses,
and other important financial aspects of a group
operation, the combination of our computer and the
BIAS computerized service has given us the most
effective operating tools for broadcast evaluation
we've seen to date."
Mr. Deene envisions a whole new era of broadcast accounting concepts as computerized equipment becomes more sophisticated in the future.
"Automation is really the key to competitive
growth," said Deene. " In the not too distant future,
many of the activities we now perform will be handled by acomputerized service. With asimple tie-in
with a bank, for instance," said Deene, "we should
be able to make all payments directly without
drawing a single check at xsTP-Tv. The range of
possibilities for automated activities in future operations is virtually unlimited."
Mr. Deene also pointed out the potential for
tieing in production operations with the automated
systems currently in operation at KSTP-TV. "Already
there is automated production equipment which can
be interfaced with some of the computerized systems we now have. There is a present capability of
automating the transmitter and, when all of the
various segments of present automated operations
are interfaced—when the right equipment is placed
in the right sequence—we will have a fullyautomated broadcast operation completely embracing every aspect of station performance from sales
and traffic through engineering and production."
He emphasized that Hubbard's plans for the interfacing of accounting and program control were
still in the "search and study" stage, and said that a
far greater degree of compatibility among automation and control systems would greatly advance the
feasibility of the project. In other words, some integration of broadcast automation systems, as pointed
out in other stories in this issue, is building up as a
tremendous need.
For those operators who have been slow in adjusting to the mercurial changes developing in the
broadcast industry, both administratively and in engineering, the time is getting short, according to Mr.
Deene's forecast. "The growing intricacies of broadcast advertising and the increasing deluge of paper
work, reports, and informational needs professed
particularly by the local, state and federal governments, make automation an urgent necessity at this
time," said Deene.
It's getting to the point where the station operators, particularly the group operators, must 'automate or disintegrate.' "
BM/E
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STA gCOM is a sales- oriented system rather than
accounting-oriented ... it allows you complete flexibility in developing sales plans, with overlapping
time blocks, combos, lap plans, you name it ... and
it still gives you avery compact daily avails summary,
covering Monday-to- Sunday for four weeks. Sales
are broken down into four levels, or categories, and
timE available is computed. Status of prime time,
MON SUN, for four weeks, can be shown on two
pages. A master sales/avails report is also provided
whir h may also be used in the traffic department.
Exa nination of this report will give you contract detail: for every spot on order. You can evaluate sales
by fales class; estimate degree of fluidity; see spots
solc for " special" programs separate from those
solc for normal programming; see sales booked for
mor ths into the future; and, when programs have
chaiged, see advertisers who weren't moved with
the program, pointing up the potential need for order
modifications.
Circle 160 on Reader Service Card

SARKES TARZIAN INC.
Data Processing System

STARCOM gives you finger-tip control over the daily
operation of your station, e.g., a log revenue analysis
report. On one page you can see at a glance total
revenue by program or program adjacency, and revenue by day- part and day, all subdivided into four
sales categories and totals. Closer inspection will
show, for example, the number, total time and revenue of " fixed" category spots in a given program.
This report will help you optimize sales strategy by
pinpointing sales of sellout at low rates or areas of
undersell at high rates. Circle 161 on Reader Service Card

SARKES TARZIAN INC.
Data Processing System
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APT SYSTEMS
The APT MC control systems are mini- computer controlled designed to interface to STARCOM. Master
control automation gives automatic pre-roll/take
coltrol over FILM and VTR islands, audio and video
solrces, and provides long term, fail safe, memory
for storing log data one week or more into the future
wilh immediate access to modify, insert, or delete
events—even the immediate next event.

•
•

TOTALLY INTEGRATED
TV AUTOMATION
«In

STARCOM
AN ENGINEER'S NECESSITY

•
•

The STARCOM system provides the station with a
printout of all their contracts, rough logs, final logs,
daily avails, weekly avails, sales backlogs, invoices,
billing summaries, discrepancy reports, reports of
expired contracts, missing commercial instructions,
log conflict reports, billing discrepancies, FCC reports, pre-emption summaries, name and address
information, and a complete range of options which
include revenue summaries, and accounts receivable package. All of the reports may be printed at
the TV station.
STARCOM will interface to the APT system so that
on- air control is automatic—providing FCC log report and providing full last minute override for last
minute changes.
Circle 163 on Reader Service Card

Circle 162 on Reader Service Card

SARKES TARZIAN INC.
MC Automation

SARKES TARZIAN INC.
Broadcast Equipment Division
East Hillside Drive
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

10 KW TUNGSTEN- HALOGEN LAMP.
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WE'VE CONQUERED THE DROOP.

If you've ever watched those big,
fat incandescents deteriorate, you
know what abig, fat pain- in-the-neck
that is. Their lumen output sinks and
their color temperature drops, as the
graph shows.
Now Sylvania tungsten-halogen
lamps have come to the rescue.
They don't blacken with age, so
light output and color temperature
don't go into aslump.
That means you don't have to keep

70 HOURS LATER.

sole

10 KW TUNGSTEN- HALOGEN LAMP.

fiddling with the studio lights or camera settings. You get constant color
rendition on color film and save
money on print correction.
Tungsten-halogen lamps outlast
the incandescents 2-to- 1. ( Or even
3-to- I, since you may have to throw
away the blackened lamps before they
conk out.)
Then there's size. Why should anyone want big, heavy glass balloons
when he can have nice, slim little

10 KW INCANDESCENT LAMP.

lamps that are easy to handle and
store?
We've developed two complete
lines of Sylvania tungsten-halogen
lamps.
The first is aline of direct replacements. These lamps fit into the big,
old sockets vacated by the big, fat incandescents.
The second is aline of even smaller
tungsten-halogen lamps that you can
use to replace our replacements once
Circle 120 on Reader Service Card

you've gotten rid of the old sockets
and fixtures. They fit into entirely
new, smaller, more efficient fixtures.
Ask us about both our lines. Right
away.
Before another 70 hours go by.
We'll be glad to send you an illustrated brochure on each line. For
your copies, write: Sylvania Lighting
Center, Danvers, Mass. 01923

IM SYLVANIA

Camera Remote Control
Is It For You?
TV stations that use it love it. It saves time, money, personnel
and tempers— but for some, it hasn't all been gravy.

I
N A LITTLE TOWN IN PENNSYLVANIA, sophisticated
camera remote control equipment is assembled in
an incredible profusion of types, models, sizes and
designs for just about every kind of TV camera
there is. Units and systems available from the Power
Optics Fairview Village plant control pedestal
height, pan, tilt, zoom, focus, and iris. The controls
can be programmed from a computer—there are
several memory core storage options—and the
whole thing seems to be ideal from the automation
standpoint. Yet, field tests by broadcasters have
yielded a mixed bag of sentiments about camera
remote control. Some stations love the systems and
wouldn't do without them; a couple have relegated
the remote equipment to the storage room.
Very high on the whole idea is Charles King,
manager of operations for General Electric's WRGB
in Schenectady, N.Y. He had achance to watch the
systems in operation at wNYS and WHEN in Syracuse, liked what he saw, and installed two systems
in his own station.
Other stations, especially those that purchased
equipment five to six years ago, complained about
poor repeatability and the fact that they could use
the equipment only on non-critical shots. Two stations surveyed indicated that the remote equipment
was gathering dust in the storeroom because of their
unhappy experiences with it. One common denominator has emerged from BM/E's survey: systems
dating back to 1967-8 are the ones that caused
trouble and disenchantment; stations with more recently installed remote equipment are delighted with
performance and utility.
One of the happy users is iccmo's director of
engineering, Steve Smith. He told BM/E that the
station's two remote systems are in almost constant
use. Using Power Optics' automation on two of the
station's three cameras, one of the automated
cameras is ordinarily used manually while the other
is always used in the automatic mode for calls,
supers, and trick shots. Kcmo uses the automated
cameras for all its news shows and for production.
Important to the operation is the use of one camera
in a fixed shot so studio personnel are free to perform maintenance.
The controls are at the audio console, so the
audio man controls focus, zoom, and tilt. The station likes the control systems, but initially had some
repeatability problems. "The company told us to put
90 pounds of dead weight on top of our cameras,"
Smith said. "Well, one of our sister stations tried it
and it didn't do abit of good. Besides, how do Iget
38

90 pounds of dead weight specifically made and in
such a size that Ican put it on a GE camera? And
where do I attach it so it won't fall off and break
somebody's foot?"
Controllability is okay for most shots, but Smith
says it does not have the accuracy or repeatability
for closeup zoom shots. Reports Smith, "We can't
use it exclusively for dynamic shots. It's great to set
it in an area and use it within a limited range, but
we can't use it to do an entire news show."
Even within the range of these shortcomings,
Kcmo has plans to extend the use of the automated
cameras. They are building a platform to elevate
the camera for wide shots. During news shows, they
often turn the automated camera around to show
the operator-manned cameras to lend an element of
realism and urgency to the newscast.
Stations like Kcmo have come to depend on the
remote camera system so totally that they wouldn't
sell their second unit under any circumstances. They
use the second unit mainly as abackup. If the first
one goes on the fritz, the camera is used manually
and the other remote camera takes over. The station
definitely feels that use of this equipment has saved
it considerable money—mainly the salary of an
extra camera operator.
At Cincinnati's WKRC, the single remote camera
unit is used for virtually every one-camera operation in the studio. It's used for the news show and
on all programs that originate there. Chief engineer Ray Owen feels that the camera control system
was definitely worth the investment, but that it
hasn't really saved the station the cost of a camera
operator's salary. "What it did do for us," said
Owen, "was to save an operator during actual production." The time-saving is not so apparent during
setup, he pointed out, but the remote feature has
definitely paid for itself.
In production of commercials, Owen feels that
the remote system is far better than using amanually-operated camera. "When we've had some extreme zooms and fast zooms on preset shots, aman
just can't do it that well," Owen pointed out. Commenting on the repeatability of presets, "I understand that the new ones have been modified so they
conic right back to the same spot. Ours does not,
but it's workable. If you're concerned about really
tight framing with acloseup and want to come back
to the precise framing, then the camera will be off a
little bit." The station has one show that does not
use the remote camera, mainly because its production
people have athing about live operators.
AUGUST,
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One station that's not so happy about the remote
camera control is Buffalo's WGR. According to engineering supervisor Ed Gordon, the station stopped
using the system because "It's too slow. Generally,
we found the unit to be more of an inconvenience
:han having a man actually on the camera. Its
cperation has been jerky—never smooth. It's never
really worked properly. We haven't used it for over
ayear now." The unit is one of the oldest ones sold
by Power Optics, and was installed in 1968.
Another oldie that's not in use is the one at WTVN
in Columbus, Ohio. According to studio supervisor
Glade Grable, the station has taken a different approach to its broadcasting in the last six months.
The remote camera unit was taken out of operation
to make it more flexible in production. Grable
pointed out, "If you needed that camera moved to
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another spot in the studio for something else, it took
three men and a boy to move it. It was unwieldy
and quite heavy. In fact the tilt-pan automatic section probably weighed one-and-a-half times as
much as the camera itself. If we had three cameras
in our studio instead of just two, I'm sure the remote
unit would still be in use here."
Later models overcome earlier problems
The older units were also found wanting by Albert Chismark, director of engineering for WHEN,
Syracuse. He had installed a pair of systems in
1967, and then replaced them with new ones in
1970. "The 1967 units didn't have a satisfactory
memory for accuracy of pan and returning back to
a particular spot. The newer, more sophisticated
systems are much more to our liking." W HEN uses
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Control panel and console for two- camera remote control
system at WHEN-TV, Syracuse, New York. The console
is portable and movable between two Control Rooms.
Each camera features six " shots" complete with manual
hand controls.

WHEN uses remote control system for children's program.

General Electric PE 350 cameras are used in WHEN's
news and weather studio ( shown at left), and also in
the news studio ( above).
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the new units for all types of programs, for both live
and taped shows. Typically, two cameras are remotely controlled in a three-camera studio setup.
Chismark feels that the systems have definitely
paid for themselves.
"I think that for normal everyday use, these units
are quite adequate," Chismark told BM/E. "I
don't think you could do an extravaganza with
them, but they're just fine for our applications."
W HEN feels that even without the third camera, the

General Electric PE 250 color camera with remote control
system at WUTR in Utica.

Power- Optics' remote control panels installed on WUTR's
main control console ( facing camera bottom left and top right).
Power- Optics' Portable
Manual Controller. With this
unit six functions of a television camera's movements
for pan, tilt, zoom, focus, and
iris, plus pedestal height,
may be controlled.
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two remote-controlled cameras can work well without anyone being able to tell that the entire show is
remote controlled. The station is "married' to the
remote cameras and Chismark feels that they just
couldn't get along without them.
At Syracuse's WNYS, two recent-vintage Power
Optics' systems are in daily use. Chief engineer John
A. Carroll told BM/E that the systems are excellent not only for day-in, day-out live programming,
but do yeoman service in production as well. He
feels that the systems have excellent repeatability.
"There are limits, though," he pointed out. "You
can't get halfway across the studio and expect repeatability, but by moving the camera in close for
tight shots, you can get excellent repeatability."
The units are operated by computer control, but
not from a large-scale memory. Carroll, like everyone else surveyed, felt that the Power Optics factory
reps bent over backwards to be helpful in making
the installation, setups, callbacks for service and for
helping out with problems. While reliability was a
problem during the initial installation period, the
station would do it all over again without hesitation.
In Utica, N.Y., WUTR'S chief engineer Gerald
Devine uses the camera remote for everything. He
feels that the equipment has good repeatability—
well within the tolerance indicated by the manufacturer ( to 1/5 of one degree in pan.). Reliability is
also excellent, although the equipment required an
initial debugging period. The station has just two
cameras, and one of them has the remote system,
used with drop cards and for studio and production
work. Devine is very happy with the equipment, and
would buy it again if need be. As with most of the
other stations surveyed, WUTR'S equipment cost has
already been amortized and more than repaid by
salary savings.
As far as salary savings are concerned, having
one remote camera doesn't necessarily mean saving
a full camera operator's salary. After all, someone
has to operate the remote controls, but this is often
an audio man working the pushbuttons from his
sound console position in the control room. Some
stations don't operate remotely at all, but have an
operator at the camera location itself. The rationale here is that the powered control equipment works
zooms, pans, and tilts more smoothly than manual
control does and can zoom and reset much faster
than mechanical controls can.
In almost all cases, the equipment has managed
to pay for itself within a two-year period or less. In
stations with two remoted cameras, it has meant not
having to call in a separate night camera crew for
the late news programs—a night crew that would
draw a full day's pay for a couple of hours actual
work. In production work, the remote cameras can
operate from preprogrammed settings, making all
operations smoother and more efficient.
Looking forward, Power Optics has in development an automation system for control of all camera
motion which could be operated by potentiometers,
or by adigital system or MOS memory. Among the
functions to be brought into the system would be the
trucking path on the floor, height relative to the
base, and others.
BM/E
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If you want to lay down
a113 dB signal*
flat from 28 to18,000 Hz,
radiating through an angle of 120°
the SENTRY'" III is it.

On the other hand,
if you need 4 dB more level
on axis, and are willing to
give up just 22 Hz of bass, consider
the SENTRY IVA.
*4' on axis with just 50 watts, with
optional SEQ Active Equalizer. Response
without equalizer, 40-18,000 Hz.

Both monitor systems share the same mid- range
and high frequency speaker components. Both
have tweeter protector circuits built in to save the
systems from inadvertent damage. The Sentry IVA
uses a dual- speaker, horn- loaded bass end for
efficiency. The Sentry Ill uses a single speaker in

a vented enclosure for extenced range.
Sentry Ill. Sentry IVA. The two best ways to
recreate the actual sound pressure sensations and
response range of live music... in the studio or
in demanding sound reinforcement installations.
From the innovators at E- V.
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ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., Dept. 831 EM, 614 Cecil Street, Bucnanan, Michigan 49107
Circle 121 on Reader Service Card

"Meet our new Recorder/Reproducer.
)(mill call it fantastic.
We call it the 280-B"
What's so great about it? First off, it's really
up to the state-of-the-art. In electronics,
control logic and architecture. Everything's
changed but the transport. (Why mess with
that? It's field proven.)
Here's what you get:
S/N ratios at aconsistent 72 dB at
mastering speeds on full track, .25 inch tapes.
Improved headroom and increased record
level for maximum signal utilizing high output
tapes.
Band widths are just about flat at ±-.
2dB, 30
Hz to 18 KHz. Tape handling is incredible. Our
new motion sensing system ( OPTAC") gets rid
of deck top sensor mechanisms. Internal logic
lets you select anew mode and activate it
without having to hit the STOP button. And
enter and leave RECORD while the
transport's in PLAY.

Maintenance is asnap, too. We got rid of all
the spaghetti and replaced it with plug in IC's.
And TTL logic for high reliability and low
power consumption. Test and adjustments are
made without bending all over the place.
Individual channel modules come out easily.
And all electronics are in slide out drawers.
Oh yes. Selectable synchronization with
extended response. Standard on 2and 4
channel machines.
You can get all the specs (or amachine) by
writing or phoning (415) 968-8389 TLX 345524
475 Ellis Street, Mountain View, California
94040

Scully/Metrotech
Recording Divisions of Dictaphone
',oily and OPTAC are eade mark, of DIclaphone Corporahon. Rye. New York

Circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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EACC A
HT DA BEL

The secure feeling that you have purchased equipment that will accurately do the job you intended it
to do is most comforting. When you buy Belar AM,
FM, or TV frequency and modulation monitoring
systems, you'll know that feeling. You'll know that
you have the right equipment that will give you ease

BELAR

TS

AM FM
TV

of operation, functional checks and unquestionable
ACCURACY. And you'll measure all your program
material, including the peaks accurately.
Call or write today for more information. We know
you'll make the right decision and BUY BELAR.

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.

LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET. DEVON. PA. 19333 • BOX 826 • ( 215) 687-5550

Where Accuracy Counts . . . Count on Belar
Circle 123 on Reader Service Card

Tree-rorm Music:
Bucking The Trend and
Making Money Out Of It
Two big things have happened at Boston's veteran
FM station, WBCN—a move to a spectacular, see-through
tower- top home, and success with an individualized
rock- to- classics format hung on announcers' musical
care and expertise.

W ITHIN THE PAST COUPLE OF YEARS, the Concert
Network flag-station in Boston, WBCN, has nailed
two big trophies to the wall. One is very recent—a
remarkable new home at the top of the 50-story
Prudential Tower that puts the station in full view
of the public in a spectacular setting. The other is
the culmination and solid success of a program
format experiment that began in 1968, a "freeform" approach to a wide range of musical styles,
from rock to classics, proving that you don't necessarily have to concentrate on one narrow style of
music to hold a recognizable, "salable" audience.
This counter-trend success suggests that FM operators, at least in larger markets, have more options
than the current high-popularity formats provide.

The 50th floor " skywalk"
of the Prudential Tower in
Boston is the new home of
WBCN. Station operations
may be observed by those
visiting the skywalk
through specially designed
soundproof windows.
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Not every FM operator can find a 50th-floor
home, but the public can be given a good look
almost anywhere—and a number of other stations
are doing that.
W BCN completed a year and a half of construction in June, to take it to the new Prudential Skywalk studios. T. Mitchell Hastings, chairman of the
board of Concert Network, Inc., WBCN'S corporate
parent, said: "We'll have spent $ 150,000 on this
move before we're all through, but it's not out of
proportion to its value."
At the top of its tower, the WBCN offices, studios,
and transmitter are located in one area inside and
contiguous to the Skywalk, the observation "corridor" that circles the top of the tower. The antenna
is located directly above the transmitter and projects
75 feet into the sky from the Prudential Tower roof.
Every part of the operation can be seen through
windows opening on the Skywalk, which is visited
by about 500,000 people ayear.
There are three production studios, anews room,
and aconference room which also serves as apublic
affairs ( PA) studio. Programs can either be broadcast live or recorded in the PA studio. There are
stereo speakers and headsets on the Skywalk side of
the studio windows, so visitors can hear and see
programs in production.
Adjoining the main studio is the library, where
over 15,000 records will be stored.
With windows to the Skywalk from the reception
area and from the largest of four executive offices,
the public will be able to see all aspects of WBCN in
operation. The studio windows have three to five
panes of different thicknesses separated by air spaces
for sound isolation.
The programs produced in the studios for broadcast are carried through mixers, amplifiers, filters,
compressors, stereo generators and into one of the
two 20-kilowatt transmitters and then to one of the
two vertically and horizontally polarized antennas,
which propagates the WBCN 104.1 MHz signal into
the air from atop the Prudential Tower. Every
piece of equipment is duplicated and electronically
switched into use when needed. Within the studios,
no extraneous sound or vibration is permitted to mix
with the broadcast signal. Each studio is completely
AUGUST,
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lined with sound-absorbent materials on ceilings,
walls and floors. The total facilities take about 3500
square feet.
Wsct4 has donc considerable pioneering in both
FM programming and engineering since its 1958
inception. It was the first commercial FM station to
use vertical polarization ( in addition to its horizontally polarized signal). This was an outgrowth of
Hastings' development in 1952 of a successful FM
car radio, areceiver which was bedevilled by "picket fence" effect when mobile until the vertically
polarized signal was added.
In its first year, WBCN pioneered FM stereo by
carrying the left-hand side of the Boston Symphony
broadcasts while WGBH carried the right. All a listener needed for full FM stereo reception was two
FM receivers.
W BCN was also very active in the formation of
the National Association of FM Broadcasters
(NAFMB); the management strongly aided and
abetted the persuasion of the FCC to open up FM
stereo.
Another crusade backed by WBCN was the opening of the 150%-maximum power limit for stations
in Zones Iand IA of the U.S.
The new music format represents quite a change
from the station's original orientation. W BCN, like its
three Concert Network sister stations in Providence,
Hartford, and New York City, began as a full-time
classical music station. The station presented many
innovative programs, such as " the Basic Repertoire," wherein a variety of recordings of the same
masterpiece were played, discussed, and compared.
In the mid-sixties, audience research done by the
NAFMB revealed a shift in preference to popular
and Broadway melodies. The station followed the
trend. By 1966, the programming was largely middle-of-the-road except for an evening symphony
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concert. By 1968, enough listeners had been won
over to FM to assure its success, but a new generation had arrived which was not being reached in
substantial numbers by the medium. To reach them,
an experiment with a new late night sound was
attempted, starting on a part-time basis on March
15, 1968, when from 10 p.m. to 5 a.m. "free-form
broadcasting" ruled 104.1 on the Boston FM dial.
Favorable listener response, coupled with an increase in advertising, resulted in the station's
switching full time to its current format two months
later.
Call it progressive, free-form, prog-rock, whatever, it can range during a typical three-or-four-hour
WBCN program from David Bowie, the Velvet Underground, and the Mothers of Invention, to Glenn
Gould and Eugene Ormandy with the Philadelphia
Orchestra. Liberally interspersed might be British
and American blues, folk, hard rock, jazz, gospel,
country . . . in short, practically anything on record
or tape that would enhance the listener's enjoyment
and awareness of music.
What ties it all together? W BCN has on its staff a
group of "announcers," each of whom is really a
"programmer," highly competent in some field of
music and adept at interesting choices and introductions. Together with Manager Al Perry, the music
staff chooses records and tapes from the station
library, following their own special knowledge and
likes, or acting on the large volume of requests that
come in. Their enthusiasm for the music has proven
highly communicable to the audience, which has
developed astrong tendency to come back for more
and more.
As Perry said of the staff, "Everyone approaches
the music from his or her own orientation and manages to pull a sense of coherency out of it all."
These young announcers try to lead rather than

W/A/00k)
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Floor plan shows layout of WBCN's tower- top studio.
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Studios at WBCN .are " floated"
inside the existing building to
keep out noise of elevator
movement, large fans, pumps
and compressors, and even
of people walking on hard
surfaces. The ceilings (first
drawing) are hung from spring
supports and move up and
down free of the main structure. Floors ( second and third
drawings) supply a combination of heavy and soft isolation from building. Air conditioning ducts (fourth drawing) are lined with soundabsorbing material. Observation windows (fifth drawing)
have three panes of glass,
with center pane at an angle
to others. Doors (sixth drawing) are heavy steel with tight
fitting rubber gaskets to eliminate all sound leaks.
46
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simply react, the collective aim being to ascertain
where music will be in the coming months and
years.
The audience maintains a strong attachment to
the station. In addition to the continuous phone calls
for requests, each day's mail produces favorable
reactions, such as, "Dear BCN . . . If it weren't for
you, I'd leave home . . . Love Gail" ( quoted in its
entirety); ". . . Thank you for giving me Tom Rush,
Richie Havens, James Taylor, Tim Hardin, and
Buffalo Springfield in the morning when nothing
seems promising . ."
It is equally heartening for the announcers to
receive a letter such as Daniel R. Gustin's. Gustin,
education affairs director of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, wrote, in part, ". . . I have been impressed with the way you are able to juxtapose
music of widely divergent styles on the program. I
have found this particularly impressive because,
contrary to the usually accepted 'rules' of radio
programming, hearing B.B. King sing the blues right
after the adagio from a Schubert symphony really
seems to me to be aesthetically pleasing . . . i.e., it
`works'."
It's not only recordings—the special excitement
of "live" music helps cement the audience. Currently a weekly jazz concert is broadcast live from
Boston's famous Jazz Workshop, live blues is
presented from Joe's Place in Cambridge, and leading performers in the rock and folk fields are broadcast regularly from Paul's Mall. Concerts such as a
sold-out Grateful Dead performance have also been
aired, as were some outstanding productions from
Boston's 16-track Intermedia Studios. Moving to the
Prudential expands the possibilities for live studio
broadcasts of concerts by major name performers.
Wscx has met the challenge of rising costs by
steadily expanding its audience and increasing spot
rates proportionately. In this manner, a program
policy of no more than eight commercial minutes
per hour remains strictly enforced. W BCN reached a
breakeven point at the end of its first summer with
the new format. The first profit was earned in 1971.
Hastings said that, "A handful of FM licensees,
which included WBCN, were willing to risk considerable amounts of money because of their belief in
the future of FM radio. As an engineer, Ihad faith
in the entertainment and inspirational value of great
sound faithfully reproduced. And now, at the
Prudential, we'll broadcast in quadraphonic sound
24 hours aday, giving the listener the experience of
being totally surrounded by music as in the concert
hall."
W BCN is also very active in public services. Every
morning at 11 a.m., a ten-minute program of recorded music or comment is presented on "Feedback," consisting entirely of tapes submitted by listeners. The HUB-FELT ( 482-3358) Listener Line
will do practically anything the hundreds of daily
listeners' calls request, from helping in the search for
stray animals to coordinating drivers and riders to
travel destinations. All services are without charge
and greatly encourage intercommunity and interpersonal communication.
In addition to the various news and public affairs
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Genuine Interest in Music
Wins the Young Adults
The effectiveness of the WBCN " personalized" approach to free-form music programming is sharply
drawn in the Pulse audience survey for the last
quarter of 1972 and the first quarter of 1973,
covering the radio stations in the Boston area.
One of the stars of the WBCN program operation
is staff announcer Charles Laquidara, who, according to manager Al Perry, has outstanding
ability to communicate his knowledge of and love
for classical music. Around the first of the year
Laquidara was put in the morning slot, 6 to 10 a.m.
WBCN's average quarter-hour audience in the crucial 18-34 age group went from 11,200 in the
final 1972 quarter to 37,200 in the 1973 first
quarter, putting WBCN among the top three stations. With the program format crystallizing all
down the line, similar increases were picked up
throughout the day: from 12,400 to 33,500, 10
a.m. to 3 p.m.; from 15,800 to 40,700; 3 p.m. to
10 p.m. ( putting WBCN first in this time slot in the
18-34 age group). At night, 7 p.m. to midnight,
WBCN was far and away first in the 18-34 group
in the January- March 1973 period, with 38,100
against the nearest competitor's 16.300.

specials and documentaries, the weekly program,
"Lock Up," on Sunday evenings, focuses on prisoners' news events in Massachusetts penal institutions.
The music consists of inmates' requests exclusively.
In the WBCN news department, under the direction of Danny Schechter, "Your News Dissector," a
strong policy has evolved to keep the listeners
abreast of subjects in which they are interested
while entertaining them with delightful touches of
whimsy and humor. So . . . the wscri news staff not
only presents facts, but also stimulates a goodnatured response to the news.
News features may occur informally during the
day or evening ( such as recent interviews with Mohammud Ali, Ramsey Clark and Jane Fonda). As a
half-hour public affairs program, significant local
events are presented weekly on "Community Reports," Sunday at 6 p.m. ( repeated Tuesday at 1
a.m.). Educational needs of the community are
served by "School Days," a 15-minute program
Monday at 7 p.m.; Tuesday at 7 p.m. another
15-minute public affairs program known as "Third
World Report" is designed to meet the needs of
minority groups.
February 12, 1973, was memorable for WBCN,
for on that date the station was notified it had "won
First Place in the News Category, commercial division, of the Ninth Annual Major Armstrong
Awards" for "Excellence in News Programming" in
1972. The bronze plaque for this highest national
award in FM newscasting was presented to
Schechter on March 24, 1973, at the NAFMB Convention. The winning program, a group effort by
seven staff members, was v./acres post-election
broadcast to Massachusetts citizens, entitled "The
Election: Nixon 49, America 1."
That helps paint apicture of extreme liveliness for
this 15-year-old, and augurs an open future. BM/E
47

Computer Keeps
Management In Control
Of The Data now
By Richard H. Chapin

OPERATING DYNAMICS in a TV or radio station
involve a steady flow of information—from sales,
confirmations, and advertiser instructions, through
preparations for broadcast, daily lots, to invoicing
accounting and management reporting.
This flow goes on every day, every minute that
the station is on the air. Broadcasting is a business
in which many factors have to be brought together
for apayoff measured in seconds.
Time, the most perishable commodity in the
world, is the station's "product." If aspot isn't sold,
it's lost forever; and if advertiser instructions are not
followed, there's often no "second chance." Everything becomes critical, because the many different
things that need doing must all be done now.
In this light, recent trends have multiplied the
broadcaster's problems. The move from the 60-second to the
30-second—and even
shorter—
commercial serves to illustrate the point. It automatically created more spots, with aresulting impact on
operations and a greatly increased need for accurate, easily-available information. These spots represent more film, tape, slides or copy that must be
made ready and available to the engineer or announcer at the right time. Often the spots have to be
scheduled for rotation within certain time flights.
They raise the danger of clutter, which can lead to
less effective commercials, thus watering down the
broadcaster's product. They increase the work
necessary to assure that one advertiser's message is
not too near that of acompetitor. And the increased
volume has a real impact in accounting, where it
creates far more paperwork and figure work.
Inevitably, some lost revenue results as spots fail
to be broadcast because, sadly, they were not scheduled, or the wrong message was broadcast, or separation was not adequate and the advertiser refused

to pay, and so forth. Lost revenue from these causes
is particularly painful because it represents business
that was in the house; all that was needed to produce revenue was proper execution.
TV and radio profits today are under pressure for
other reasons as well. Collections of accounts receivable, always a problem in this business, impact
cash flow and put yet another element of pressure
on profits. And, while the standard invoice is intended to help TV, it, in itself, tends to add to
operating costs.
An interesting aspect of this situation is that while
broadcasters are very well aware of what's going
on, very few have the same "hot button." Talk to a
station manager in the Midwest, and he will comcontinued on page 61

Mr. Chapin is senior program administrator-Broadcasting, Data Processing Division, IBM Corporation.
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A couple of well aimed bricks. A
helicopter crash. Immersion in flood
waters...
Caught up in the turbulence of
news events as they happen, any
camera— no matter how rugged—
can get damaged. We ought to know.
Our rugged CP-16 TV-news/documentary cameras have seen plenty of action
around the world. And, of course, they
do get damaged.
That's why we have established—

throughout the world— a network of
authorized dealer service centers, well
stocked with critical replacement parts,and
staffed with factory trained technicians.
So that you can quickly get your " injured"
CP-16 or CP-16/A camera to the nearest
service center, in the USA or anywhere
else in the world. And be confident that
your camera will be quickly and expertly
repaired and back to you in a short time.
So you can get back to filming the action.
Fast.

WRITE FOR LISTING OF CP-16 AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTERS.
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Technology in The Service Of Creativity
2044 Cotner Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90025
Telephone: ( 213) 478-0711 • Telex: 69-1339 • Cable: Cinedevco
Circle 124 on Reader Service Card
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If your future depends on cable TV...
there are afew things you ought to know:
Information about opposing forces and the moves
they are planning. Information about your competition and the growth opportunities they're
exploring. Information about your industry's
fight for survival and profit. I
nf
ormat i
on ab
out
local franchise bidding and negotiation, about
regulatory trends,, about new markets and equipment, financing and programming.
Now there sa way to get all this information—
from one source, in one convenient format. It's
all in Broadband Communications Report, the first
truly comprehensive publication exclusively devoted to cable TV and broadband communications.
BCR comes to'you from the publishers of Broadcast Management/Engineering and Cable Management/Engineering, the authoritative publications on broadcast and cable equipment. To create
BCR, we brought together knowledgeable editorial people with experience in every aspect of
the industry.
You get the news you need to know about
current action in every broadband communication
area. Not just about the FCC, but also about
the latest developments on the local level. Not
just about cable TV, but also about broadband
nets, satellites, private channel TV, data communications, videocassettes. Not just about
franchises, but also about new technology, new
programming ideas, new forms of public access.
You get valuable insights and analyses that
can help you make better decisions. What effect
will political, social, legal and regulatory trends

Broadband Communications Report
274 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

E Please enter my subscription to Broadband Communications Report for six months ( 12 issues) at the special rate
of $25—a substantial savings compared to the regular
annual rate of $60. Imay cancel at any time and
pro rata refund if Iam not satisfied.

D

D Payment enclosed

Bill

me

receive

later

Name
Title
Organization
Address
City

State

Zip

a

have on the broadband industry? What kind of
cable franchise arrangements are working—and
what kind are not? What are the intricate factors
affecting the economic outlook of th e industry?
You plug into avast clearinghouse of information. BCR doesn't attempt to spell out every detail
—but it makes aparticular point of telling you
where to _go -for more information. In every issue,
we provide you with important new sources of
data in specific areas that interest you—including
names, addresses, prices. This unique service can
save you or your staff valuable hours of research
time.
How does BCR get all this information about
an industry as fragmented as ours? Simply by
exploring more extensively than anyone else. We
review countless published reports. We cover
local, state, and federal hearings and meetings.
We scan news releases, local newspapers, speeches,
academic papers. We prowl the corridors of
Washington. We interview idea-makers and policymakers in depth.
It's ajob nobody else is doing. You couldn't
do it yourself without an enormous investment of
time and effort. Frankly, we think it's worth agreat
deal more than the modest subscription price we
ask you to pay.
Right now, as ameans of introducing you to
Broadband Communications Report, we've temporarily made that price even lower. To take advantage of our special offer, mail the coupon today.

CABLE MANAGEMENT IENGINEERING
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NCTA Show-In-Print

Make Film Work For You:
Simplify Operations With
Interfones

NCTA '73
Show- In-Print
Live satellite transmission made history
Pay-TV systems garnered most attention

THE 1973 NCTA CONVENTION was a
large affair that undoubtedly produced as many as 6240 different
impressions as to what really transpired. Varying accounts of specific
events which took place at the convention could be expected because
of the widely divergent frame of
reference of attendees. An NCTA
Convention draws a broad lot: not
only operators ( large and small)
and manufacturers, but churchmen
and bankers, blacks and chicanos,
Justice Department observers, and
Rural Electrification Association
officials, regulators from every level
of officialdom, video freaks, and
staid insurance investors.
Some of the more interesting
facts to which all might agree were
these:
•Domestic satellites are real: Monday's attendees watched House of
Representatives Speaker Carl Albert send greetings from Washington via satellite. Later that night, a
heavyweight fight taking place in
New York was viewed via satellite.
On Tuesday, aportion of aCanadian French broadcast was seen. How
the cable industry can use satellites
was discussed extensively that day.
• Pay TV is foremost in operator
minds. But just how an operator
should approach the subject is not
all clear.
• Interest in cablecasting is on the
upswing, at least in the larger markets. A whole new crop of program
suppliers has sprung forth, hoping
to find a market for their wares on
cable.
• Distribution equipment manufacturers placed emphasis on reliability. Designs appear to be converging toward a few basic variations.
• The industry and the FCC are
working closely together to configure the nature of regulations and
standards that will bind the industry
for years to come—views of state
and city regulators are being
outvoted.
• Nothing is tied down permanently
regarding
copyright,
nonduplication or anti-siphoning rules.
Cable TV will get no favors, but
CM/E-2

heretofore-protected markets may
lose some of theirs, according to
Whitehead and Burch.
• Public-access disciples are growing in number and anti-industry in
attitude. Although these practitioners seek and need cable for distribution, they strongly oppose industry
ownership and control.
History will remember the 1973
NCTA Convention as the time and
place of the first public use in the
U.S. of a domestic satellite. On
Monday, June 18, the Honorable
Carl Albert, Speaker of the House
of Representatives, addressed the
convention live via alink that went
from a transportable earth station
outside the offices of American
Satellite Corp. in Germantown,
Md., to the Canadian Telesat Anik
I ( in stationary orbit over the equator) and thence to a portable receiving station built by ScientificAtlanta for TelePrompTer. Signals
were piped into the Convention
Center and projected on a screen
larger-than-life by an Ediphone color projector. Later, the same satellite link was used to transmit the
heavyweight bout of Ellis and Shavers from the East Coast to the
West. The opening ceremony and
fight were distributed via cable' to
home subscribers in Newport Beach
and Huntington Beach. On Tuesday, symbolizing the special uses to
which satellites can be put, a
French-language CBC broadcast
was picked up and shown to the
audience.
The uplink station used a36-foot
parabolic antenna. The transmitter,
operating in the 4 to 6 GHz band,
had a 3 kW capability. At the receiving end, a 25-foot dish picked
up the signal from Anik. Some of
the overall performance specs of the
receiving station are tabulated in
the box on page CM/E-3.
Satellites will surely play amajor
role in cable networking, according
to the panel who addressed themselves to the subject, although no
one was ready to predict exactly
when and how satellites would be
used.

Moderator of the panel, FCC
Commissioner Richard E. Wiley,
asked a number of questions of
panelists regarding programming issues, the nature of the interconnection, and technical standards, all of
which went unanswered. It was not
that the panelists were unresponsive, but simply that such answers
will come later.
Robert Button of TelePrompTer
said regular satellite service will be
readily available in late 1974 or
early 1975 and he urged the cable
industry get involved, noting that,
"The fundamentals of satellite technology require that the maximum
number of cable systems participate." In order to form an effective
satellite-CATV network, he explained that all the elements of a
regular broadcasting network have
to be created, including programming sources, sales, station relations, operations and technical functions. For that reason, he called for
both the personal and economic
participation of every operating cable system to make networking a
success.
Button's concept of cable industry cooperation was supported by
John D. Matthews, communications
attorney, who saw the alreadyformed industry consortium led by
John Gwin, Cox Cable, as away to
participate. Later, at the NCTA
Board of Directors meeting, it was
made clear that satellite plans for
the industry should aid small as
well as large operators.
Some of the satellite possibilities
that will have to be considered were
discussed by Paul Vischer. He used
anumber of charts to indicate trade
offs in terms of: 1) satellite power
versus receiving antenna size, and
2) home terminal cost vs. years of
life vs. monthly subscriber fees
necessary. With the present power
of proposed satellites-6 watts—
operating in the 6.4 GHz range, a
24-foot receiving dish costing $75,000 is necessary. Should 12.6 GHz
birds with twice the power be available, 15-foot antenna stations costing $ 30,000 would work. Should
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Earth station used in demonstration
by TelePrompTer of satellite- to- cable
link- up at convention. Station was
built by Scientific-Atlanta. Canadian
Anik Iwas the " bird."
The Honorable Carl Albert, Speaker of the House of
Representatives, addresses the convention via the TelePrompTer/Scientific-Atlanta satellite demonstration link.

General view of exhibits by firms
offering programming to cable
operators, a much larger group than
at earlier conventions.

2.5 GHz frequencies be authorized,
where power of 60 watts can be
generated, inexpensive, 10-foot antennas could be used with low-cost
S5000 receivers.
Vischer's charts pointed to the
desirability of simple home terminals ( one way no impulse buy)
which might have a lifetime of at
-east four years. With this minimum
investment only about $ 2 worth of
cable services need be sold per
month. If a full two-way terminal is
needed, costing over $ 150, monthly
evenues would have to be at least
and maybe over $ 12 or more
assuming the equipment were to become obsolete in two to three years'
:ime. Systems in between the simple
and the complex would have to
generate between $ 3 and $ 6 a
month and have a lifetime of at
least three years. Vischer intimated
simple equipment with lifetime of
ten years was the safest route. On
AUGUST,
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System Performance Specifications For A
Cable TV Satellite Earth Station
Characteristic
Antenna Size
Operatilg Frequency
Antenna Gain ( 4.0 GHz)
G/T (4.0 GHz)
Video Signal/Noise ( clear
sky)
Canadian Satellite
U. S. Satellite
Video Response
Diffe-ential Gain
Diffe ,ential Phase
Video Outputs
Audio Outputs
OpeRating Temperatures
Power

Specification
25- foot diameter
3.7 to 4.2 GHz
48 dB
27 dB

50 dB nominal at Anaheim
54 dB nominal throughout U.S.
10 Hz - 4.25 MHz (±-- 0.5 dB)
0.5 dB maximum, 10-90% APL
1° maximum, 10-90% APL
1 per receiver, 1V peak- to- peak,
75 ohms
1 program, 1 cue, 1 broadcast
(Telesat) at 0 dBm, 600 ohms
20°F to 100°F ( indoors)
—20°F to 160°F ( outside)
115V, 50/60 Hz, 12 amps

—From an NCTA paper by Tom Smith and Peter Pifer, Scientific-Atlanta
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such equipment he could offer ten
or more different types of programs: pay TV, sports net, various
cultural nets, and avariety of "howto" type programs.
Only live box-office type attractions were considered viable by
Barry Zorthian of Time-Life. Zorthian suspected video cassettes
might turn out to be abetter delivery system for "how-to" type programming. Zorthian also expected
regional nets using microwave to be
the first networking to evolve—the
kind now being used by Home Box
Office to pipe pay TV to Pennsylvania towns. John Malone of TCI
(which operates the large microwave net, Western Comm) said
the same thing. Malone, apparently
envisioning the need for the more
complex equipment described by
Vischer, said per-subscriber investment would double for such networking and that there wasn't
enough capital available. Neither is
there the programming, he said, and
he predicted a long, slow learning
curve.
On the assumption that multiple
channels on satellites will be inex-

The Theta- Corn homecontrol unit for pay-TV
and special services.

Oak ESP converter and
control units in their
"step-by-step" two-way
and pay-TV system.
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pensive, Peter Goldmark said the
industry should insist on a channel
bandwidth in excess of 6MHz so
that color quality could be improved. He declared present U.S.
color quality the worst in the world.
Although the panel appeared divided on how fast satellites are
coming, it was apparent that the
FCC expects the possibility is soon.
That was the reason for Wiley's
questions. Chairman Burch, in a
luncheon speech that same day, foresaw up to 20 million cable subscribers by the end of the decade
interconnected via satellite. At this
point, Burch said, the program producers get into the act and the question is who outbids whom for which
product.
Notwithstanding FCC protective
rules that serve ingrained audience
expectations,
political pressures,
and FCC regulatory trade-offs
(such as requiring news and public
affairs programs from broadcasters
for protected sports rights), Burch
saw a new ballgame: "Up to now,
the market in broadcast program
distribution has been mostly a
tripartite oligopoly, and it is perfectly natural that it has been cornered
by more or less interchangeable

products of probable mass appeal.
Much of the public in all likelihood
wants about what it gets. But is all
this all it wants?
"What I am suggesting is that,
before this decade is over, oligopoly
may sustain acompetitive challenge
the likes of which it has never really
had to contemplate.
"And that, to my way of thinking, is agood thing. . . . Isay it's a
good thing, with the further understanding that the outcome is unclear
and the success of anyone in particular is not guaranteed."
Pay TV—rising star
If it still seemed hard for the
NCTA audience to fathom the reality of satellites, even though satellite
networking was asure way of solving pay-cable distribution problems,
pay-cable as ahere-and-now service
was accepted by everyone. Indeed,
it is considered mandatory for bigcity markets. At the panel session
on subscription TV, every panelist
(TheatreVisioN, Optical Systems,
Home Box Office) announced enormous success to date and expansion
to other cities as fast as possible.
The only remaining question for
the operator is how to get into it.
"How?" is a deceptively simple
question, though, since the answers
are many and none looks like the
final one.
First, there is the question of deciding on a per-program system or
settling on a per-channel system as
sufficient. The success of flat-fee
systems to date raises the question
of whether or not a per-program
billing system is really necessary.
Jeff Nathanson of Optical Systems
said "yes," even though subscription
tickets are selling better than perprogram tickets. Special events and
some sporting events call for aperprogram capability. Perhaps movies
will, too, in the future, should the
heretofore movie-starved customer
get his fill—or when prices go up
(which nobody mentions). On the
other hand, experts from Home Box
Office and Warner Communications
argue that subscription TV can and
should be sold like cable TV—on a
monthly fee.
While there was SRO during
panel sessions on subscription TV,
attendees were getting some "handson" experience out on the exhibit
floor.
Oak, as a respected tuner supplier, drew very heavy booth traffic
by announcing a modularized approach to systems which would permit acustomer to start out with only
aconverter at first, then ascrambled
AUGUST, 1973—CM/E

Panel on use of satellites w:th cable
had FCC Commissioner Richard E.
Wiley as moderator. Panelists agreed
that regular cable use of satellites
would probably come in 1974 or 1975.

K'Son showed two-way and pay- TV terrn.nal.

one-way system and, finally, atwoway system. Any one module could
be returned to the factory for retrofitting to accommodate expanded
service. Another exhibitor showing
yet another hardware approach was
Digital Communication Inc. ( St.
Petersburg, Fla.)—the company that
produced systems for Computer
Television Inc.'s hotel pay TV system.
K'Son, which has been building
equipment for the rapidly growing
Trans World hotel TV systems
(now in 40,000 rooms) showed
equipment designed specifically for
cable TV.
Providing a total systems service
(software and hardware)
were
TheatreVisioN, Optical Systems,
and Home Box Office. The first two
were among the largest exhibitors in
terms of booth space.
A large segment of the Magnavox booth was given over to show
off its pay TV system which handles
AUGUST,
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General Cable had blow-up of interior
of " fused disc" cable.

per-program requests now through
its Interactive Data Exchange Modules. Jerrold displayed pay TV
equipment in its booth as part of a
futuristic Communicom system, but
also showed a stand-alone scramble-decode system to vie for this
fast-developing interim market.
Similarly, Theta-Corn also showed
one of many services possible with
its SRS system, but the company
had no stand-alone pay cable equipment. Pay cable was also an integral part of the Tocom computerized system.
The operator trying to make up
his mind on pay cable thus has
many things to sort out. Should he
lease achannel to one of the entrepreneurs who have their own hardware and software and be content
with a percentage of the gross, or
should he lease a system which
offers an opportunity for greater
profits but possible losses? If the
latter sounds appealing, should be

invest in equipment with a perprogram billing capability, or should
he select the simplest equipment
which could pass the premium signals on midband channels? Did one
even need invest in scrambling—
decoding equipment if a converter
could be purchased that could be
field modified to pass the premium
channels? Is such alow-security approach too risky—would too many
people buy aset from Allied or Radio Shack and steal the signal?
If one is making an investment,
just how important is it that
the equipment be able to be upgraded to two-way (for simple billing and control) or upgraded to
handle information transactions other than premium TV? How many
channels are desirable? How many
buttons are aminimal requirement?
How maintainable is the equipment? Is the cost reasonable for the
revenue to be derived?

CM/E-5
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Obviously, some of the choices
can be narrowed down for certain
markets, but for operators planning
for big-city areas, the weighing and
sorting stands out as a formidable
task, one that is indeed perplexing.
There was advice offered, to be
sure. K'Son said operators planning
pay-per-program one-way systems
could solve the basic order-entry
problem through the use of its new
Subscriber
Order
Concentrator
(SOC). With the SOC, asubscriber
orders via standard telephone by
simply dialing an assigned number
and following basic instructions
printed on a 3x5 card. The K'Son
SOC, in turn, accepts the individual
subscriber's message and converts it
to digital form for use by the computer. This simple ten-line electronic system will accommodate calls at
a rate of one every two seconds,
with one SOC serving 10,000 pay
TV subscribers. It can be expanded to handle additional lines
as the system grows.

Digital Communications unveiled
what it calls Key Cinema, a system including aconverter, ascrambler located on poles ( no decoder is
needed in the home), and a cartridge VTR player system. The
company will also arrange for software. ( The word 'Key' is derived
from the company's simple hotel
system. The guest buys akey at the
front desk to turn on the room converter. A key is used on the cable
TV converter for parental control.)
Biggest news at the convention in
this area was Oak's ESP system
(ESP standing for Expandable
Scrambled Programming).
This system is expandable in
three steps: 1) a mid-band converter; 2) scrambled programming at
the headend with unscrambling controlled by the individual's subscriber
decoder; 3) transmission of digital
signals from the subscriber's home
back to the headend.
Scrambling is accomplished by
periodically switching the program
material back and forth between
channels K and L at the headend.
To unscramble this transmission,
the subscriber decoder must switch
the converter between channels K

Jerrold's pay-TV and
two-way system uses
converter and separate
remote-control unit.

Magnavox exhibit
emphasized its trunk
line and distribution
units.
TWOWAY SINGLE TRUNK MO FEE

and L at exactly the same time. The
switching occurs during the vertical
blanking interval of the desired programming.
The operator can buy the system
in stages. The converter can be returned to the factory for one-way
decoder circuitry, and again later
for the addition of the interrogatable response system. Retrofitting
will cost $ 60 to $70 for decoding
circuitry and another $ 50 for the
two-way mode.
The stand-alone equipment displayed by Jerrold was shown in two
forms: 1) a single-channel pay-TV
system without converter, and 2) a
converter ( non- AFC) with up to
four premium channels added. Jerrold labelled its equipment "prototype." Final designs, which will incorporate an optimum single channel video-audio scrambler, should
be set soon.
The Magnavox system was described in the March issue of
CM/E.
Distribution equipment for the
major markets
Just as one could best determine
what was happening in premium
TV by taking in both sessions and
exhibits, one could see acorrelation
between what was talked about in
such sessions as "developments in
urban markets" and what was
shown on the floor in the way of
distribution equipment.
Douglas Dittrick, ATC, matterof-factly declared that cable operators should be more concerned
about installing durable equipment
and lowering maintenance costs
than in promising increased bandwidths. In a later session, Moses
Shapiro, Jerrold, said major changes
in reliability are necessary, such as
building in redundancy, if special
services are to materialize. Redundancy in both amplifiers and power
supplies is needed. Shapiro also said
equipment should have built-in automatic monitoring so that failures
can be spotted. Furthermore, equipment should be designed so all malfunctioning portions can be disconnected from the system. That is, if a
terminal failure in a two-way system jams up a whole communications path, that section should be
immediately disconnected from the
headend. Shapiro also noted that
upgraded connectors are necessary
to prevent ingress of unwanted RF
signals.
As for capacity, Shapiro said
present equipment allows 35 down
channels and 4 return channels, or
continued on page CM/E-10
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Stop the bull
Everyone ships abad reel
occasionally..
When cable perfection can be absolutely

licluding us:
Very infrequently, to be sure. But cable-

guaranteed, we'll be the first to do it. Mean-

making is not quite an exact science yet. So

time, we simply promise not to leave you

absolute guarantees are worth about as much

hanging. Ever. And that is an absolute

as the paper they're written on.

guarantee.

Now let's get on to the important thing:

e%G

what do we do if you do get abad
reel? Talk it over at length?
Painstakingly re- check the
,able?

Start negotiations

)n complicated

SYSTErnS
WIRE CABLE

idjustments?
Yes, all that.
But later. What we do
right away is re- ship.

Phoenix, Arizona

Rome, N.Y.

That's right away.

That's why we make it better.

All we make is cable . .

Circle 175 on Reader Service Card
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Another Breakthrough From Jerrold
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Durable seals
for long-lasting
weather-proofing.

Write for data sheet and free sample.
JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION CATV Systems Division, 200 Witmer Road Horsham, Pa. 19044. ( 215) 674-4800.
®

EASTERN OFFICE: 1Fairway Plaza, Suite 212/Philmont Ave. &Red Lion Rd./Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006/(215) 947-6441
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 1Perimeter Place, Suite 101 Atlanta, Georgia 30339, (404) 432-3102
MIDWESTERN OFFICE 1334 Atlantic Avenue/N. Kansas City, Mo. 64116/(816) 842-1130
WESTERN OFFICE: 1255 Veterans Blvd. Redwood City, Calif. 94063/(415) 365-5200

aGENERAL INSTRUMENT company

NORTHEASTERN OFFICE: 85OR Providence Hwy. U.S. Rt. 1Dedham, Mass. 02026 (617) 329-4790

TN° assemblies
for easy handling.

di

Slotted clamp for
uniform compression of
sheath against
integral sleeve.
Continuous contact
for positive ground.

Center conductor guide
for fast,
easy connections.

Permanent
factory lubrication
to reduce
maintenance.

Splined sleeve surface
for sure grip
on flexing cable sheath.

Permanent, integral sleeve
can't be left out or lost.

lntra-Shield is scientifically designed to provide
maximum RFI isolation.
Intra-Shield exceeds FCC radiation
specs.
Intra-Shield reduces costly yearly maintenance.
Intra-Shield includes afull line of cable-to-housing and cableto-cable connectors.
Intra-Shield is designed for use with
polystyrene, polyethylene, as well as fused-disc cables: 0.412,
0.500 and 0.750 OD aluminum sheath.
Available coring
tool insures correct im edance match.
DB 12 2
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At Anaconda's booth,
trunk and distribution
amplifiers were
connected to cable
for demonstration.

veraliierm.

Sylvania had in
operation its
"Pathmaker"
bi-directional system
with atotal of
40 amplifiers on line.

double this amount if dual trunks
and dual feeders are used. This is
adequate for the foreseeable future,
he said.
An improvement in reliability
was also stressed by Bob Behringer
of Theta-Corn. It's necessary as the
industry begins to provide essential
services ( as opposed to entertainment). Reliability costs more money; i.e., a ten-time improvement in
reliability may increase costs two
times.
What equipment manufacturers
predicted will be necessary was, not
surprisingly, seen in the exhibit
area. Just about everyone was
stressing reliability—along with the
ability to handle two-way communication.
One piece of equipment that epitomizes most of what was said is
the Starline 300 introduced by Jerrold ( which it immodestly referred
to as the ultimate distribution system for all CATV markets).
The Starline 300 was designed to
accommodate growth of basic oneway single-trunk single-feeder systems ( to two-way) as well as
growth of more advanced systems,
including dual-trunk single-feeder
systems to two-way round robin;
dual-trunk single-feeder, to two-way
midband split.
CM / E-10
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More important than these expandable signal distribution path
options are its extra features of redundant amplifier-, power supply-,
and status-monitor modules—there
is room for aredundant module for
every function.
To achieve status monitoring,
transceivers are located at headend
and at trunk stations.
The headend transceiver transmits control signals to each trunk
station monitoring module, which
then samples the various parameters and transmits the information
back to the transceiver. There, each
parameter status is compared with a
predetermined level and presented
as a read-out on a meter dial or
other device.
A dozen or more different
parameters can be measured. This
station monitor system can also be
used to shut off parts of the return
system.
Although we described the Starline 300 as epitomizing what was
said to be needed, it was more than
that—it was the only totally-new
piece of distribution equipment
shown.
To be sure, other exhibitors
talked reliability and redundancy,
and everyone had a modular approach so that one-way systems can

be converted to two-way. Some of
these equipments were new for a
particular company. In large part,
though, the configuration of all of
these equipments, whatever their
features, was vintage 1971-72.
Thus, although new equipment
was shown by several manufacturers, the products were by and large
back-and-fill, rounding out aline or
catching up. Manufacturers in this
latter category did of course include
some advances not available in
1971-72.
AEL Communications, for example, introduced the Mark IV as a
single-cable two-way amplifier to
complement its Mark V dual-cable
equipment. The system could be installed initially as asingle-cable forward system and later converted to
two-way. (It uses the same push-pull
hybrid IC modular amplifier as the
Mark V.)
Several companies that had been
somewhat unique in their approach
to distribution equipment showed
gear this year pretty much in conformance to what is emerging as the
industry standard.
Thus both EJE and CCor announced systems that allocated one
trunk for forward transmission, 50
to 300 MHz ( with diplex filters for
5 to 30 MHz return) and another
trunk with amidband split ( reverse
in the band of 5 to 108 MHz and
forward in the 174 to 300 MHz
band). EJE equipment with this capability was
designated Model
Group 170, part of the company's
new Series 100. CCor called its
unit the two-way A-B system.
Altogether, in EIE's new line,
there were four different groups
(Models 140, 150, 160 and 170).
All are contained in new housings
less than ten inches in height.
One of the features of the new
CCor A-B system is the incorporation of a higher performance
bridger amplifier. This unit reduces
the number of amplifier stations and
filters necessary, according to the
company.
The Tocom "Blue Chip" series
amplifier was designed to accommodate the two-trunk concept also.
Circuitry
incorporates
push-pull
ICs. In Tocom's Blue Chip series,
line extenders have the provision
for
upstream
amplifiers
being
turned off until asignal is detected.
This squelch circuit limits noise
from distribution lines carrying upstream information.
GTE-Sylvania announced additions to the Series 2000 two-way
Trunk Amplifier. New options incontinued on page CM/E-12
AUGUST, 1973—CM/E

The System
Stabilizer
...that's what
AELCC's*ASG
is
AELCC* COLORVUE
(Expanded Band Amplifiers)
with ASGt work at peak performance
from — 40° to + 140°F, and are compatible with
most systems ( 50-220 MHz and 50-270 MHz).
Temperature extremes need never be
aproblem again, unless you're planning aCATV system on the
moon. ( If you are, let us know and we'll work it out.)
Get in touch with AELCC* about our complete
CATV services.
tAutomatic Slope and Gain Control

22

227sy

!A-Mia COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
The CATV subsidiary of

A -MERICAN M LECTRONIC ZAABORATORIES, INC.

P.O. Box 507, Lansdale, Pa. 19446 • Telephone: ( 215) 822-2929 • Cable: AMERLAB
Circle 177 on Reader Service Card
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clude automatic control, bridging
with one to four output and "super
trunk" operating between hubs.
New variations provide for midband split and other dualcable
configurations.
Anaconda showed additions to its
Century line. New line amplifier was
designated the 2109. Incidentally,
Anaconda's wall chart of bidirectional cable systems handed out at
the convention describes the trunk
systems which have become the industry's standard approach.
Stressing the reliability concept
hard was Coral with its 2300 series.
This series includes redundant amplifiers and power supplies.
Although ThetaCorn did not
show new equipment, reliability was
its theme. It said the hundreds of
systems using the XR extended
range and XR-2 stations were ample evidence of its reliability.
Magnavox came across at the
convention as a major distribution
system manufacturer— it took up
some 360-degrees of its giant exhibit area showing the MX-404 system, which includes some six options, in operation.
As proof that it's into two-way
systems with a full-line capability,
Scientific-Atlanta stressed the 800mile system it is building in Schenectady.

Attendees listen intently
to explanation of CCor
electronic units.

Burnup and Sims had a
demo showing which
loop construction
was best.

Ameco showed this year, as before, the MetroCom system, including the Nova 5-300 MHz trunk system for two-way. It stressed the value of the Nova "Blockbuster" module for certain applications. Idea is
that in high-density areas ( city
blocks, apartments, etc.), one amplifier with eight modules can
provide eight outputs of + 50 dBmV
eacb.
A. very interesting development
was the announcement by the Oak
CATV Division and Teleng that the
former would be the U.S. and Canadian distributor for the Britishmanufactured amplifier. Teleng's
unit meets U.S. requirements (specs,
ICs, modules, two-way, etc.). With
Oak now in construction, converters, pay TV amplifiers, and financing, a new industry force may be
in the making.
More evidence of the interest in
reliability was the emergence of exhibitors stressing standby power systems. Gulton, Interstate Telephone
and Electronics and Sola were companies emphasizing such units.
Other power supply manufacturers were Glentronics and GlobeUniton.
Cable, construction, accessories
Coaxial cable doesn't normally
make headlines. Last year it was
different: General Cable announced
the fused-disc approach. This year

things were pretty well back to normal—the only news release put out
by a cable manufacturer was again
General Cable, who announced the
availability of a . 750-in, diameter
fused-disc cable. Other cable manufacturers stressed quality foremost;
some both quality and delivery.
System construction and connectors for cable was another story.
Burnup & Sims, generally conceded
as the No. 1 CATV construction
firm, indicated it's going to be hard
to bump from that position by announcing a Fast-Plant/System Design. By linking engineers with a
computer, weeks and months of design time can be accomplished in a
day, Burnup & Sims said. All the
system operator needs to supply is
pole distance information and a
trunk route— trunk routing decisions are best made by man, B&S
says. Actually, all the information
B&S needs from the operator can
be sent by the phone via standard
teletype machine. The computer
will take this data and look up as
many as 500 solutions.
New competition for B&S and
other construction companies was
announced at this year's convention.
L.E. Meyers Co., a leading electric
utility construction company, and
Oak Manufacturing, revealed ajoint
venture plan that would aggressively
seek construction jobs. The new
company is known as Meyers-Oak
Communications Construction Corp.
"Bigness" of construction business
was shown by exhibits of Cablevision Construction Corp. and Jackson Communications.
Emphasis on construction and
construction techniques was readily
apparent at the convention. A demonstration by Burnup & Sims
showed which of five different expansion loop approaches has the
longest life ( answer: the one with
a longer loop and largest radii of
bend). Comm/Scope also had a
demo to stress the value of good
loop construction. The cable manufacturer also showed a new reel
package.
The 1973 Convention exhibits
also hammered home the point that
not just any connector will do. Several exhibits made a strong effort
to show how proper design is necessary to prevent ingress of unwanted
RF signals. Gilbert showed a connector that could be spliced into.
The Anixter-Pruzan exhibit was
a place to catch it all—this year
among new product lines were Raychem, a heat shrink tubing, Cambridge and EG&G connectors; Sola
power supplies and safety equipcontinued on page CM/E-16
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3RD ANNUAL
URBAN TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS/ SEPT. 25-28, 1973

Are you
up to the
job?_Li

That's where the job gets done this year. Just a
year ago some 2800 engineers and urban officials
attended UTC-2. And in light of its subsequent
success, even greater numbers will be converging on
Boston's John B. Hynes Veterans Auditorium in
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September for UTC-3, being held this year in
conjunction with the Annual Meeting of the
International City Management Association.
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• Vast Technical Display of Urban Technology
Systems and Hardware, coordinated around eleven
Federal Agency Exhibits, staffed by qualified
representatives to answer your toughest questions.
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• Special Panel Session on "The New Federalism:
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• Field Trips for on- location demonstrations of
urban systems technology in operation.
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• Public " Urban Technology Day" and Special
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Plus these Special Events:
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Agency Experts— participating in three days
of intensive discourse on all of the above- listed
compelling urban problems, with emphasis on
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Student Technology Forum.
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• Gala Banquet featuring Senator Edward Kennedy
of Massachusetts as Guest Speaker.

ENGINI

Underemployment of technology is at the root of
local government crisis. If you're both concerned and
up to the job, pre-register now and save 50%
of the registration fee!

Mail to: AIAA/UTC Meetings Department
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N. Y. 10019
Please print or type all data and return this form with your
remittance.
NAME
TITLE/AFFILIATION
ADDRESS
Co- organized and Operated

by

CITY/STATE/ZIP

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS
AND ASTRONAUTICS
and
PUBLIC TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED
Co. Sponsors
The American Institute of Chemical Engineers
American

Society of Civil

Engineers

American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
National Society of Professional Engineers
and
Council of State

Governments

National Association
National

Governors

National

of Counties
Conference

League

of Cities

U.S. Conference of

Mayors

and in close cooperation
The International City Management

with

Association
and

I wish to participate
Working Groups:

in

D Educational Technology
D Air/Water Pollution
Abatement via Satellite
D Police Vehicle Performance
Specifications
D Solid Waste Collection
Technology

the

following

Applied

Technology

D Medical Care Delivery Systems
D Bus Transportation Systems
Fire-Ground Communications
D Airport Security
Ili Cable Television Franchising

D Powerplant Siting

Registration at the Conference will be $ 10.00
Total Remittance Enclosed $
(make checks payable to AIAA)
EJ Please advance- register me at the reduced rate of $5.00
(non-refundable)— includes two (2) lunches
D Co- registrant ICMA Annual Meeting ( no fee)

The City of Boston
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OK. You've decided you can
save money with low loss cable,
be you're worried about
the performance of
foam polystyrene cables.

FUSED DISC
SOLVES
YOUR PROBLEM

Fused Disc cables give you the benefit of low
attenuation plus all-around high quality levels
no other cable type can approach.

FACT:

The Fused Disc design ensures that
the center conductor is held in absolute alignment by the precision formed polyethylene
discs. Conductor movement in any direction
due to vibration, temperature cycling or
forming bends and loops just can't happen.
Not true offoam polystyrene coaxial
cables.

FACT: In Fused Disc cable, hermetically
sealed compartments prevent moisture
migration.
Not true of foam polystyrene types.
FACT:

Fused Disc cable handles well. Ask
any contractor who has installed it.
Not true offoam polystyrene cables. Foam
does not provide good support. Special care
is needed. Ask any contractor who has used it.

FACT:

Fused Disc cable gives you
remarkable electrical and mechanical
uniformity that system designers can rely on.
Not true of any other coaxial cable.
AND MORE FACTS:
SPECIFICATION
Low attenuation for a
given size

FOAM
FUSED
POLYDISC
STYRENE
CABLES CABLES
YES

YES

957 velocity of propagation YES

NO

Guaranteed + 1
2 ohm
/
characteristic impedance
tolerance

YES

NO

Guaranteed 35 dB SRL
(worst case)

YES

NO

Less than 2% attenuation
variation from reel to reel

YES

NO

And that's the story. Fused Disc gives you
low loss plus all these other advantages.
Available in .412", .500" and .750". Bare or
jacketed for aerial. GP armored for
direct earth burial.
For abrochure and specifications, please
write: General Cable Corporation,
Department 200-144, 730 Third Avenue,
New York, New York, 10017.

eneral
bleV

We go to greater lengths
to give you the
best of all possible worlds.

Circle 179 on Reader Service Card
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ment. ( Anixtcr-Pruzan also showed
a major broadening of its line—it
is now distributor for Hamlin converters—and Sony video cassettes.)
In other exhibits, one could get a
good education on ditchers and
trenching equipment. Those not
going underground found aerial lift
equipment. Telsa was giving visitors
acommanding view of the show by
putting them in abasket and lifting
them above the crowds.
Prosaic items like taps, splitters,
etc., held their own. There were
new versions about—all to facilitate

construction ease. Locking plugs to
prevent unauthorized taps were big.
Switchboxes to facilitate distribution
in apartment buildings were plentiful. Dolphin Communications was
among those showing anew unit of
this type.
Cable TV gets attention of test
equipment manufacturers
The 1973 Convention included
several new names. Singer and
General Radio—both long-time instrument manufacturers—came to
Anaheim indicating that cable TV
is amarket for test equipment.
The Biddle Company, who has a
cable fault locator, was also new.
Singer highlighted aCommunica-

PROTECT Your BURIED PLANT
with HANDLEY TV Cable Closure
Lockable • Vented • Stable • Non-Corroding • Economical

Handley's TV Cable
Closure has all the features you need for longlasting, trouble-free
service.
Made of non-corroding A.B.S. Polymer,
the durable closure features a spring- action
loop to accommodate a
padlock. The hood is
vented to minimize internal condensation and
problems from undue
moisture.
Long life is further
assured because the
Handley closure is nonshattering and withstands all soil conditions. Light in weight,
it is easy to handle, install and use.
Outside flanges on
the bottom of the lower
section prevent the closure from settling or
being pulled from the
ground. The bottom
end has two 8- inch X
4- inch arched openings
opposite each other to
ease the entrance of

cable and service drops.
The green-colored
hood has white identifying lettering and
arrows showing the
direction in which .the
buried cable lies. Colors
are chemically bonded
to provide apermanent
finish that eliminates
painting maintenance.
And the price is
lower than you might
think. Write or phone
for apleasant surprise.

tions Service Monitor, the Model
FM- 10C. The unit is capable of performing high-accuracy frequency
measurement now required by the
FCC. Both frequency and modulation measurements are possible and
Singer distributed an application
note indicating exactly how the
equipment can be used.
A complete RF network analyzer
(Model 1710) was the main attraction at the General Radio exhibit.
This $ 7750 unit could measure
group delay, cable attenuation, filter
response, etc.
Mid- State Communications
showed a new signal level meter
which uses an up converter technique similar to that used in expensive spectrum analyzers. Result is
good frequency range, accuracy,
sensitivity, selectivity and adjacent
channel rejection. Fast tuning is
possible by pressing a predetermined channel button.
Blonder-Tongue showed a dualband converter to convert subchannels 5 to 54 MHz and superband signals 216 to 310 MHz to the
midbands, thus making it possible

fif m
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Kay Elemetrics put its new line of
cable test equipment on view.

Tektronix showed complete proof of
performance, called " No Loose Ends."

A — Hood height 12" or
23" option
B — Minimum I.D. 6"
C — Lower section height
20"
D — Arch opening 4" wide,
8" high

HANDLEY INDUSTRIES, INC.

P. 0. Box 863 • Jackson, Michigan 49204 • 517/789-6181
Circle

180

on Reader Service Card

Network analysis was feature of
General Radio exhibit.
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to read the frequency on any signal
strength meter. The user can measure cross-modulation products with
the converter and an FSM.
An economical FSM ( called a
channel monitor) was shown by St.
Petersburg Communications along
with acalibrator and other accessories.
Kay Elemetrics Corp. displayed a
full line of equipment. The 9000
series was designed for proof-ofperformance tests. The system includes: a basic storage scope main
frame with low cost plug-ins for
summation sweep testing, spectrum
analysis, loss and return loss measurement and bench alignment.
New equipment shown by Jerrold/Texscan included a new version of the Simultaneous Sweep System. Complete CATV test systems
were also shown deluxes ( Model
9600) and issue ( Model 9700):
both included a sweeper and a
spectrum analyzer.
Non-interfering monitoring was
the sales feature of the Avantek
CR/CT-1000 Remote Automatic
Sweep System. It offers two modes
of operation—swept frequency response and spectrum analysis.
In abold move which stole attention from other equipment at the
Convention was the Tektronix complete proof-of-performance program
called "No Loose Ends." Tektronix
said the "No Loose Ends" program
was just that: a complete way
to do required FCC tests—with no
loose ends. What caught everyone's
attention was the low price. The
Tektronix package costs $ 9700—a
far cry from $ 25,000 proof-ofperformance packages once thought
necessary. The hardware Tektronix
listed included a spectrum analyzer
($4850), pre-amp ($ 550), mainframe ( Tektronix 7313, $2000);
digital counter ($ 1010), and a
sweeper (Wavetek)
1801-A,
S1445). None of the hardware was
new; but a 20-page booklet covering proof-of-performance from A to
Z was new, and it was free.
A new cross-mod generator and
receiver was shown by Dix Hills
Electronics, Inc.
It wasn't exactly a
cablecasting convention
Although there probably has never been more cablecasting than
there is now at this point in cable
TV's history, and although interest
n cablecasting is growing, the subject was rather low-key—both at
sessions and on the exhibit floor.
Sessions on cablecasting drew incontinued on page CM/E-18
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TeleMation's new U-matic format
VTRs opened up for inspection
by cable engineers.

Consolidated Video's time base
correctors showed their abilities with
a variety of video sources.

YOUR WIDEST
SELECTION OF
CHARACTER
GENERATORS..
STARTING AT
UNDER
$2000:

Whatever your video display/
production requirements, you
can rely on Datavision for the right
character generator for your specific
applications! And at prices that start
below $2000! From our economical
Model D-1032 right on up to our full
capability Model D-2400, you'll find
the one that's right for your particular
needs— and at the most competitive
prices, too Typical features include:
•Large, Easy-to-Read Characters
•Convenient Audio Tone Storage
•Instant Keyboard Entry
•Two-Channel Display
•Keyboard Editing Controls
•2Speed Horizontal Crawl
•Instant Video Insert
•Multi-Page Storage
•Simple Installation and Operation

111111P1

Whatever your requi rements—
Cable and Closed Circuit TV, Television Broadcast, Training/Education
Programs, Informaton/Paging
Networks, Industrial Display Systems,
Point of Sale Promotion, or awide
range of other applications— Datavision has the maximum capability
character generator to meet your
every requirement, now and in the
future. And— they're available for
immediate delivery at affordable
prices that start at only $ 1995!
Write or call today for your free,
on-site demonstration.

DATAVISION

9

INC .

15932 Shady Grove Road
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20760
(301) 948-0460
Circle 181 on Reader Service Card
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terested but small crowds; cablecasting equipment was lost in the large
exhibit center which featured many,
many products and services. Giant
exhibits were given over to promoting distribution equipment and pay
cable systems. Son L' CCTV exhibi-

Cinema products CP-16A camera unit
is tried for weight and handling at
Angenieux exhibit.

Sony's new two-inch
helical scan VTRs were
put through their paces,
along with line of
U-matics and other
video equipment.

EIE promoted their interactive remote
terminal which serves up to four subscribers.

Fiddle•free picture quality
for your subscribers.
Fewer service calls for you.

OA< V-26 AFC converter
with varactor tuning

• No need for afine tuning knob on the Oak
V-26. The automatic frequency control (AFC)
ensures drift-free, stable reception on each
channel. The varactor-tuned channel selector
provides maximum reliability with little or no
maintenance. Oak warranties the V-26 against
factory defects for one year. And it's both UL
and CSA listed.
The all solid-state V-26 is manufactured by
Oak in the U.S. This assures constant and
reliable quality control; quick reaction time on
orders, repairs, and assistance; and —very
important—stable pricing which will not be
subject to later increase due to currency
revaluations.
Over the years, Oak converters have
scored asuperior record of trouble- free
operation. There are more Oak converters in
the field than all other brands combined—
overwhelmingly so! One look at all of the
features of the V-26 and you'll see why. Call or
write for our detailed brochure.

Il

eal[ Industries Inf.
CATV DIVISION
CRYSTAL LAKE,
TEL EPFIONE: 815 • 459 • 5000
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tors of former years decided not to
show.
There was more emphasis on information systems, weather and
data systems, albeit sophisticated
onzs, than on studio equipment.
Su.:h was the focal point of MS1
Television, which had a flashy display, and TeleMation, although the
latter did show studio cameras and
other origination equipment.
TeleMation featured anew coordinated data display system which
included alower cost character generator system along with a weather
station.
The data system could be expanded to a complete electronic
display system. TeleMation also
showed anew U-matic format VTR
which the company expects will cut
into Sony's business. The transport
system looked rugged, reliable and
jamproof.
Sony, in a compact exhibit,
showed afull array of equipment—
VTRs,
cassettes,
cameras—but
stressed production by featuring a
new high-quality helical-scan tape
system using two-inch tape, the
model MV- 10000, along with asophisticated editor system ( Datatron's.)

Magnavox video
cameras got a " live"
demonstration in
full- line exhibit.

TELEVI SION

Television Microtime's time- base
correctors pulled many viewers.

continued on page CM/E-20
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HITACHI SHIBADEN

COLOR TVCAMERA

with an

International Video Corporation's
one- inch video cassette system looked
compact and rugged.

rimma

angénieux

10X or 20X zoom is a performance package producing superior
image quality.

-

The SHIBADEN FP- 1200 is a one inch
Plumbicon' Color Camera with electronic viewfinder featuring outstanding
stable performance, improved color fidelity, and ease of operation like that of
a Black and White Camera, although employing the more efficient, color faithful
threetube design.
The SHIBADEN FP- 1200 produces improved image quality which can be fully
realized
in
the
studio
with
the
ANGENIEUX 10,05 8MA-MC Zoom
with its better f/2.8 aperture or for remote applications with the ANG EN IEUX
20)(15 BMA- MC Zoom, f/4.5, with its
unequalled 20 to 1 zoom range.

For further inforrnation, please write to'

Either combination offers no compromise for quality, compactness,
weight, broadcast quality, or
versatility at a price
on which even the
most modest budget
can capitalize.

HITACHI SHIBADEN

Corporation of America
Exec. Off: 58-25 Brooklyn Queens Exp'y,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377 Phone 212-898-1261
Offices in Chicago, Los Angeles, Toronto
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Are you missing
opportunities in
the residential
market ?...
CATV system operators will play amajor and profitable role
in the residential security market.
Indeed, several CATV
systems are already operating residential security services for
their viewers. Quantum Science Corporation's latest report
on security systems forecasts that the residential security
market will increase rapidly throughout the next decade to
reach over $ 2 billion by 1980.

To find out how you can profit from this rapidly developing
market, order a copy of the first comprehensive analysis of
the security industry published by Quantum Science Corporation. The report, SECURITY INDUSTRY...ELECTRONICS
TO THE RESCUE, contains current in-depth coverage of the
residential security market, including marketing strategies
and analysis of competitors.

Based on more than ayear of research, the report is available
now for $450 from Quantum Science, the world's leading
analyst of technology- oriented industries.

Ernie Donadio, Marketing Manager
QUANTUM SCIENCE CORPORATION
245 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10017
Dear Mr. Donadio:
o Please send me acopy of Quantum Science's report on the security
industry for $450.
Bill me
o
Bill my company
o
Payment enclosed El
Name
Title
Company
Address
City
State
Zip
o Please send me more information on Quantum Science's report on the
security industry o
o Please send me more information on Quantum Science's report on the
Cable Television industry

CM/E-20

Dynair's new Series Xaudio/video
switcher is a " patch cable eliminator"
with modular design.
Both Ampex and IVC showed
professional studio and tape equipment. IVC was promoting heavily
the VCR- 100 as a "better quality"
cartridge system—high resolution
and excellent color fidelity.
Higher quality cameras were
stressed more than at previous conventions—not only at the Ampex
and IVC booths but by Commercial
Electronics, Philips, Gates and Shibaden. The latter offered 3Plumbicon design at low prices. Stressing
good color at low prices was Magnavox. Cohu showed in-betweenpriced equipment.
One of the more interesting
cameras was the ASACA professional portable, the ACC-5000 on
exhibit in the F&B/CECO/SOS
booth. Its price in the above-$ 30,000 range seemed too steep for
many cablemen.
The two exhibits that drew the
biggest cablecasting, crowds were
those of Television Microtime Inc.
and Consolidated Video Systems,
who showed stand-alone time-base
correctors. The video freaks were
delighted—they could take over tapes
shot on battery portables and display stable pictures.
There was considerable exhibitor
emphasis on telecine and related
equipment—Cohu, Laird TeleMedia, Avitel and Ziemark. The latter
showed an interesting multiplexer
system that would permit previewing as the same one was on the
air. ( For more details, see Oliver
Berliner's article, page 24, this issue.)
Showing inexpensive waveform
and picture monitors ( in a CCTV
system) was Ultra Audio Products.
A useful product for any cablecasting studio is the Dynair Series
X- Video Audio switcher—basically
a patch cable eliminator. The units
are totally modular, eliminating the
AUGUST, 1973—CM/E

need for custom fabrication. Offthe-shelf assembly of almost any
configuration is possible. Video-only
or audio-follow-video is possible.
Key to this modular approach and
the circuit design was development
cf a precise way of making connections. Flat ribbon cable is used between modules. Dynair also showed
an inexpensive special-effects generator.
New this year was Arvin Systems
Inc.'s magnetic disc recorder. Practical techniques for video animation
were shown. Eastman Kodak caught
attention with its new Super- 8 mm
player that would feed directly to a
TV set. Supporting the increased
use of film in CATV operations was
a new exhibitor, Angenieux. The
company showed a line of lenses
and cameras including the easy-touse Cinema Products CP-16/A.
Systems for adding FM to cable
were shown by Catel and TapeAthon.
Accessories for mounting TV
cameras were shown by Quick-Set
Inc.
Assorted products
Among the more unusual new
products at the convention was a
programmed switch controller exhibited by Theta-Corn ( AML Dept.).
This unit opens or closes up to 20
output switches at precise times for
non-duplication
switching,
local
program switching and deletion or
substitution of commercials—any
application which requires timecontrolled switching.
Program control information in
the form of coded tones is placed

the strength of
"Gibraltar;' yet
uniquely mobile
and flexible.
The Quick- Set Gibraltar Balanced
Pedestal offers everything you want for
strength, quiet mobility and unlimited
versatility.
• 125- pound camera capacity
e Floating 4- inch column
• Height range from 36 to 56 inches
• Steering wheel with brake for steering
or raising and lowering
• Glides through 32- inch
doorways
• 6- inch casters have cable
guards
• Rubber timing belt drive to
casters for silent operation
e Crab and tricycle steering

Gibraltar Cradle Head has " Quick- On" plate and
is available with one or two handle operation. Ow-

QUICK- SET
INCORPO.AtÉ0

e

3650 Woodhead Drive Northbrook, Illinois 60062
312/498-0700
Circle 185 on Reader Service Card
1953
1954
1955

Co- incidental with our 20th Year n CATV-MATV

Sitco

1956
1957
1958
1959

announces a

NEW GENERATION of ANTENNA ARRAYS

1960
1961
1962

Hi Band
Low Band
VHF

1963
1964

amagnetic tape cassette by operation of the keyboard. Memory capacity is more than 1700 separate
switch instructions.
RCA exhibited the XL- 100 cable
TV receiver which had the built-in
capacity to receive 24 cable channels as well as VHF-UHF reception.
on

continued on page CM/E-24

Quads
Vagis
UHF

Broad band
and
Cut-to-Channel

"Ask any of 1600
CATV Systems
which use Sitco
Antennas."

1965
1966
1967

Microwave units for STL, inter- city
links were on display by Farinon.

send for
free catalog

1968
1969
1970
1971

1972
Write for Cata/,

I
TC 0
10330

ae6erae

N. E. MARX ST. •

PORTLAND, OREGON 97220

P. 0. BOX 20456
Telephone 503-253-2000

Circle 186 on Reader Service Card
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Make l'ilm Work l'or You:
Simplify Operations
With Interfones
By Oliver Berliner
Take advantage of the many fine films available
(frequently at little or no cost) and rid yourself
of sync and jitter problems associated with
videotape. Use also an interfone system.

As WAS "BROUGHT HOME" at ajust-concluded NCTA
Convention, there are often better ways for the
cableman to cablecast than with videotapes he
makes himself or obtains from outside sources. Do
you have the staff, the studio, the equipment, and
the production money to produce your own shows?
Are you essentially limited to interviews and lowbudget settings? Is your videotape recorder not
reproducing broadcast-grade sync pulses? Is your
live camera color quality disappointing? Do you
have color? If the answers you give yourself bring
tears to your eyes, consider one potent alternative
. . . film!
Recent, or even not-so-recent, feature films may
have to be ruled out because the nearby commercial stations have long ago gobbled up rights to the
libraries. And there are 16mm prints in distributors'
hands not available for rent for telecasting until
after theatrical showings. But do investigate this
possibility. There are film buyers to serve you and
there are innumerable lavishly-produced educationMr. Berliner is president, Telaudio Centre, Burbank,
California.
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Equipment placement
film " island."

CM/E-22
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for

complete

three- source

al films, travelogues, governmental films ( domestic
and foreign), that are interesting, informative, and
downright entertaining, available virtually free of
charge . . . and begging for exhibition.
In lining up films, don't overlook the efforts of the
college student film makers. Consider also appealing
to the amateur photographers in your audience to
bring you their best efforts. Why not schedule this as
a regular feature— simultaneously improving your
public relations and performing a public service.
Invite amateurs to become " staff reporters" and
shoot color slides of newsworthy events, while making an audio tape to run as a voice-over to these
slides. With apress card from your CATV system in
their pockets, they'll "break their necks" to do you
justice . . . especially when you run aslide that gives
them the all-important onthe-air credit. ( Remember, photography is the nation's number one hobby.)
Yes, in spite of anything you may have heard or
preconceived, film is often quicker, easier, and
cheaper than videotape. What about the cost and
delays in processing, you ask? Well, the news slides
shoot 35mm monochrome reversal film, and the
photographer can process it in minutes. For feature
stories Or news of less than immediate nature, shoot
color and have it back from the lab in about 48
hours or less. Find a way to solve the problem
instead of using it as an excuse not to proceed.
Technically, film ( motion or still) usually avoids
the problems encountered with inexpensive color
television cameras or inexperienced crews. And it
always avoids the dilemma of the abominable sync
stability found in most of the helical VTRs—to say
nothing of the lack of real interchangeability of
videotapes ( even quad!) and the inherent problems
of noise, dropouts, stretch, "flagging," lockup time,
color repdition and level changes . . . even with
tapes played on the VTR that made them. Most of
the series appearing week in and week out in network or network-affiliated television, and most of
the features shot by the "nets" for television are
AUGUST,
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Fig. 2, right, shows four- in two- out film island
(one of the movie projectors and the two slide
projectors are visible). Island allows operator to
preview one source while airing a second; and it
allows rapid fill-in if one camera fails. Fig. 3,
above, shows projection path. Indicated are:
A, two drop mirrors on center for changeover;
B, fourth input, slides, shares with left movie
projector is dormant when movie is in use, with
selection by swing mirrors; C, TV2 is " preview"
camera; R, right-hand movie unit takes one or
three mirrors, depending on camera fed.
(Photo: Don Lauritzen, courtesy Zei-Mark Corp.)

shot on film-35mm motion picture film, at that. So
let's not rush to rule out any form of film just
because we've entered the magical world of electronic pictures. And don't overlook the possibility
of using your film chain as a film and/or slides-tovideotape transfer service. There are businesses
and educational enterprises who might be grateful
for the availability of such aservice.
Understand the film island
To get the most from our telecine operation we
must consider the characteristics and limitations of
our film island. First of all, recognize that motion
picture film must be reversed, otherwise it will appear backwards on television. This is because the
film is designed to be projected onto a screen and
not into the viewer's ( or camera's) eye. This reversal is accomplished via a mirror in the telecine
optical system. Obviously, there must be an odd
number of mirrors to project movie film; i.e., one,
three, or ( hopefully not as many as) five. Slides
also require reversing. In this instance, just reverse
them in the slideholder and project 'em straight into
the TV camera. Fig. 1shows the layout of a standard optical multiplexer.
The "curse" of all low-cost units is that there is
no failure protection and there is no provision to
preview any film while another is on-the-air. If your
telecine ( T/C) camera fails, you must have another complete film chain on hand. Also, the T/C-man
may be unable to precheck his cine film status prior
to airing ( because the chain is in use) and the video
operator has no way of seeing if the film is properly
cued or if the correct slide is in proper position.
Commercial broadcasters solve these problems by
AUGUST, 1973—CM/E

having a number of film chains, and the networks
often dispense with multiplexers and have each
movie projector directly feeding its own camera
(with optical image reversal added, of course). One
manufacturer of fine but modestly priced film islands has just introduced a unique compromise for
this problem by adding a number of mirrors to his
basic telecine system. The result of this, Fig. 2, is a
4-in/2-out film island permitting the feeding of two
slide projectors and two film projectors to either of
two television cameras. It is immediately evident
that one camera can preview anything while the
other is showing something else. And should a
camera fail, the same projectors are ready to feed
the other camera instantly.
Compare how this is accomplished, Fig. 3, with
the single-camera system of Fig. 1 Note that the
2-camera multiplexer permits ail projectors to be
"on" at any time ( without interference) and, most
importantly, that with this system it is not necessary
to ever optically pass through an unwanted source
to get to the desired one! True, this 2-camera system is expensive, but far less so, and less spacetaking, than two independent film islands. It is also
more versatile. If you plan to put film on the air,
plan to expand to this system as soon as your volume warrants it.
Use an interfone system
You may wish to accompany your T/C operation with a paging system if T/C is located in a
room separate from the control room. I heartily
recommend putting all mechanical ( noisy) apparatus in a separate room. This means T/C and VTR;
continued on page CM/E-24
CM/F-23

FILM & INTERFONES

continued from page CM/E-24

High- intensity interfone can feed a PA system or
accept program audio, or both.

but your space, budget and personnel limitations
will make this decision for you. If TIC is isolated,
be sure it includes an interfone station for the T/C
man; and since he may not always have his headset
on, many broadcasters have a loudspeaker system
for paging Telecine.
The interfone system included on most low-cost

NCTA SHOW

continued from page CM/E-21

The importance of microwave
was attested to by new exhibitors.
In addition to Microwave Associates
and Collins Radio—familiar names
—were newer companies: Communication Carriers, Farinon, and
Soladyne. Of interest in the LDS
category: Laser Link did not exhibit.
Phaselock color modulators were
the big thing at EJE. Phaselock was
the word at Phasecom's exhibit also.
Jerrold stressed pre-packaged headends. Blonder-Tongue showed improved versions of single channel
VHF amplifiers. ( IC switching laser
replaced relays.) Ameco described
the Mark II heterodyne as still the
most advanced. Tomco showed a
UHF to VHF converter.
Programming
The minions of exhibitors at the
1973 NCTA Convention selling
programming services tells something about the industry. There appeared to be more than in 19691970, when programmers first
thought the millenium had arrived.
By 1971, it was almost all over for
suppliers, except for one new company, Videomation, which made an
inaugural appearance at the Washington convention. It, and Cable
Television Network (CNT)), were
practically the sole exhibitors with
entertainment programs in 1972
(aside from the premium-TV enCM/E-24

cameras is woefully inadequate. We could overlook
the poor quality if we could get enough intensity.
The latter is particularly a problem on sports remotes, long camera cable runs or in talking to areas
of high noise such as Telecine is liable to be. Fig 4
shows a separate interfone system which could be
incorporated into your cameras' intercom provided
you have wires available, one of which must be
shielded. In this system, the audio is actually a
dynamic microphone's output carried on the singleconductor shielded wire. Each headset has its own
amplifier with one master station required per system of up to 30 stations. The unshielded wire carries power to each station.
You can 'loop from one station to the next. You
can feed program to the stations. You can feed the
intercom to a paging system. There's a call light to
attract the operator's attention if he's away from his
phone. High voice quality, rather than telephone
quality, is provided and noise-cancelling microphones are used. The lightweight remote stations may
be attached to the user's belt, and the earphones are
infinitely more comfortable than the customary telephone operator's headset. These reasonably priced
interfones are a worthy addition to your live and
film intercommunication lash-up.
CM/E

trepreneurs). These companies were
back again in 1973, thus having the
distinction of being the choice few
to link that first period of illusion
to today.
There's been one other faithful,
Thomas J. Valentino, music supplier, who expects some day to be
rewarded as asource of music with
copyright clearance rights—"some
day" being the date when cable
operators will have to be liable for
copyright infringement.
In the
meantime, the music firm has had
to be content selling sound effects
and mood music albums.
The offerings of Videomation in
1971 compared to 1973 tell something. Freshly produced syndicated
programs hosted by personalities are
still a big part of the stable—Julia
Meade, Henry Morgan, and various
sports personalities—as is a rock
show. Gone is the effort to sell howto or instructional programs. Instead there's more entertainment. In
addition, Videomation has moved
into production of commercials and,
in 1973, had a new concept—programming that could be used to
back up, in aprofessional way, local
talent and effort. In other words,
tape and film segments were offered
to meld into locally-produced children's shows and the like.
CNT's offering in 1973 was a
lot of old syndicated material, plus
a how-to-play-musical-instruments
series prepared especially for cable.
A sign that programming for cable might be truly aviable business
was the appearance of new com-

panies with principals that had been
through the mill. Rowland Productions was an example. It was offering programming somewhat similar
to Videomation, since Jack Brooks
was a former Videomation associate. Many of the first-time exhibitors were selling old programs—
Trans America Film Corp., TeleVideo Systems, Inc. (very large inventory), and others.
A new exhibitor at Anaheim with
a serious intent was the Red Eye
Network. The company, in addition
to offering its wares, handed out a
report on origination showing that
a cable operator could afford five
hours in which to program if market penetration increases 23
/ %
4
(from abase of 5000). Red Eye was
ready to produce five hours of programs geared especially for cable
TV—none of it tired films.
News for cable was stressed by
AP, UPI and Reuters. Your own
Washington news bureau was the
concept of L/G Productions (754
National Press Bldg., Washington,
D.C.). This group is ready to do
aweekly interview with acable operator's local Congressman, for example.
Attempting to pull together avariety of local production groups to
serve cable operators was Catalyst
Cable Origination Network (211
South Winter St., Yellow Springs,
Ohio 45387). This group displayed
atape, "Electronic Highway" (about
America), and said it can arrange
for production almost anywhere.
Next issue: Technical standards.
CM/E
AUGUST, 1973—CM/E

BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT
Antenna monitor provides direct reading of phase angle and loop current
ratio. Model AM- 19 (204), FCC type
approved under the new rules adopted
January 1973, requires no operator
adjustment except tower selection by
front-panel push buttons. Input level
range is 32 dB (. 5V rms to 20V rms)
without adjustable attenuators. $ 1660
and up. POTOMAC I
NSTRUMENTS. 275
New line of cables for CCTV and
VTR use includes camera extension,
video-audio-power extension, remote
control, remote-control-video, and coaxial types. Models 9254 through 9262.
inclusive, cover nine different cables,
with various combinations of control,
audio, and coax conductors. BELDEN
CORP.
276
Portable quadruplex videotape record-

er gives 20 minutes of on-location recording, in full NTSC color. Model
TPR-10 is in two units, a transport
weighing 45 lbs and an electronics
package weighing 55 lbs. Tapes are
fully compatible with any standard
quad system. Monochrome playback is
included for reviewing immediately
after shooting on location. RCA. 277

sources with no loss, 60 dB source isolation. It has 10K ohm balanced bridging inputs, unity to 20 dB gain, set by
potentiometer. $75. Roil CORP.
279
Noise control devices for discotheques
and factories have a sensor triggered
at pre-set sound level. The "Electronic
Orange" and "Electronic Lighthouse"
light awarning signal when preset level
is exceeded, then automatically turn
off the musician's amplifiers, or the offending machine. CUSTOM ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES, LTD. (
American agent:
R-Deck, Inc.)
282

Video signal generator produces greyscale, grating, dot, window, multiburst
and flat field signals. Model 615 has
grating control for horizontal and vertical phase and frequency, and multiburst phase. Video output is 1 volt
across 75 ohms. $ 1500. COLORADO
VIDEO, I
NC.
278

SCA FM tuner has aphase-locked loop
second detector, ceramic IF filters. The
Purist Mark I has average sensitivity
of 1.5 microvolts, crosstalk main channel to SCA of — 60 dB, stereo to SCA
of — 55 dB. $101.75. PERMADYNE
Continued on page 52

Active combining network has differential inputs for 600-ohm balanced circuitry. Model 6X1 mixes six audio

Typo Approval * 3-204

Potomac Instruments 275.

RCA 277.

•

•

•

01.00.1%,

OMC
•

R- Deck, Inc. 282.

Ro 1Corp. 279
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Before you buy an audio console...
look inside the GATESWAY 80.

PRODUCTS
ELECTRONICS CORP.

280

One look will convince you that the Gatesway 80 monaural
8- channel console is the best buy for your money. Here's why:
l• Modular solid state plug-in amplifiers
• Program, cueing, and monitor amplifiers all interchangeable
• Step-type attenuators
l• Leaf-type key switches throughout
III Excellent frequency response
20-20 kHz ± 1dB
• 18 inputs into 8 mixing

Portable VTR system includes camera
and recorder for EIAJ-1 standard.
Model GS-4500 ( camera) has automatic light control, electronic viewfinder, zoom lens, 5.5 lbs weight. PV4500 ( recorder) has automatic gain
control, 3-way power capability — 110
VAC, nicad battery, or car/boat battery. JVC I
NDUSTRIES.
281
Automatic iris control for low-lightlevel CCTV cameras covers range from
bright sunlight to almost total darkness. "Auto-Iris" is designed for cam-

channels provide versatility
These are a few advantages.
For more information, write
Gates Division, HarrisIntertype Corporation,
Quincy, Illinois.

HARRIS

e

GATES DIVISION

with silicon-diode array tube,
comes in three models, with 25mm
f/1.4 lens, 12mm f/1.4, and 50mrn
f/ 1.4.
GBC CLOSED-CIRCUIT TV
CORP.
283

eras

Quincy. Illinois 62301.11.S A

Circle 126 on Reader Service Card

Digital printer for output of digital
voltmeters, counters, and other devices
operates at aspeed of at least 2.5 lines
per second. Model 2010A prints eight
columns of data and two of function;
or in alarger model 16 columns of data
and two of function. Function symbol
generation and decimal position circuits allow interface with digital instruments of most manufacturers. Tencolumns, $795; 18 columns, $ 875.
JOHN FLUKE M FG. CO.
284

HIGH

watts are a must for the effective testing of
audio range devices. For such applications
as measuring return loss, AILTECH's Model F370 Audio
Sine Generator has all the specifications you'll ever need.
Model F370 has a frequency range of 20 Hz to 20 KHz; a
built-in voltmeter; 110 db control and impedances of 50
to 5000 ohms. If your requirements include input level
metering and secondary metering, Model F370 has it all—
for only $ 625. Write today for information on the finest
high watt audio sine
generator built — AILTECH's

IVIodel F370.

AILTECH MODEL F370A AUDIO SINE GENERATOR

TECH CL-B

A CUTLER- HAMMER COMPANY

EAST COAST • 815 BROADHOLLOW ROAD • FARMINGDALE, NEW YORK 11735 • (
516) 595-6471
WEST COAST • 19535 EAST WALNUT DRIVE • CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA. 91748 • (211) 965-4911
Circle
52

127

Impulse generator is fiat within z.t. 1dB
from 500 Hz to 35 MHz. Model
93453-1 has useful output DC to 400
MHz, output adjustable in 1
/
4 dB steps
up to 121 dB above 1microvolt/ MHz,
pulse rate variable 2to 100 pps. Single
pulse is also available. $ 578. SINGER
I
NSTRUMENTATION.
285
High energy master tape for high-speed
duplication produces lownoise copies.
Fuji master tape is said to provide acceptable copies after 250 passes. FUJI
(U.S. Distributor: Coltape.)
286
Diode switch for 18 GHz has insertion loss of 1 dB. Model 33632A is
two-diode model. 3364A is four diode
model with loss of 1.8 dB at 18 GHz,
1.2 at 12 GHz. Carrier lifetime of both

on Reader Service Card
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is 200 ns, allowing 10%-90% switching in 100 ns or less. 3363A, $60;
3364A, $100. HEWLETT-PACKARD CO.
287
Power supplies for Nixie tubes take
input at 5, 6, 12, 24, or 28 volts (to
be specified), and deliver 200 volts.
Series T is 1x 1x 1
2
/
in., rated 3 ma.
Series N is 1x 11
/ x1
2
/ in., rated 12
2
ma. T, $ 15.95; N, $29.95. MIL ELECRONICS, INC.
289
Battery-powered video level meter connects into video line to indicate camera output level. Palm-sized unit is
intended for CCTV and ETV operators. KALART VICTOR CORP.
290

$

• 2 inputs on each channel
• Mic or hi- level on any channel, plug it up for
your requirement
• Solid-State circuits of our big consoles
• Fiberglass printed circuit construction

Digital monitors have 2-, 3-, or 4-digit
readout, can be calibrated to read
rates, events per unit time, machine or
process time, counts, shaft or other
motion ratios, etc. Models in "D"
Series operate on 115 VAC, are
available with overflow indication,
BCD output, have input compatible
with most digital sensors. $ 150-$225.
SEQUENTIAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
INC.
291
Gated compressor provides "hands
free" gain riding for audio inputs.
Model SE30 has three-input mixer,
with compressor that virtually rides

... buys LPB's S-9B,
the best little high-quality
4 channel mono production board
you've seen yet! Features include:

• Internal cue and monitor amplifiers
• Cue speaker on front panel
• Rugged, yet only 12 pounds
Perfect for the newsroom, production studio, mobile
unit or remote rig.
Other LPB Boards, mono and stereo, available. Call
today for information.

•

LPB Inc.
520 Lincoln Highway, Frazer, Pa. 19355 ( 215) 644-1123
In Canada: P.O. Box 669, Orleans, Ontario ( 613) 824-3232

LPB ,

Circle

128 on Reader Service Card

IMF

gain automatically. Memory circuit
holds level when input drops out, to
eliminate "pumping" or build-up of
crowd noise when announcer stops
talking. $ 310.20. SHURE BROTHERS,
INC.
288
Numeric readouts are available with
number of digits desired, mounted
with bezel and filter for panel output.
Series 68000 has snap-in terminal
board which can hold decoder-drivers,
memory, or counting logic. Lamed
readout, $5.90/digit; with decoderdrivers: $ 11.80/digit. INFOLITE CORP.
292
Encapsulated power supply puts out
±-12 volts at 100 ma. Model 12100 is
3 x 23
/ x 11
4
/ in., has internal short2
circuit protection. operates from 115
VAC. $9.95. KENMARK DEVELOPMENT
GROUP.
293
Dual-station controls for CCTV and
surveillance systems operate all scan-

LOW

distortion a requirement for the testing, monitoring, and maintenance of your broadcast instrumentation? AILTECH's Model F380A Audio Sine Generator
has proof accuracy in one box. Total distortion is less than
0.1%; it has a built-in voltmeter, calibrated in volt and db; a
balanced 150/600 ohm output; and a 20 Hz to 20 KHz frequency span. All that for only $925. If you're interested in only
the finest in broadcast test instrumentation, AILTECH's Model
F380A can
guarantee

proof of performance.

AILTECH MODEL F380A

AUDIO SINE GENERATOR

ZIELTECH
ACUTLER- HAMMER COMPANY

EAST COAST • 815 BROADHOLLOW ROAD • FARMINGDALE, NEW YORK 11735 • (516) 595-6471
WEST COAST •

19535 EAST WALNUT DRIVE • CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA. 91748 • ( 213) 965-4911
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PRODUCTS
ners, pan and tilt drives, autoscan pan
and tilt and motorized zoom lenses.
Model V160C allows operation from
two remote locations. VICON INDUSTRIES, INC.
295

MUD PINCOMI•10 WINO»

FM signal generator covers all FM
mobile
communication
frequency
bands. Model 800A has output continuously variable from 0.1 microvolt
to 0.1 volt, stabilized by temperature
compensated bolometer. Dials and
scales are direct reading; internal
modulation is 1KHz sine wave or 20
Hz sawtooth; meter reads peak deviation. McGRAw-EnisoN Co.
296

es la,

CBS Laboratories new Video Processing Amplifier is an outstanding performer!
For monochrome or composite color restructuring, CBS Laboratories CLD
1300 is the universal amplifier. High quality restoration is accomplished
through individual controls of video, chroma, reference burst, sync and
blanking.
In helical or quad tape use, the CLD 1300 actually improves quality dramatically. And the CLD 1300 can even be used simultaneously as a standby
sync generator. From CBS Laboratories, of course.

Auxiliary mixer for 16mm cine sound
allows use of microphones additional
to those connected to regular camera
sound unit, or recording operation by
personnel other than cameramen.
Model 6C Crystasound Auxiliary Mixer accommodates four low-impedance

CBS LABORATORIES
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
227

High Ridge Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Circle 130 on Reader Service Card

Flatrivzi Video Delay Lines
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Infinitely variable range of 10-165 ns. in 5
ns. steps, selectable by switches, with fine
trim of -t-- 4 ns. by screw adjustment. Cascade with fixed delay boxes of 50, 200, 500
and 1,000 ns. 75 12—fully- equalized—insertion loss . 1 dB. In service at all three networks, numerous stations.

D
ELAy
10

5

microphones, one condenser mike and
one line input. It plugs directly into
the Crystasound system's built-in amplifier and is powered by same battery.
$850. CINEMA PRODUCTS CORP. 294

Price $80.00—qty. 1-10. Try one at no obligation.

FINE

Complete literature and prices on video delays ( boxed and PCB modules)--pulse delays
—pulse cleaners for under- and over-shoot—
low- pass video filters from
Bill Pegler

'
phone ( 516) 628-8068

Television Equipment Associates
BOX

1391

BAYVILLE,

N. Y.

11709
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Loaded with Schafer value.

Display unit for spectrum analyzer
systems has standard-persistence, flatfaced rectangular CRT with electrostatic deflection. Model 712 has variable illumination, 70 dB graticule calibration, linear amplitude calibration
over a40:1 range. Sweep is automatic,
manual, or single. $ 1750. SYSTRONDONNER CORP.
297
Mono production console has eight inputs, two per channel. Model S-9B

Schafer's new Model RP720-2 professional tape
recorder and reproducer provides excellence in
craftsmanship and performance at an unbelievably
low price. Value- packed features include:
• 3 speeds • Ferrite heads • Positive reel locks
• Hysteresis synchronous capstan motor • Plug-in
head assembly • Tape index counter
For detai.s on the remarkable performance- to- price
ratio of this new tape recorder, contact Schafer
Electronics Corp., 75 Castilian Dr., Goleta, Ca.
93017, (805) 968-0755. In Canada: Schafer Electronics
Ltd.,
5824
Burbank
Rd.
SE,
Calgary,
Alberta, Can. T2HIZ3, (403) 253-0351.

Electronics
Corporation
Circle 132 on Reader Service Card
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weighs 12 pounds, has internal cue and
monitor amplifiers, built-in speaker.
$475. LPB, INC.
298
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Stanton.

NEW

LIT

Ilendunark for an Industry.

For copies of these literature offerjigs, circle number for appropriate
items on Reader Service Card.

Catalog shows listings and technical
data on Foamflex and Spirafil II coaxial cables for CATV. Phelps Dodge
Communications Co.
209
Snap-action switches are covered in
catalog, with engineering drawings,
specifications, and a switch selectorlocator that shows in seconds the right
switch for any application. Cherry
Electrical Products Corp.
210
Brochure MWD-311, details extensive
line of transferred-electron devices for
microwave applications. RCA.
211
Multipoint Distribution Service Systems are described fully in brochure
with general background on system application, technical details on available
hardware. Varian.
212
Digital incremental readout systems are
subject of a technical data sheet with
application data and specifications.
Sequential Information Systems, Inc.
213

Stanton's 681 Series is the Calibration Standard
to recording engineers such as Robert Ludwig.
Whatever the requirements for recording and playback, Stanton's Series 681 cartridges are the Calibration Standard. And
there is a 681 model engineered specifically for each of these
critical applications. That's why Stanton is truly the Benchmark
for the industry.
The Stanton 681A—For Cutting Head Calibration. With
Stanton's Model 681A, cutting heads can be accurately calibrated with the cartridge, for it has been primarily designed as
a calibration standard in recording system checkouts. Frequency response is factory calibrated to the most rigid tolerances and the t
Iattest possible
response is assured for precise alignment of recording channels.
The Stanton 681EE—for Critical Listening. Stanton's Model 681EE is designed for
low-distortion tracking with minimum stylus force, regardless of the recorded velocity
or the distance of the groove from the disc center. High compliance, low mass and low
pressure assure perfect safety even on irreplaceable records.
All Stanton Calibration Standard cartridges are guaranteed to meet the
specifications with exacting limits. Their warranty comes packed with each
unit — the calibration test results for that individual cartridge.
For complete information and specifications write Stanton Magnetics,
Inc., Terminal Drive, Plainview, L.1., New York 11803.

sraNTon

AU Stanton cartridges are designed for use with all two- and four-channel
matrix derived compatible systems.
Circle 133 on

"High Frequency Signal Sources" is a
20-page booklet describing in extensive
detail signal generators from DC to 2
GHz, including 17 different units.
General Radio.
214

Reader Service Card

Front- Mounted VU Meter
for CP-16/A Cameras

"Cable Television and Education: A
Report from the Field" is a 52-page
booklet detailing actual uses of cable
for education around the country. National Cable Television Association.
215

The new front- mounted auxiliary VU Meter provides the TV-newsfilm/documentary cameraman (working an assignment on his own)
with an important added control. The auxiliary VU Meter is mounted
in front of the CP-16/A camera, directly
across from the lens eyepiece, permitting
the cameraman to make swift periodic checks on the recording

Narrow-band video applications are
covered in eight-page brochure, including transmission line requirements,
signal characteristics, etc. Colorado
Video, Inc.
216

level by simply glancing sideways for asplit second. The auxiliary
front- mounted VU Meter's dial illumination light also serves
as a pilot light to indicate that the Crystasound
amplifier system is on. The standard VU
Meter, located at the rear of the
built-in Crystasound amplifier
control panel, continues

"Silver Prospecting Today" is an illustrated booklet describing the various
systems for recovering silver from filmprocessing apparatus. HF Photo Systems, Technology Incorporated.
217
Cross-reference catalog shows comparable Littelfuse and Bussmann numbers for hundreds of standard fuses,
holders, clips, etc. Littelfuse, Inc. 218
All current test instruments and related
products are covered in new short-form
continued on page 56

to operate even with the frontmounted auxiliary VU Meter

in

use. The auxiliary VU

Meter is easily mounted and
removed from the
CP-16/A camera
body.

For further
information,
please write to:

Technology hi The Service Of Creativity
2044 Cotner Avenue,

Los Angeles, California 90025

Telephone: ( 213) 478-0711 11 Telex: 69-1339 BCable:Cinedevco
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rently popular electron tubes of all
manufacturers, with quantity prices.
Metropolitan Supply Company.
224

NEW LIT
catalog. Hickok Electrical Instrument
Co.
219
"Cinema Perspectives" is a quarterly
publication with feature articles on
new motion picture techniques and applications of motion picture photography around the world. Cinema Products, Inc.
220

4P11
your broadcast equipment

against lightning surges

with MONSON

AC LINE SURGI
MIMS

Excessive voltage surges caused by lightning, transformer arcing and induced transients are everyday occurances that cause heavy
damage to valuable broadcast equipment.
Now through the use of WILKINSON voltage
sensitive Line Surge Protectors you can protect your equipment from line surges that may
exceed even twenty times the normal line
voltage.
AWILKINSON pulse compensated Line Surge
Varister, is placed across a line of its rated
voltage. Should asurge or increase of voltage
occur, the resistance of the varister decreases
at log scale as the voltage increases, thus acting as amomentary load or short circuit to the
surge. WILKINSON Line Surge Protectors draw
little or no current and are capacitor compensated for microsecond surges, thus damping
all line disturbances as well as excessive voltage increase.
Asmall investment in WILKINSON Line Surge
Protectors is your assurance that your valuable broadcast equipment will not be damaged
due to line surges.
Model SIA-1

110 V. Single phase $ 150.00

Model SIA-2 220 V. Single phase $250.00
Model SIA-3 220 V. Three phase $ 350.00

Push-pull broadband power amplifier
is subject of application sheet describing design, construction and performance of a 100-watt, 225-400 MHz
amplifier. Communications Transistor
Corporation.
221
"Mastering TV Distribution Systems"
is a new MATV design guide, a 64page book showing detailed specifications for 38 different systems, with sections in addition on basic MATV design theory. Jerrold Electronics Corp.
222
New 12- page catalog shows full line of
microwave studio-transmitter links and
intercity relays, with general design
background and full technical specifications. Marti Electronics Inc.
223
Directory shows more than 5000 cur-

Brochure covers full line of trunk, distribution and extender amplifiers and
accessories for 50-220 MHz, with specifications and mechanical data. AEI.
Communications Corp.
225
"A Selection of Application Ideas"
shows in full technical detail more
than 20 different ways of using video
switchers, modulators and related
equipment in videotaping, ETV, monitoring, switching. etc. Dynair Electronics.
226
A 68-page technical booklet describes
how to choose the right digital voltmeter with general background on
DVM design, AID conversion techniques, etc. Hewlett-Packard.
227
"What Happens to Your Film At the
Lab" describes film processing techniques, with a tour of a typical lab,
and constitutes a basic introduction to
laboratory procedures. Motion Picture
Laboratories, Inc.
228
Catalog covers emergency lighting
equipment, and shows technology of
life safety egress illumination, data on
OSHA and the Fire Protection Code.
and complete line of emergency light
systems. Teledyne Big Beam.
229

"a complete monitoring system"

FM • STEREO • SCA
TBM•3700

this is for FM MONAURAL

internal calibration.
measures internal S/N •
carrier failure indication .
full remote metering available •
combined frequency/modulation •
$1,450.
TBM•2200 A

add this for FM STEREO

simultaneous left/right •
reading of modulation
metering function on one switch •
direct reading of .
separation and crosstalk
$1,200.
TBM.200013

add this for SCA

internal calibration of.
SCA injection,
frequency and modulation
plug-in modular design.
$1,200.

Model SIA-4 440 V. Three phase $450.00
For complete details write to

TBM•2500C

add this for OFF AIR monitoring

excellent sensitivity

superb selectivity.
45 dB AGC range •
phase linear for •

excellent stereo/sca recovery

ELECTRONICS, INC.
1937 MacDADE BLVD • WOODLYN, PA. 19094
•TELEPHONE (
215) 874-5236 8745237 •
Circle 135 on Reader Service Card
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$485.
For complete information, please contact: Director of Sales

•

3
o
o
D

(7,
(
402)331-2000

McMartin
4500 south seventy sixth street • omaha. nebraslm 08127 • telex 048-485
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CROSSTALK
:eedback On Video
Production Switchers
Reader reaction to the special emphasis in June on video production
techniques has been enthusiastic—
particularly about Eric Somer's
"Television Creative Palette." Our
brief historical recap, page 30,
stands corrected, however, by the
following letter from Bob Hue/fed
of Central Dynamics Corp. Please
note also the proper photo of KOOLTV's Sarkes Tarzian switcher.

Dear BM/E:
"Video Production Switchers—A
New Breed Is Available" was a
timely feature in your June 1973
issue and certainly highlighted
manufacturers' responses to many
of the industry's real needs.
Your unique and enviable position to accurately evaluate the industry was manifest in your editorial content.
Your awareness also steered you
to the current buzz words—"production and editing back into the
studio control room," "human engineered," "simple operation yet extreme flexibility for creative talent," "production of locally-produced spots," "mix AND effects on
each bus," and "cost-effectiveness."
However, I do take issue with
the history and chronological order
of the introduction of some of these
"New Breed Switcher" features.
All solid state switching and systems were installed almost ten years
ago. Meeting and maintaining exacting specifications has also been
a reality for a long time. Operatororiented switcher designs, "human
engineered," are at least four years
old. Mix AND effects amplifiers,
simple operation, IC circuits, flexibility, production capabilities of
locally-produced spots, and cost
effectiveness also have a birth date
of 1969.
To be specific, I'd like to submit
the following brochures and infor-

MIM

I=.=

Balm

Compressor-Limiter
Amplifier
Fidelipites
I
lot Convertible

(The Great Leveler)

$465!

... The new Cart- A- round
Storage Racks. Each
WR-25 Modular Rack
holds 25 Type A
Cartridges ... eight
can be mounted on our
Mobile Carousel Base
to make up the MR- 200.
Convert to wall mount
by using the brackets
supplied.

You can stop riding gain now, even when
a shouter and whisperer are on the
same talk show. The Model CLA 20/40
Compressor- Limiter Amplifier does it
automatical.y . . . instantaneously . . .
for both AM and FM. Switchable controls
permit symmetrical ( FM) or asymmetrical (AM) peak limiting; pre- emphasized
or flat response; compress limit, compress only, or compress/limit off. Automatic gain control range is 40 dB dy'namic, and the compression ratio is
better than 10:1. All solid state, plug-in
modular construction assures trouble
free reliability. Write for details.

Want more information
on Cart-A- round Racks
and the other new
Fidelipac Professional
Accessories? Contact
your distributor or

FIDELIPAC ®
s
,
3

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.

3 Olney Avenue
Chei 6
ryogl il 4
L
2N
4 .J1.
20
38
4034

A FIlmways Company
8810
1301)

Fideripac is a registered
trademark cd TelePro Industries Incorporated

D88

de Rd Sliver SprIng sMd 20910
- 498 3 • TWX 710-825-0432
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Crystasound

o
S(NNHEISER 804-805
PREAMPLIFIER CM- I

Pre-Amplifier for

Cfs

CP-16/A Cameras

srir,1,-.Xte.51`1:7.•

o

The Crystasound Pre-Amplifier optional accessory provides the
CP-16/A camera system with an additional condenser microphone
capability— without requiring the use of the Crystasound Auxiliary
Mixer. When the Model CM- 1Pre-Amplifier unit is plugged in, the
CP-16/A Crystasound built-in Amplifier will still accept
two low impedance microphones and one line input—
as well as one Sennheiser 804/805 — series condenser microphone, with all systems controlling
the Crystasound built-in Amplifier remaining
fully operational. All required power
is supplied by the same NC-4nicad
battery pack powering the entire
CP-16/A camera system.

For further
information,
please write to:

cinema

0

4

Fachnok)gy Àn The Ser voce CY Creativity

2044 Cotner Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90025
Telephone: ( 213) 478 0711 MI Telex: 69 -1339 U Cable:Cinedevco

continued on page 58
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CROSSTALK

THE
LEADE
IN
C
TéWERS
"Q ualitv—Service
and Price!"

mation for your "Who's Who" and
"What- Where- When- Why and
How" file:
1964: Central Dynamics introduced its VS- 100 series all solid
state, vertical interval, color video
switcher.
1969: Central Dynamics, at the
NAB, introduced its series VS-800
Video Production Switcher—human
engineered, oriented for production
people and studio production work,
and with a patented Mix AND Effects amplifier.
1973: Central Dynamics at the
NAB, introduced its series VS- 1200
Video Production Switchers with up

to three CDL unique and patented
Mix/Effects amplifiers, soft edge
wipes and keys, vignettes, borderline
keys, spotlight, and transparent
matte picture framer.
Although
Central
Dynamics'
equipment was not one of your feature articles, we take great pride in
realizing that for years we have
been anticipating and meeting the
industry's needs and that the "New
Breed of Switchers" are reflections
of CDL's creativity and advancement.
Be assured that your readers can
continue to look to CDL advancing
the state-of-the- art—( and hopefully reading about it in BM/E).
Robert G. Hue/fed
Vice President
Central Dynamics Ltd.

Yes, quality, service and price
on CATV systems are the reasons for Fort Worth • Tower's position as the industry's leading
supplier. Experience gained as
a pioneer supplier of CATV enables Fort Worth Tower to provide you with a quality product
at a price that is reasonable
and attractive.
Take advantage of our experience. For assistance in systems
planning, engineering and complete systems quotations .
CALI OR WRITE TODAY

90/te ?end 700«
COMPANY, INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 8597, Fort Worth, Texas
(817) JE 6-5676
—Associated Companies—
Tommy Moore, inc.
Big State Engineering, Inc.
Tower Construction Finance, Inc.
Circle 139 on Reader Service Card

Right switcher
The production switcher pictured
on page 31 of the June issue of
BM/E was identified as being the

This gold seal
assures you of the
finest quality, fresh tape,
factory loaded by Fidelipac ®
under strict quality controls.
At a glance, know that you can
trust the splice and tape tension
and depend on accurate tape run- out.
COMMUNICATION MEDIAS and
FIDELIPAC ® where quality is understood.
Contact us for pricing information.

one used by KOOL-TV, Phoenix, Arizona. That's not so. KOOL-TV'S
production switcher is shown above.

COMMUNICATION
MEDIAS

P.O. BOX 54/ALLENTOWN. PA.
ZIP 1E1105/1215) 437-0607
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NEWS

continued from page 18

gust 27-29, on legal " packaging" of
television and motion picture programs: info, PLI, 1133 Sixth Averue, New York City.
Sola Electric has rescinded a selective 4.5çi price raise, announced
carly in June, in response to the
President's June 12 price freeze . . .
Memorex has instituted a lifetime
warranty on its Quantum/L computer tape and Mark X/L Disc
Pack.

People

Once you look inside
the STUDIOETTE 80, you'll buy it.
You'll see why the new Studioette 80 is the quality buy of solid state,
4-channel audio consoles.
In the Studioette 80, 13 inputs into 4 mixing channels provide
maximum flexibility. All inputs and outputs are protected by isolation transformers. Reliable, step-type attenuators, used in each of
the 4 mixer channels, assure quiet and reliable audio operation.
For more information,
write Gates Division,
Harris-lntertype
Corporation,
Quincy, Illinois.

Lynd John Carter joined Lenco
Electronics as sales manager . . .
James Gabbed, president ot mot*zm, received a Golden Mike award
"rom the Institute of High Fidelity
or innovations in hi-fi sound . . . R.
Brent Judd became chief engineer of
San Diego Video, Inc.
Sam Cook Digges, president of
:he CBS Radio Division, won aMissouri Medal of Honor from the University of Missouri for his "contributions to radio journalism" . . .
Don Herman is the new coordinator
of field activities in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, and
District of Columbia for Broadcast
Electronics, Inc.
James R. McQuade won appointment as manager of WCBS-FM in
New York . . . Alan S. McDonald
has the new position of marketing
analyst for TelePrompTer . . . Lad
F. Hlavaty is the new vice president
and director of engineering for RKO
General's television division . . .
Charles P. Ginsburg, vice president
for advanced development of Ampex Corp., was elected to the National Academy of Engineering.

HARRIS

a

cy

GATES DIVISION

Ouln

Illo4s
m
62301 U SA
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0,CP-16eN
EW from
Auxiliary Side Cover
for CP-16/A Cameras
The Auxiliary Side Cover is
ideal " insurance" for
TV-newsfilm cameramen using CP-16/A cameras with Crystasound built-in
Amplifiers. Under difficult news filming conditions where
it is possible for the Crystasound Amplifier to be damaged (and where such field damage cannot be

C

.\

repaired at once), having a spare auxiliary side
cover available permits the CP-16/A
cameraman to instantly dismount the
Crystasound built-in Amplifier, replace

Garrity

it with the Auxiliary Side Cover, and con-

Glade

tinue

sound

filming

using an

external

Auricon-type amplifier.

Desmond A. Garrity became vice
president and director of corporate
planning for General Cable Corp.
. . . Tom Longfellow, Louise Seymore, and Larry Duke were all
named vice presidents of the Arkansas Radio Network . . . Paul
Glade joined Anixter-Pruzan as
CATV sales representative.

Rear of Auxiliary Side Cover
showing the 8- pin sound cable
connector, compatible with
all Auricon- type amplifiers.

For further information, please write to:

cinema

D•

kchno4ogy In The Service 010eativity
2044

Avenue,

Los Angeles. California 90025

Telephone: ( 213) 478-0711

Cotner

III Telex 69-1339 • Cable:Cinedevco

continued on page 60
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continued from page 59

Robert W. Sarnoff, RCA chairman, got aspecial citation from the
International Radio and Television
Society for "twenty-five years of
leadership in broadcasting and communications" . . . John B. Chaney,
Jr. joined Jerrold Electronics as an
MSO account executive.
Erwin Parthe is the new program
director of WNEM-TV, Bay City,
Michigan . . . John N. Catlett became manager of WBBM-FM, CBS
Chicago station . . . John W. Elsasser joined Theta-Corn as manager of cable sales.

Elsasser

Wm. H. Lambert was named vice
president and division manager of
Jerrold Electronics' CATV system
division . . . Robert E. Buescher is

the new manager of eastern sales
and Robert S. Dickinson is manager
of western sales, RCA Film Recording Systems.
Eric King was named northeastern sales manager for Vital
Industries . . . Nick Morris won appointment as national sales manager
of Bozak, Inc. . . . Robert E. Menvane became vice-president, sales,
for Anixter Bros., Inc.
Margaret A. Richards became assistant to the manager, commercial
products, of International Rectifier's
semiconductor division . . . A.
Clinton Ober was appointed national subscriber sales manager of Community TeleCommunications, Inc.
. . . John W. Overton has the new
position of market manager, consumer professional markets, 3M
Mincom Division.
George F. Mooney was named
account manager of Paradyne Corporation . . . Jack Sumroy joined
WSNL-TV, Long Island, New York,
station, as vice president for programming and promotion.. . David
Packard, chairman of HewlettPackard and former Secretary of
Defense, will receive the Medal of
Honor of the Electronics Industries
Association at the EIA Spring 1974

conference.
Paul D. Askos is manager, national product sales, Ameco, Inc....
James A. Monroe was named central Arizona district manager for Arizona Cable TV . . . Remi Nadeau
joined Collins Radio Co. as director
of advertising and public relations.

Wulliman

Richard D. Petit is vice president
of engineering, and Gene Parole is
vice president of manufacturing,
both for K'Son Corporation . . .
James Wulliman, manager of engineering at WTMJ, was elected president of the Society of Broadcast
Engineers.
Darren Wells has joined Anaconda Electronics' CA'TV Division
as customer service rep at Anaheim
. . . Ronald H. Fried and Daniel J.
Yomine have been named senior
vice presidents at International
Video Corp.
BM/E

theperformer"
class
A
state-of-the-art
Class "A" and educational broadcasters can
now enjoy the same quality and superior
signal characteristics of major stations ...
at abudget price, with budget installation
and maintenance costs.
Efficient design is the key. The "Performer"
is elliptically polarized for aclearer signal,
even in the fringes of your broadcast area.
And its low VSWR guarantees you better
stereo performance.
Built to last, the "Performer" features thickwall copper tubing and marine brass. It's
the best FM antenna bargain on the market
today.
JAMPRO ANTENNA COMPANY
A DIVISION OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

Power Inn Road • Sacramento, Calif.

95828 • Phone ( 916) 383-1177
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continued from page 48

plain about increasing administrative costs. Another, on the East Coast, worries about the foul-ups in
traffic and engineering. Yet another points to collections as "the" problem.
In fact, " the" problem lies in the nature of the
business—its fluidity and the immediacy of its
needs. A solution must address the problem as a
whole. The requirement is for operational efficiency
and stability, and this can be attained only by applying a proper system and associated controls to
the entire broadcast business cycle.
That, simply stated, is the philosophy behind the
IBM System for Television and Radio. It is designed to provide the broadcaster with effective control over his entire business cycle—from "avails"
and contract management through the daily log,
aired log update with discrepancy reporting, accounting, sales analyses, and demographics. It follows the flow of broadcast dynamics, providing control at the critical points, and supporting management with the analyses and data needed to maximize profits and control the business.
The System for Television and Radio is written
for the small-scale System/3, which was specifically
designed to be used by companies with no prior
experience in operating computers. It consists of a
set of six interrelated programs that interact with a
data base containing information such as advertiser

contracts, airing instructions, program schedules,
daily logs, billing and demographics data. This information is maintained in direct-access magnetic
disk files, which arc updated as operations proceed
and from which information is retrieved quickly as
needed.
The system is designed to minimize data preparation and improve communications. For example,
contract data which has an effect on a number of
departments represented in the data base is entered
only once. The system automatically updates all
related files, and the information thus becomes
available to all areas concerned. Documents such as
intermediate and final program logs, availability reports, and reports on contract status are generated
quickly and efficiently on request.
With the station's key operating information in
the computer, the system provides the support functions needed to control operations. It satisfies contract specifications by automatically scheduling the
bulk of spots, performing horizontal and/or vertical
spot rotation where requested, and by providing an
easy method for the broadcaster to schedule those
"difficult" and "special" spots. Then it produces the
following operating documents:
1. An availability worksheet that describes the
status of all scheduled spots and opens;
2. A summary highlighting degree of program
success in terms of open spots, fixed and preemptiblc sales;
3. A contract listing to aid in planning and
scheduling activities, providing information on spot
continued on page 62

PERFECT YOUR CCTV SYSTEM WITH

COSMICAR ®LENSES

The automatic

electric-eye diaphragm close down

completely provided that subject brightness exceeds
approx. LV20 ( 144,000 cd/m 2), 768,000 lx.

In case

the camera is switched off and not in operation, the
automatic diaphragm closes down, completely shutting off the light for protection of the vidicon camera.
The " Change-over Switch" in front of the lens controlls the operation of the diaphragm.
When the switch lever is turned on to " EE", the lens
diaphragm operates as fully automatic electric- eye,
and is brought on to " OPEN", the diaphragm stays
fully opened c.ondition.
TV-COSMICAR-EE 16mm F 1.6

Be sure to get the finest image recording results

The TV-COSMICAR-EE 16mm f/1.6 is a high-speed

with quality Cosmicar lenses.

EE lens specially designed for 2/3" vidicon cameras.

Also available are scores of other

It maintains image luminance 100 lx against sub-

from 8.5mm to 1,000mm telephoto, zoom and those

ject brightness between LV11.3 — 17 ( 350 — 18,000

motordriven

cd/m 2), about 1,800-96,0001x.

after being tailored to your specifications.

among them, for

lenses,

ranging

immediate delivery,

COSMICAR OPTICAL CO., LTD.
424, Higashi-Oizumi, Nerima-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Cable Address: " MOVIEKINO TOKYO"

Representative & Service Office: Asahi Optical (America) Inc. 15 East 26th Street, New York, N.Y. 10010, U.S.A.
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COMPUTER

continued from page 61

airing schedules, makegoods, airing performance,
invoicing and cash receipts;
4. A contract exception list, to help control contracts, improve customer service, and assist in sales
and financial planning;
5. A confirmation, that identifies original orders
and substitutions;
6. A list of scheduling conflicts that identifies
those situations which need special attention; and
7. A list of airing instructions that allows the
system to track customer specifications—thereby reducing errors, makegoods, and lost revenue.
The system goes on to produce preliminary logs
for any date specified leading to the production of a
final log. As the engineer airs broadcast events, he
records his activity on the log, in effect filling agency/advertiser orders. He also notes on the log any
deviations from the schedule, with explanations.
When aired data is entered into the computer, the
system updates the log and contract information and
produces a discrepancy report. This helps management pinpoint when and why a discrepancy occurred, and indicates where makegoods are required. It is ameans of assuring that makegoods do
indeed get scheduled.
The accounting portion of the system produces
the standard invoice, or, if desired, a customized
format. Also produced are acash application list for
internal cash/credit control, and an aged invoice

status report showing the invoice date, amount, and
amount paid to help control receivables.
Then, continuing to follow the logical information
flow, sales reports are produced by agency/advertiser, by salesman, and by product. The latter highlights those products that are or are not advertised
on the station, leading to sales strategies aimed at
maintaining or increasing current business and going
after new business. A revenue projection based on
business in-house serves as the basis for understanding trends and for resource planning.
The system can also produce a demographics report showing cost-per-thousand for stations and programs in agiven market.
Customarily, different departments in a station
interact through direct contact, or by telephone. By
their very nature, these contacts tie up anumber of
people. They are relatively inefficient, often requiring followups. As the time for a given broadcast
approaches, the pressure to have all needed materials on hand increases, and adds to the already
existing potential for error.
In contrast, the computer makes timely operating
data available through regular reports and listings,
and also permits inquiries into one common data
base on arandom basis, for up-to-date information,
for checking and/or for modification.
Someone in traffic, for example, may want to
make modifications to an upcoming log. He goes to
the computer, where either he or a machine operator taps a few keys on the typewriter-like keyboard
of the System/3's console. The computer finds the
desired information in the data base, and immedi-

Spindler & Sauppd
TV film chain
2x2 projectors
your widest
and wisest choice
Seven models in all — one of which will fit
your needs exactly. Color or monochrome;
uniplex or multiplex; forward or reverse
actuation; sequential or random access;
16- to 96-slide capacity. These are
thoroughly proved performers, built to the
highest professional standards, and
recently updated with advanced electronics.
For complete information, write
Spindler & Sauppé, 13034 Saticoy St.,
North Hollywood, Calif. 91605;
phone (213) 764-1800.

SPECTRUM 32B: The most advanced film chain slide projector available. For color or
monochrome chains; 32-slide capacity. Many exclusives. Operates at 1201/. 50/60 Hz.
Spectrum 32F operates at 220V, 50/60 Hz.

MODEL 332: Newest version of the workhorse of the industry. For monochrome
chains; 32- slide capacity. Model 322: single
turret for 16 slides, monochrome or color.

MODEL SLX-TV: 96-slide capacity, random
access. Model SLS-TV: 48- slide, random
access. Model SLD-TV: 96-slide. sequential. Model SLR-TV: 48-slide, sequential.
forward/reverse. All for monochrome or
color chains.
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ately acts on the instructions provided, by either
adding, deleting or moving the appropriate data.
Or, someone in sales may want to check an availability. Again, the information is instantly retrieved.
Everyone works from a single source of information, and that source is likely to have far fewer
errors than separately-maintained information sources
in different departments. The information is more
complete and up to date, and it is available on demand to the people who need it as part of the station's normal flow of work.
The System for TV and Radio is written in an
English-like programming language, known as RPG
II, that has been learned and used by thousands of
people with no previous knowledge of the computer. The language includes forms on which operating information is recorded, to speed and simplify
entry into the computer. The System/3 itself has
"miniaturized" components and takes up little floor
space.
With all these user-oriented characteristics the
computer system becomes an in-house resource, tailored to meet the specific needs of a station and its
management. For instance, the "tailoring" can include special reports and/or procedures desired by
individual station managers, readily produced with
minimal programming effort on the user's part.
With its own system thus geared to support its
own particular operations, management is in position to adapt quickly and effectively to evolving
needs, and to take maximum advantage of new
opportunities.
BM/E

FCC Rules & Regs

continued from page 24

more applications for the call are received within 15
days, the recipient will be the station with the longest continuous record of broadcasting operation under substantially unchanged ownership and control.
Thus a rule of seniority replaces the "first-comefirst-served" rule in the special case of competition
for relinquished or deleted signs. In other situations,
"first-come-first-served" is still the rule.
A refinement of the relinquishment provisions
prevents the re-use of a relinquished call sign in the
same community within 180 calendar days, except
by the same licensee or its successor-in-interest.
Summary
The call sign Rules are principally directed against
two problems. First, there is the need to prevent
confusion among stations, particularly in the face of
some licensees' apparent desire to capitalize on such
confusion. Second, there is the problem of "trafficking." The present call sign Rules have grown out of
the Commission's experience with these problems.
Broadcasters should always check with communications counsel as to availability of desired calls,
timing of requests and objections, and required filing
fees.
Finally, it should be noted that, while the new
Rules do not deal with the problem, the Commission
expressed its continuing concern over frivolous requests for call sign changes; a later pronouncement
9n this issue may be expected.
BM/E
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Air Time— your most valuable and volatile asset must be managed effectively. How? By total integration
of traffic and technical operations. You can have confidence in our ARC 610-200 — the result of nearly a
decade of experience in broadcast automation. To see asystem in actual operation please write or call:

CENTRAL DYNAMICS LTD
CANADA- 147 FivMuS BLVD, MONTREAL 730. DUE
U.S.A.-230 LIVINGSTON ST.. NORTI—IVALE. N.J. 07647
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IWO NEW BOOKS FOR TV tit CAN PERSONNEL!
CATV Operator's Handbook- 2nd Edition By the Editors of BM/E Magazine
Here, through popular demand, is an updated
2nd Edition of this exhaustive collection of info
designed to help you in Cable System Management,
Operation, Program Origination, and Engineering!
Here is the ALL- NEW. UPDATED Second Edition of the
classic in the field. This HUGE 352-page volume is a complete
guidebook for those involved in any aspect of CATV. It fully
covers cable system planning, management. operation, program
origination and engineering, two-way cable practices and
potentials, and it offers timely solutions and up-to- the minute
data for the everyday use of the present or would-be CATV
operator. All the necessary knowledge to build n• maintain a
successful operation is included in this invaluable guide.
The real strength of this unique volume lies in the practical tips
it provides, imparted in a readable, powerful fashion. The
authors reveal the best way to go about starting a system, and
consider everything from obtaining a franchise to installing the
plant. Two chapters deal with antenna systems planning, including ideas on locating the best point for signal reception
Promotional ideas are discussed in some detail. This crucial
area of CATV operation is clarified with invaluable hints on hou
to set up an effective, working promotionalprogram. Program
origination receives extensive coverage, asdo ways to produce
commercials on small budgets, adding FM to a cable system
and two-way systems. 352 pps., hundreds of illustrations.
PARTIAL CONTENTS. CATV in 10 Proven Steps- Putting
the Community in CATV-Obtaining a Franchise-Cable Poles
Lease or Install- -Planning Cash Requirements-Appraising an
Existing System-Updating Yesterday's System- Planning An
Antenna System- Beyond-the-Horizon Reception- Promotion
on a Profit Plan- Promoting and Selling Cable Service- Pre
Service Promo Blitz- Promotions that Build Customer SalesDetermining Viewer Station Preferences- Getting into
Program Origination--Successful Programming Methods-Low Budget Cablecasting-Working With Civic & Public Health
Organizations- Educational
Programming- Reporting
Community Emergency Situations- Mobile ReportsAutomated Audio Commercials- Weather Radar System- FM
Stereo for Cable Systems- AND MUCH, MUCH MORE.

PREPUBLICATION
PRICE ONLY $7.95
•

•

List Price 59.95
352 fact filled
pages

•

Hardbound Volume

e

Literally an
all in one Handbook

e

Only 57 95 if you
order now

This book is published
to sell at $9.95, but if
you order now, you can
save $2.00. Prepublication
price
prevails
through Sept. IS, 1973

DON'T LOOK AT THE CAMERA—

routing switchers
video, audio, large, small...
... whatever the requirement, the Dansccil 2800
series video/audio routing switchers can be tailored
to your specific application. They offer high performance, flexible control formats and state of the art
techniques with vertical interval video switching and
solid state balanced FET audio switching.
Write for details on this and othei Danscoli products.

dANscoll

Shortcuts to TV Photography & Filmmaking—
By Sam Ewing with

R.W.

Circle

A practical " how-to" guide based on years of on-

Completely AUTOMATIC

SPLICE FINDER 81 ERASER

This new volume is needed in every TV and CATV library. It will
prove invaluable for photographers, producers and directors.
The authors have produced literally thousands of TV commercials, plus numerous documentaries and news photo work.
The easy- to-read, fully illustrated text explains the basic
techniques of TV photography, including dozens of tried-andproven shortcuts for getting pictures on the air quickly and
economically. Emphasis is placed on low-cost production.
Featured throughout are scores of case histories relating the
experiences-- both good and otherwise- of this two- man
production team.
Fully covered are such subjects as developing ease and tact in
dealing with touchy and difficult advertisers, fresh, exciting
new techniques for filming low-cost commercials, continuity
writing and production planning, the six important elements
required in film production, the difficulties of filming on location,
plus sure-fire techniques that overcome field problems. and a 7point plan to help produce a better commercial film. Also included is astep-by-step chronicle of asound-on-film assignment.
The authors then tell how they put together a documentary,
using fresh techniques on scriptwriting, staging, shooting,
narration. etc. The use of a storyboard is explained, and there
are discussions covering camera equipment. lighting, editing.
simple animation, techniques for producing inexpensive
commercials. and the use of special effects to dress up a film
product. 224 pps.. 46 illus.

PREPUBLICATION
PRICE ONLY $7.95

•

Lilt Price 59.95

•

Big 224 page book

•

Hardbound Volurnii

•
•

Only 57.95 if you

in-

formation in these
books to work for
you for 10 days.

If

• Pressure sensitive function. Does NOT require prerecorded signal.
• Pre-set to sense all 1.5 mil splicing tapes. Can be adjusted.
• No manual positioninç of splice is required.

"shooters"

• Eliminates annoying noise effect of reccrding over splice.
• .Accepts A, B, and C size ( NAB) tape cartridges.

NO RISK COUPON— MAIL TODAY

worth

times

several

their

return

them

we'll
voice.

cancel

cost,
and
in-

• Detects severe tape fractures.
• Saves studio manhours by minimizing splice search lime.
• Built-in bulk eraser.
Model SFE-1

Power:

SPLICE FINDER & ERASER
PRICE: $325.00

Size:
Weight:

Please send me
_ copies of Don't Look at the Camera at
57.95 ( 10 percent additional discount on 3 or more copies/

FOB North Haven, Conn.

Tape Speed: 15 IPS

TAB BOOKS, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa.

17214

L11 enclose S _ ._( Postage 0. handling prepaidi
liPlease invoice on 10 day FREE trial
Name

_

ERASER puys for itself

by reducing related operating expenses. Order directly from

SENSTROL DIVISION, UMC Electronics Co.

Address _
cry
State
LAVE POSTAGE by ' emittingem order Foreign add tok Pa add 6'.

on Reader

117V, 60 Hz., 250 Watts
" w. 61
4 " h, 10 1ki" d
/
8 lbs.

The Senstrol Model SFE-1 SPLICE FINDER

_ Phone

Company

Circle 147
64

• Exercises tape to improve performance.

Please send me_ . _ copies of CATV Operator's Handbook, 2nd
Edition at the Special Prepublication price& only 57 95 ( 10 per.
cent additional discount on 3or more copies).

they don't prove to
be

• Automatically stops splice within 1 beyond capstan.

Indispensable fog

Order either or both books today at our risk for 10- Day FREE examination.
SEND NO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail the handy NO- RISK coupon to
receive your own copies of these helpful volumes.

PUBLISHER'S
GUARANTEE

• Simplified operation and design. Automatic start and ejection.

order now!

all fans

CONTENTS: Part I Action in the Field- Part 2 Behind the
Scenes- Part 3 Putting It All Together-Part 4 More Than
Meets the Eye- Glossary Suggested Reading- Index.

the

Reader Service Card

(
Ozzie) Abolin

the-job experience by the authors!

Put

148 on

danscoli ltd
9721 côte de liesse
montréal 760 canada
(514) 631 9884

Service Card

460 Sackett Point Road North Ha•en Conn
Telephone ( 203) 213t i7 731

06473
US Patent Pending

B 83 .1
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BMIE CLASSIFIED MARKETPLACE
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES

DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: $ 22.50 per inch lx; $ 22.00 per inch 3x; $21.00 per inch 6x; $20.00
per inch 12x. ALL OTHER CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 25e per word; minimum $3.00. BLIND BOX NUMBER:
No extra charge. Replies sent to address below will be forwarded to you. PAYABLE IN ADVANCE; send
check with order. CLOSING DATE: 5th of 2nd month preceding issue date.

BM/E, Monterey and Pinola Avenues, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214
HELP WANTED

Fl LD
ER VICE
ENGINEERS
Ampex has an immediate opening for a qualified

field

region

of

the

Experience in servicing broadcast

quired. Ampex equipment knowledge is desirable—will provide

SCULLY TAPE RECORDERS: Mono, 2, 4, 8,
12, & 16 track models plus 270 automatic players. Some models in stock now. W.A.L custom
audio control
console
8e console modules.
Solid state 120 Watt power Amps. We buy and
rebuild Scully lathes. WIEGAND AUDIO LABORATORIES, INC. R.D. 3, Middleburg, Pa.
17842, 717-837-1444.

training. Excellent fringe benefits
and company car included.
Please send your resume or call
Paul Hansil, 1680 Tully Circle,
134,

Atlanta,

Ga

CARTRIDGE TAPE EQUIPMENT— Rebuilt.
New paint, heads, flywheel, pressure roller, belts
etc. Spotlessly clean and thoroughly tested. 30
day money-back guarantee, 90 day warranty.
Also contact us for possible discounts on new
equipment and accessories.
AUTODYNE, Box 1004.
Rockville, Maryland 20850
(30l/762-7626).

30329,

(404) 633-4131. An Equal
portunity Employer M/F.

Op-

AMPEX
ENGINEERING HELP WANTED
Director of Engineering needed in Puerto Rico
for

seven ( 7)

VHF and

three

commonly-owned
AM

and

FM's.

stations—One
Knowledge

of

Spanish language desirable but not essential.
Position available IMMEDIATELY. Contact Mrs.
Soto at (809) 832-4640 for further information.

AN OPENING EXISTS for a mobile technician in the Detroit area. Experience in maintaining and operating VR 3000 and color
cameras in the field is a prime requisite.
Extensive travel may be necessary. Resumes
and inquiries should be made to Editel Productions Inc., 24151 Telegraph Road, Southfield, Michigan 48075 or call ( 313) 353-1660.
CHIEF ENGINEER for like new non-directional AM and Automated FM. Southwest Resort area. Full Maintenance. Light Air watch.
Excellent
working
conditions.
Medium-small
market. Local ownership. $800.00 per month
start. Successful operation. Write to Box 673-1,
c/o BME, Blue Ridge Summit, PA. 17214.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
PARTS—for SPOTMASTER & TAPECASTER
cartridge units. IN STOCK, Immediate delivery,
overnight to Penna, New York and New Jersey.
Pressure
rollers
for
all
machines.
LOW
PRICES. Some used parts in stock. COMMUNICATION MEDIAS, Box 54, Allentown,
PA. 18105. ( 215) 437-0607 or 437-9447.
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RECORDING STUDIO CONSOLE

QUALITY AUDIO CONSOLES are our spe
cialty. Modern styling with slide faders. We
manufacture eight standard consoles at very
competitive prices. However, if you prefer, we'll
manufacture a custom system to your specifications. Also, plug-in audio modules including
distribution amplifiers, pre-amplifiers, monitor
amplifiers, etc. Write or phone for prices and
specifications. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
COMPANY, P.O. Box 49224, Atlanta, GA.
30329. ( 404) 482-2446.

United

or closed circuit quality VTR's
and television cameras is re-

Suite

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (
Cont'd)
MICA AND VACUUM transmitting capacitors.
Large stock; immediate delivery. Price lists on
request. SURCOM ASSOCIATES, 1147 Venice
Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal. 90015 ( 213) 382-6985.

SounDesign, Box 921,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213

service

engineer to work in the Southeastern
States.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE ( Cont'd)

Ideal for sophisticated TV audio. 18 microphone or high-level inputs with EQ
& echo on each. EQ on each of the 4
output channels. Built-in multi-freq. oscillator. Group submastering; channel masters; grand master. 4 reverb devices. 4
dual-60 watt amps. Intercom while recording; talkback ( mic's. included). Audition any input while recording. " Silence"
button prevents performer ruining audio
by disturbance during echo "overhang"
at end of "take". Producer's desk; all
audio in accompanying rack. Very compact! Slightly used, guaranteed. Sacrifice
for half of new value.

Tape Recorders

Phone 717/794/2191

MOTORS FOR SPOTMASTERS
NEW Papst hysteresis synchronous motor HSZ
20.50-4-470D as used in series 400 and 500 machines.
Price $ 39.00 each prepaid while they
last.
90 day warranty.
Terms check with
order only, no COlYs. Not recommended for
Tapecaster series 600 or 700.
TAPECASTER TCM. INC., Box 662
Rockville, Maryland 20851
Sotid-state audio modules-console kits, power
amplifier kits, power supplies. Octal plug-ins—
mid, eq. line, disc, tape play, tape record, amplifiers. Audio & tape bias oscillators. Over 50
audio products. Send for free catalog and applications. Opamp Labs. Inc.. 172 So. Alta
Vista Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90036. ( 213)
934-3566.
FIELD STRENGTH METER.- 540 — KHz to
5MHz, Ten microvolts to I0 volts per meter.
New solid state design, long battery life. Stable
accurate calibration. Free literature. Solar Electronics. 901 No. Highland Ave., Hollywood,
Cal, 90038.
AMERICA'S I.ARGEST STOCK AND CONSIGNMENT LISTING of new and used broadcast and recording equinment. We trade-sell and
buy. THE MAZE CORPORATION. P.O. Box
6636. Birmingham. Ala. 35210.
COMPLETE UHF 1ZKW TV Transmitter and
supporting gear for sale. RCA TTU 12B. 760'
of 64 transmission line, CH 18 TFU24DL antenna, 600' tower, misc, other equipment. Call
(317) 463-3516 Bob Hardie. Chief Engineer, or
write P.O. Box 18, Lafayette, IN, 47902.
ALTEC 250 SU STEREO CONSOLE with 6
9475A Preamps and power supply, $650. Needs
re-wiring but otherwise in excellent condition;
Fairchild 666 compressor Withoauto-ten, $ 195.
Vern Castle, P.O. Box 628, Lake Geneva, WI.
53147,

Jingles, station ID's, Announce spots with top
personalities. Super quality at bottom dollar.
CASTLE PRODUCTIONS, P.O. Box 628, Lake
Geneva, WI. 53147.
AMPEX 7500 COLOR VIDEO TAPE RECORDER—mint condition—spare head. $525.
Stan Nazimek, 506 Mount Prospect Ave., Clifton, N.J. 07012.
Raytheon Transmitter parts for RA-250, RA1000A and RA-5A AM transmitters. Raytheon
transformer repair service available. Write for
prices and information. CA Service, Springfield,
VT. 05156.
CAPSTAN
Series, self
ings, $22.50
1555, Mtn.

IDLERS for AMPEX 300, 35 440.
aligning with replaceable ball bearnet. VIF INTERNATIONAL, Box
View, Ca, 94040.

The complete and reliable source for new and
used broadcast equipment.
Request our free
listings. Broadcast Equipment and Supply Co..
Box 3141, Bristol, Tennessee 37620.
4-650 ft. towers $6500.00 each. Many more.
Ground wire 854 per xx. lb. Bill Angle, Box
55, Greenville, N.C. 27834. Tel. 919-752-3040.
One stop for all your professional audio requirements. Bottom line oriented. F.T.C. Brewer. Box 8057, Pensacola, Fla. 32505,
Surplus Audio Patch Panels All Standard Configurations. Gulf Telephone & Electronics, Inc.
3718 Artdale, Houston, TX. 77042.
SCHAFER 800 STEREO Automation System
for sale. Good'Excellent condition. Make Offer.
(405) 478-0444.
_
Used Gates 250B FM Transmitter, 100.1. Presently On Air. KYFM, Bartlesville, OK. $ 1,050.
(918) 336-1001.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
ATTENTION

CHIEF

ENGINEER!

Update your old Ampex with our Solid State
Electronics OR trade it in against our LB-350
Recorder. Clear those old Ampex Electronics
and Head Assemblies off your maintenance
Bench. Send them to us for money.
Lang Electronics, 14 East 39th St., New York
City 10016 Phone: ( 212) 725.8110.

TECHNICAL SERVICES
CUSTOM CARTRIDGE RELOADING and refurbishing.
Fidelipac replacement parts and
cartridges. Write us today for prices. PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SERVICES, BOX 1953. FT.
WORTII, TEX. 76101.

PROGRAM SERVICES
"Free" Catalog . . . Everything for the deejay! Comedy, books, airchecks, wild tracks, old
radio shows, and more! Write: Command, Box
26348-A. San Francisco 94126.
Deejays! 11,000 classified gag lines. $ 10.00.
Unconditionally guaranteed.
Comedy catalog
free. Edmund Orrin, Box 679-M, Mariposa, Cal.
95338.
OLD RADIO PROGRAMS FOR SALE. Send
$1.00 for a fabulous catalog listing 25 years of
radio's greatest shows. Vintage Radio, P.O. Box
2392, Culver City, CAL. 90230.

INSTRUCTIONS
FCC FIRST CLASS RADIOTELEPHONE LICENSE IN SIX WEEKS. Classes in Dallas,
Atlanta, Denver, Ft. Worth, Hartford, Houston,
Memphis, Nashville, New Orleans, Oklahoma
City, and San Antonio. For information contact Elkins Institute, 2727 Inwood Rd., Dallas,
Tex. 75235 214/357-4001.

continued on page 66
65

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

continued
AEL

INSTRUCTIONS ( Cont'd)
First phone through tape recorded lessons at
home plus one week personal instruction in
Washington, D.C., Atlanta, Boston, Detroit,
New Orleans,
Minneapolis, Seattle,
Denver,
Portland, Los Angeles. Proven results. Our 17th
year teaching FCC license courses. Bob Johnson
Broadcast License Training,
1060D Duncan,
Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266. 213-379-4461.
ATTENTION VETERANS! First class license
in five weeks with complete theory and R.C.A.equipped laboratory training.
Approved for
veterans Tuition $333.00. Housing cost $ 16.00
per week. American Institute of Radio, 2622
Old Lebanon Road, Nashville, Tenn. 37214.
615-889-0469.
— —

10 WATT FM
B-910 monaural exciter
$1995

Member AFCCE

FCC

ou

VIR JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
Computerized Frequency Surveys
345 Colorado Blvd.-80206
(1031 333-5562
DENVER. COLORADO
Member AFCCE

DYMA ENGINEERING, INC.
Route

1,

Box 51, Taos, New Mexico
Phone: 505/758-2686

87571

E.

EVANS

Cable

Corp. .

58
36, 37
52, 59
CM/E-14, 15

International Tapetronics Corp.

18

Jampro Antenna Corp.

60

Electronics Corp.

3M, Video

Card

90
CARTS

39.50

CM/E-8, 9
53
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Products Div.

Cover 2

National Cable Television
Association

CM/E-26

Oak Industries, Inc., CATV Div.

CM/E-18

Pacific Recorder
Quad- Eight
Quantum Science Corp.
Quick- Set Inc.

10
17
CM/E-20
CM/E-21

RCA
13, 14, 15, 16
Rank Precision Industries, Inc.
7
Richmond Hill Laboratories Inc.
24
Russco Electronics Inc.
8
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.
35
Schafer Electronics
54
Scully'Metrotech, Div. of Dictaphone
42
Senstrol Div. of UMC Electronics Co.
64
Shure Brothers
11
Sitco Antennas
CM/E-21
Spindler & Sauppe
62
Stanton Magnetics Inc.
55
Systems Wire & Cable Corp.
CM/E.7
TAB Books
64
Tektronix
21
Telemet
Cover 3
Television Equipment Associates
54
Television Microtime Inc.
23
Wilkinson Electronic Corp.
8, 56

GOOD DEPENDABLE
QUALITY AT THE

72

3500 North Sherman Blvd.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53216

CARTS

Phone: 414-442-4210

S39.50

McCLANATHAN & ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers

66

57

Jerrold

ASSOCIATES

P. 0 Box 750
PORTLAND, -OREGON 97207
Phone: 503/246.8080

Fidelipac .

LPB Inc. . .
McMartin Industries Inc,
Micro-Trak Corp.

TAPE RACKS

Consulting Radio Engineers
AM - FM - TV - CATV - ITFS

APPLICATIONS & FIELD ENGINEERING
TURNKEY INSTALLATIONS— RADIO & TV
Domestic and Foreign

41
9

Grass Valley Group, Inc., The
5
Handley Industries, Inc.
CM ' E-16
Hltachl-Shibaden Corp.
of America
Cover 4, CM/E-19
Imcon Div. of TM
18

RIGHT PRICE
RALPH

Electro Voice Inc.
Farinon Electric

General

BROADCAST STUDIO DESIGN
Control Systems, Facilities Planning,
Plant Layout h Manufacturing

3
CM/E-25

Fort Worth Tower Co., Inc.
GTE Sylvania, Lighting Center
Gates Division, Harris

type accepted.
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64
CM/E-17

Eastman Kodak Co.

McMartin Industries Inc
4500 South Seventy-sixth Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68127
(402) 331-2000 Telex 048-485

Telecommunications Division
AM—FM—TV—CATV
Applications—Facilities Planning
Field Surveys and Proofs
Appraisals
800 Fesler St., El Cajon, Ca. 92020
(714) 442-9459
TWX 910 331 1178

58
26, 27

Dynair Electronics Inc.

McMartin

CHU ASSOCIATES, INC.

25
22

Cosmicar Optical Co., Ltd.

full metering.

ToleCommunications Consulting

Cohu Inc., Electronics Div.
Colorado Video

Danscoll
Datavision Inc.

precision frequency control.
JANSKY & BAILEY

54

63
49, 55, 57, 59

Consolidated Video Products

unique phase- lock •
direct fm modulation

Atlantic Research Corporation

43
12, 57

Communication Medias

B-910 series

B-910T 10 watt transmitter
$2355

Department
CATV & CCTV
Phone 703/354-3400-ext. 722 or 2400
Shirley Hiway at Edsall Road
Alexandria, Virginia 22314

19
52, 53

Central Dynamics Ltd.
Cinema Products Corp.

ENGINEERS

Formerly GEO. C. DAVIS
527 Munsey Bldg.
(202) 783-0111
Washington, D. C. 20004

CM/E-11

Broadcast Electronics, Inc.
CBS Laboratories, A Division of
Columbia Broadcasting System Inc.

B-910 with stereo & sca
$3520

COHEN & DIPPELL
CONSULTING

Corp.

Belar Electronics Laboratory Inc. .

B-910 with stereo generator
$3070

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

Communications

AKA! America Ltd.
AllTech

01

MICRO-TRAK
FORMERLY GRAY RESEARCH

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS 01040
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16400 Ventura Blvd.
Encino, California 91316
213-981-4721
Art Mandell
JAPAN
Nippon Kelsoku Inc.
P.O. Box 410
Central Tokyo, Japan
Tokyo ( 03) 667-7681
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If switching and distribution systems
are in your plans, plan on calling Telemet.
We manufacture complete packages that include A/V routing switchers, one-line
sync distribution systems, machine control systems, production switchers and
master control switchers. And they're available in several configurations and
combinations.
What's more, we have the experience that assures simplicity of design and
high reliability for smooth operation. And, we do it in the most cost-efficient
approach anyone can offer.
So, before you plan anything, plan on calling Telemet. We can help you develop
and implement the best switching and distribution systems for your station. Write
or call us today. Telemet, Amityville, N.Y. 11701, ( 516) 541-3600.

t`

better ideas for broadcasting
A GEOTEL COMPANY

Amityville, New York 11701, ( 516) 541-3600

REGIONAL OFFICES
Chicago. III. ( 312) 627-6026 Houston. Tex ( 713) 946-5796 Riverside. Calif. ( 714) 683-0641
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It's not a lot of money
for the camera...
it's a lot of camera
for the money

Hitachi Shibaden's FP- 1200 Plumbicon*... the
broadcast- quality color camera with the down-toearth price tag.
Excellent color fidelity and sensitivity, plus
three- tube efficiency are just two of the many
outstanding features that will make the FP- 1200 a
valuable addition to your studio operation.
Especially for broadcast, cable, medical,
training and educational applications.
Consider this feature: low- light- level
capability with switchable 6db gain. Several other
reliable TV cameras offer an acceptable, studiooriginated picture at 150 foot candles. The FP- 1200
is the only low-cost color camera with bias- light.
It produces quality color at 10 foot candles.
Another important plus. Serviceability and
stable performance mean minimum maintenance.

•TM NV PhIllurG

Add in the many other features you'd expect
from acamera like this: 10-1 zoom lens with
automatic iris control, built-in encoder, color bar
generator, color temperature compensator,
horizontal aperture correction, optional extended
red, solid state design . . . to name just afew.
For alive demo, specs and pricing, call or
write Hitachi Shibaden ..." The Image Makers."
We think you'll agree that the FP- 1200 is a
lot of camera for the money.

HITACHI SH I
BADEN
Corporation of

America

Exec. Off: 58-25 Brooklyn- Queens Exp'y,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377
Phone 212-898-1261
Offices in Chicago, Los Angeles, Toronto
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